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According to Bailey (2008), substantive time perspectivism acknowledges that 
different types of phenomena operate over different time spans and resolutions as a matter 
of course while methodological time perspectivism concerns the notion that the nature of 
the data at our disposal, as well as the timescale of observation we choose to view it with, 
will affect the types of patterns that are possible to detect in the archaeological record. This 
thesis explores these ideas further. It is a pilot study of southwest Wyoming Late 
Paleoindian land tenure embedded within an extended critique of Wandsnider (2008). To 
Wandsnider’s original sample of archaeological site components, I add a sample of Late 
Paleoindian components. I build on Wandsnider’s original graphical analysis, which 
utilizes taphochronometric indicators to disentangle disparate sources of assemblage 
variation, especially in relation to occupation frequency and integration. Results of the 
combined analysis suggest that many of the taphochronometric indicators continue the 
patterns identified by Wandsnider in the original analysis. However, Late Paleoindian 
components in the interior basin location also generate a few unexpected patterns, given 
the highly integrated appearance of these components. An explanatory model combining 
the concept of “integration” with Bailey’s “cumulative palimpsest” along with an 
adaptation of Kowalewski’s (1996) “disharmonious time-averaging” is proposed to 
partially account for these differences. The discussion of integration in Wandsnider (2008) 
is revised in light of patterning seen for the Late Paleoindian components. I interpret these 
results in terms of Late Paleoindian land tenure systems. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION AND THESIS STATEMENT 
Archaeologists excavating sites on the side of the road are all too familiar with the 
friendly passerby who stops along the roadway for an ad-hoc explanation of prehistory. 
As an undergraduate, I listened closely as my crew chief would explain the site, usually 
in terms of ethnographic analogy, to curious travelers who wanted to know “what 
happened here.” They would point to bones and firepits, stains and diagnostic projectile 
points and explain that there was a campsite here and a rabbit was killed, cooked, and 
eaten while men (it was always men) sat around a fire sharpening tools and creating new 
ones. Having little experience with archaeology other than a few survey courses and a 
basic field school, this all made perfect sense to me because it was easy, and I began to 
conceive of archaeology as telling a “site-level” story in intuitive ethnographic terms. 
This perception was, of course, irreparably damaged once I attended a field school at the 
Hell Gap Paleoindian Site and studied site formation processes with Drs. Mary Lou 
Larson1 and Marcel Kornfeld3 (with appearances by C. Vance Haynes2, Rick Reider4, and 
George Frison5) for my summer project, a reanalysis of site formation processes at Hell 
Gap based on a statistical analysis of artifact orientation. It was further hopelessly eroded 
when I took a seminar called “Time in Archaeology” with Dr. LuAnn Wandsnider, in 
which we progressed, gently at first, and then much more precariously down the dual 
rabbit holes of time and perception to investigate what it is we think we know about 
1,3,4,5 University of Wyoming, George C. Frison Institute of Archaeology and Anthropology	
   2 University of Arizona, Department of Anthropology 
2 
archaeological deposits and our ability to interpret human behavior from them. During 
this seminar, we were exposed to the theory of time perspectivism, which, as originally 
defined by Geoff Bailey consists of “the belief that differing time-scales bring into focus 
different features of behaviour, requiring different sorts of explanatory principles” 
(Bailey 1981:103, 1983, 2007:200). In a 1987 publication, Bailey changes the word 
“behaviour,” focusing instead on “processes.” Thus, time perspectivism reflects “the 
belief that different timescales bring into focus different sorts of processes, requiring 
different concepts and different sorts of explanatory variables” (Bailey 1987:7). 
During the course, I read with interest an early draft of Wandsnider (2008), a 
study of land tenure during the Early Archaic to Late Prehistoric time periods in the 
Wyoming Basin of southwest Wyoming, an area where I had worked for several years 
prior to entering graduate school. The latter study uses taphochronometric methods to 
analyze and interpret time-averaged deposits in the Wyoming Basin by attending to 
natural and cultural site formation processes in agreement with the principles of time 
perspectivism. Because I found this work to be stimulating, complex, and yet still 
difficult to digest without embarking on my own deep analysis of the theory and 
methodology used to conduct the study, I decided to attempt understanding by 
researching the topic for a class paper in landscape archaeology. I proposed to add 
original data and interpretations from a Middle/Late Paleoindian period site excavated 
during my employment as a compliance archaeologist in southwest Wyoming to see if it 
would meet expectations outlined in Wandsnider’s original work, or alter the results in 
some way. The initial study turned into the current work.  
3 
This thesis adds a total of six components from four sites to Wandsnider’s 
original analysis. Five components date to the Late Paleoindian time period, and one 
dates to the Early Archaic time period. One of these, the Battle Spring Draw Paleoindian 
Site (48SW13156), is presented as a case study. This site was chosen because I was 
involved in the testing and data recovery projects for the site as a crew chief while 
working for the Salt Lake City office of TRC Mariah3 on the Lost Creek Gathering 
System Pipeline Project, located within Wandsnider’s original study area in southwest 
Wyoming. Once the fieldwork was completed, I analyzed the site and authored the report. 
This gives me a unique opportunity to critique my own work, which was done prior to 
having been exposed to time perspectivism or some of the methods used by Wandsnider 
in her chapter to begin to approach an understanding of variation in assemblages and 
“place use history” through time. The basic structure of this research is presented below. 
This thesis uses landscape archaeology and time perspectivism in its approach to 
the study of Late Paleoindian land tenure. Specifically, it represents a pilot study of 
southwest Wyoming Late Paleoindian land tenure embedded within an extended critique 
of Wandsnider (2008). To Wandsnider’s original sample of archaeological site 
components, I add a sample of Late Paleoindian components, building on Wandsnider’s 
original graphical analysis, which utilizes taphochronometric indicators to disentangle 
disparate sources of assemblage variation. Results of the combined analysis suggest that 
many of the taphochronometric indicators continue the patterns identified by Wandsnider 
3 Contact Information: Nathan Fleming, Program Manager/ Cultural Resources, TRC Mariah, 605 Skyline 
  Drive, Laramie WY. 
4 
in the original analysis. However, Late Paleoindian components in the interior basin 
location also generate a few unexpected patterns, given the highly integrated appearance 
of these components. An explanatory model combining the concept of “integration” with 
Bailey’s “cumulative palimpsest” along with an adaptation of Kowalewski’s (1996) 
“disharmonious time-averaging” is proposed to partially account for these differences. 
The discussion of integration in Wandsnider (2008) is adjusted in light of patterning seen 
for the Late Paleoindian components, and the results are interpreted in terms of Late 
Paleoindian land tenure systems. 
 To ground the thesis in theory, I first present a brief theoretical summary of 
landscape archaeology and time perspectivism in Chapter 2. This discussion is followed 
by an introduction to the environmental setting in Chapter 3 along with a brief summary 
of Late Paleoindian cultural systematics of southwest Wyoming in Chapter 4. A more in-
depth introduction to Wandsnider (2008) is presented in Chapter 6, which is followed by 
a short summary of methodology in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 presents background 
information on the case study of the Battle Spring Draw Paleoindian Site and Chapter 9 
provides a summary of the characteristics of the additional Late Paleoindian components 
(along with an Early Archaic component) added to the analysis. Chapter 10 provides an 
abbreviated summary of Wandsnider’s analysis, followed by the Late Paleoindian 
analysis. Chapter 11 provides a preliminary discussion of the results of the Late 
Paleoindian sample along with a critique of the taphochronometric indicators proposed 
by Wandsnider (2008) as sensitive to occupation frequency and “integration.” Chapter 12 
summarizes two main problems that occurred during the process of analysis and provides 
 5 
a possible remedy through the introduction of a new explanatory model designed to align 
theory with method. Chapter 13 returns to the larger issue of Late Paleoindian land tenure 
along with some concluding remarks. 
The Battle Spring Draw Paleoindian Site (48SW13156) is treated as a “case 
study.” In addition, for the sake of convenience, all of the additional components I have 
added to the analysis will be referred to as “Late Paleoindian components,” though the 
reader should note that one of the components (48SW375-2) that was initially referred to 
as Late Paleoindian in age by the original report authors, is now considered Early Archaic 
due to a recent adjustment of the cultural systematics of the southwest Wyoming region. 
In addition, some of the components include features and/or artifacts from the Middle 
Paleoindian period, but are referred to here as “Late Paleoindian” because they are 
palimpsests combined with Late Paleoindian materials.  
6 
CHAPTER 2. LANDSCAPE ARCHAEOLOGY AND TIME PERSPECTIVISM 
Landscape Archaeology 
Landscape archaeology has diverse influences from processual and postprocessual 
archaeology, cultural anthropology, historical and human geography, ecology, 
ethnography, and place-name studies and has been defined in a variety of ways, 
depending on the research question and theoretical perspective of the archaeologist, as 
well as the context within which they are working (Darvill 2016; David and Thomas 
2016; Strang 2016; Wandsnider 1992a). For example, landscape archaeologists in North 
America have considered landscapes as ecological habitats or attempted to detect 
persistence and change in settlement patterns through space and time using a combination 
of actualistic studies, site formation theory, and ethnographic interpretive models 
(Binford 1980, 1978a, 1978b; Briggs et al. 2006; Heilen et al. 2008; Rossignol and 
Wandsnider 1992; Schiffer 1972, 1987; Wandsnider 1992b). Some may consider 
subsistence strategies and their effect on settlement or attempt to apply models from 
human behavioral ecology (Bird and Codding 2016). Others are concerned with studies 
of phenomenology or symbolism, exploring the sensory experience of landscape and/or 
describing landscape as a “stage” for performance (Cosgrove 1998; Darvill 2016; 
DeMarrais 2014; Fogelin 2007; Inomata and Coben 2006; Tilley 2008, 1994). Regardless 
of orientation, whether reconstructing the spatial extent of traits through culture history or 
attempting to recognize patterns indicative of cultural systems or evolutionary processes, 
what each approach and theoretical perspective has in common is a concern with the 
7 
application of theoretical models to interpretation of the complex temporal reality and 
materiality of the archaeological record. 
A mismatch between theory, method and the physical properties of the 
archaeological record was recognized by archaeologists early on, with subsequent 
developments in ethnoarchaeology, middle range theory, behavioral archaeology, and 
time perspectivism (Bailey 1981, 1987, 2007, 2008; Binford 1978b, 1980, 1981; Schiffer 
1972, 1987). Fred Plog claimed in the early seventies that in applying synchronic models 
of explanation to diachronic phenomena, archaeologists failed to sufficiently use the 
diachronic potential of their data to study variability and change. This oversight was 
partially due to a lack of consideration of what the discipline of archaeology should be 
about, as well as an insufficient consideration of the nature of the material record and the 
type of analysis that could be conducted on it, given its structure (Plog 1973, 1974). 
Nevertheless, most archaeologists persisted in the search for ways to coax evidence and 
patterns of individual adaptive behavioral “strategies” from the archaeological record 
using ethnographic models of explanation without sufficient attention paid to the 
temporal structure of the archaeological record (Holdaway and Wandsnider 2006, 2008a). 
This was done despite the recognition that these deposits had been formed through 
complex cultural and natural site formation processes, often resulting in palimpsests. 
The problem stemmed from the state of the relationship between method and 
theory at the time, which seemed to encourage the reconstruction of systemic lifeways 
sequenced through time that could be explained using synchronic models. Consequently, 
recognizing that there was not yet a plausible methodology in place to move forward, 
8 
time perspectivism began to develop in the background of the New Archaeology (Bailey 
2008). In 1973, prior to its full development, Plog called for an archaeology that would 
permit the observation of temporal variation in behavior and processes in lieu of using 
models borrowed from sociocultural anthropology geared towards explanation of the 
ethnographic present. Rather than using archaeology to study the “ethnography of the 
past,” which is often characterized as relatively static, Plog felt that archaeology was best 
suited to study variation and change through time, a concern echoed years later by 
Holdaway and Wandsnider (2006) in considering a way forward with time perspectivism 
in archaeology through place use history, without relying on poorly fitting ethnographic 
models of explanation. The latter felt that time perspectivism could be successfully 
applied to landscape archaeology: 
First, we see this time perspectivism approach as a new way of dealing with landscape and 
the interpretation of the strategies critiqued above. It is not that we need to individually 
resolve the multiple strategies that have produced assemblages. Rather, the analysis of 
assemblage variation provides the means to determine place use histories, and, from there 
we can approach the interpretation of various strategies pursued in the past. We have 
therefore shifted the search for strategies from analyses aimed at defining synchronic 
moments in the past to patterns of variation generated through time (Holdaway and 
Wandsnider 2006:196–197).  
Holdaway and Wandsnider conclude their theoretical 2006 paper with references 
to Plog’s desire “to move beyond synchronic interpretations of a diachronic 
archaeological record.” They subsequently suggest the next step would be “to consider 
formationally informed accumulation and place histories, sensitive to temporal structure, 
as the lens through which a variety of strategies, operating at a variety of tempos, become 
evident” (Holdaway and Wandsnider 2006:198). Wandsnider (2008) appears to represent 
an attempt to fulfill this mission, using methods from time perspectivism. After 
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presenting some essential elements of time perspectivism, I provide a brief summary of 
her specific methodology and detail my approach to the remainder of the paper below. 
 
Time Perspectivism 
 According to Bailey (2008:13) time perspectivism encompasses two 
principle ideas – substantive time perspectivism (time as process) and methodological 
time perspectivism. The first principle acknowledges that different types of phenomena 
operate over different time spans and resolutions as a matter of course (Table 1). 
Methodological time perspectivism concerns the notion that the nature of the data at our 
disposal, as well as the timescale of observation we choose to view it with, will affect the 
types of patterns that are possible to detect in the archaeological record. In addition, 
because different types of phenomena as a matter of course already operate over 
substantively different time scales (substantive time perspectivism), the frequency of 
certain processes may be best viewed and/or analyzed through one type of temporal 
measurement scale, while the detection of others would require a different scale of 
observation. 
Our ultimate understanding of events and processes, as well as the principles we 
use to explain them, are affected by differences in the temporal aspects of the processes 
themselves, the evidentiary nature of the processes remaining in the archaeological record 
(traces), and the metaphorical temporal “lens” with which we choose to view evidence of 
those processes in the archaeological record (Bailey 2007, 2008; Sullivan 1978; Sullivan 
III 2008; Wandsnider 2008).  
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Table 1 General Relationship of Temporal Scale, Span, and Resolution to Example Processes 
of Interest.
Example Process1 General Time 
Scale of Process 










“Small-scale” Occurs on one 
day 
- Tree ring dating














1(Bailey 2007; Wandsnider 2008) 
2(Beta Analytic 2015a, 2015b; Lin 2015; Wang et al. 1996) 
Though “time scale” is generally operationalized in time perspectivist literature as 
representing a continuum from “small-scale” to “large-scale” processes, Bailey notes that 
two different characteristics of time scale, “time span” and “time resolution,” have been 
conflated within its overall meaning (Figure 1). The former characteristic is defined in 
terms of relative size (e.g. relatively “short-term” or “long-term” phenomena). The latter 
is defined as the resolution of measurement we use to describe the phenomena of interest 
(e.g. high-resolution or low-resolution measurement devices). 
Phenomena that occur over a short-term time span would require relatively high-
resolution measurement devices to detect; these are considered “small-scale” phenomena. 
Larger scale phenomena occurring over a relatively long period of time generally use low 
resolution measurement devices in order to enable the detection of more extensive 
patterned phenomena, especially in terms of geographic coverage. Examples provided by 
Bailey include “the actions of an individual on a particular day,” to represent a small-
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scale phenomenon requiring high resolution devices to detect, and “the diffusion of 
prehistoric agriculture,” a large-scale phenomenon theoretically detectable through the 
use of low-resolution measurement devices (Bailey 2007:201). 
Figure 1 Schematic showing two separate features of timescale. 
Operationalizing methodological time perspectivism requires an understanding of 
the complex nature of archaeological deposits, the material components of which are 
complicated by the structure of the archaeological record, which represents a palimpsest 
and/or series of palimpsests usually characterized by time-averaged deposits that 
represent coarser resolution than those used in models of contemporary ethnographic 
behavior (Bailey 2008; Holdaway and Wandsnider 2006; Wandsnider 2008). An analysis 
of geomorphological and site formation processes is important in the overall assessment 
of temporal structure and degree of time-averaging in a deposit. The nomenclature that 
has developed around the concepts used in time perspectivism is designed to allow 
analysis and discussion of archaeological deposits in relation to temporal scale and 
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structure to arrive at an overall assessment of the degree of time-averaging in a given 
deposit (Table 2).  
Table 2 Nomenclature Developed Around Time Perspectivism in Archaeology. 
Category Definition Discipline Reference 
Temporal grain: Sedimentation rate + timing of 
behavioral/cultural processes. 
Temporal grain of a deposit - the 
smallest resolvable temporal interval. 
Archaeology Binford 1978 
Holdaway and 
Wandsnider 2006 
Coarse grained - Accumulation of 
many events that are non-resolvable. 
Archaeology Binford (1978) 
Fine grained - Preserves the remains 
of a short sequence of cultural events. 
Archaeology Binford (1978) 
Scope Time span represented in a deposit. Paleontology Behrensmeyer (1982); 
(1983) 
Gap Erosion or nondeposition in a deposit. Paleontology Behrensmeyer (1982); 
Behrensmeyer and 
Schindel (1983) 
Grain/ Resolution Degree and nature of time-averaging. Paleontology Behrensmeyer and 
Schindel (1983) 
Time-averaging Materials deposited through 
behaviors from many agents 
integrated over time span during 
which sedimentary envelope 
accumulated. 
Paleontology Behrensmeyer (1982) 
Integration Degree to which cultural deposits 
appear mapped onto preceding 
occupations by later generations of 
site occupants. 






Traditional dating methods, such as 




Analysis of accumulation of “traces” 
by artifacts, features and spaces over 
time that may allow archaeologists to 
arrive at an understanding of finer 
grain than would otherwise be 
possible, given the overall temporal 
grain of a deposit. 
Archaeology (Sullivan 1978; Sullivan 
III 2008) 
Consequences of the consideration of time-averaged deposits and the 
phenomenon of time perspectivism ultimately result in the realization of a fundamental 
mismatch in our ability to apply ethnographic, historical, sociological, and behavioral 
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models and methodologies to the study of archaeological deposits. It is therefore argued 
that an entirely new set of methodologies, interlinked with theory, must develop, and that 
archaeology as a discipline developed with a time perspectivist approach is best equipped 
to consider at least medium and long-term patterns of human behavior, although even 
short-term processes are subject to the palimpsest effect (Holdaway and Wandsnider 
2006, 2008a). 
 The history and rationale behind the notion of time perspectivism has been well 
covered by others and I will not belabor the discussion here with an exhaustive literature 
review, which is beyond the purview of the current task (Bailey 1981, 1987, 2007, 2008; 
Foley 1981; Holdaway and Wandsnider 2008b; Plog 1973). Rather, my intent is to 
investigate, briefly summarize, supplement, and comment on one specific demonstration 
of the methodological implementation of the theory, as presented in Wandsnider (2008). 
In this work, Wandsnider provides a complex, multifaceted analysis of time-averaged 
deposits in the Wyoming Basin in an effort to inform on multi-temporal cultural, 
geological and geomorphological site formation processes, which in turn affect our 
ability to detect another cultural process referred to as land tenure (Wandsnider 2008). 
These ideas will be further explored in Chapters 5 and 6, but first I introduce the 
environmental setting of southwest Wyoming in Chapter 3. This is followed by Chapter 
4, a summary of Late Paleoindian cultural systematics in the region. I return to a 
discussion of time perspectivism in the concluding chapters of this thesis, adding some 
additional terminology in a discussion of an explanatory model presented to partially 
account for differences in Late Paleoindian land use patterns.  
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CHAPTER 3. ENVIRONMENTAL CONTEXT 
 
 This chapter provides a review of the environmental context of southwest 
Wyoming as well as some comments from other researchers on how paleoclimate and 
paleoenvironmental models affect our interpretations of Paleoindian adaptations through 
time. 
 
Landscape: Topography, Hydrology, and Sediments 
 Southwest Wyoming, located in the Middle Rocky Mountains physiographic 
region, consists of a series of basins and uplifts surrounded by major mountain ranges in 
several directions (Figure 2). The northern boundary is marked by the Wind River Range 
and Granite Mountains. The southern boundary is delineated by the Uinta Mountains. 
The Wyoming Range and the Bear River Divide form the western boundary, while the 
eastern boundary consists of the Rawlins Uplift (Latady 1985). The Wyoming Basin, also 
known as the Bridger Basin, extends across the majority of southwestern Wyoming, and 
consists of several smaller basins including the Green River Basin, the Great Divide 
Basin, and the Washakie Basin. Elevation of the basins ranges from 1,200 to 2,200 
meters (Knight 1994; Knight et al. 2014). 
The Green River and Washakie Basins are drained by the Green River, which 
flows south to join the Colorado River basin. The Great Divide Basin is an internal 
hydrological system; the continental divide splits at its northern and southern boundaries 
and extends around the basin to the east and west, forming a closed system. In addition to 
the Green River, several small rivers, tributaries, and natural springs exist within the 
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Wyoming basin. A series of alkali lakes, spring remnants of a larger Pleistocene lake, are 
located in the Great Divide Basin. These probably supported large numbers of waterfowl 
and moderate numbers of land mammals both of which were likely exploited by 
populations of humans through multiple time periods, depending on fluctuations in the 
environment (Eckerle 2000; Knight 1994; Knight et al. 2014; Thompson and Pastor 
1995; Wheeler 2002). Some archaeologists have noted possible differences in prehistoric 
use of basin locations through time (Creasman and Thompson 1997). Following 
Wandsnider (2008), the current study investigates these possible differences by 
separating components by basin location (e.g. interior, margin, and Rock Springs Uplift). 
 Sediments in southwest Wyoming are primarily classified as “pedocals,” defined 
as soils with high calcium carbonate content due to upward movement of water caused by 
Figure 2 Wyoming mountains and basins (Knight et al. 2014:5) 
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evaporation in an arid environment (Thompson and Pastor 1995). In addition, Quaternary 
colluvium and modern alluvial deposits may be found in major drainages and on 
overbank deposits. Aeolian deposits such as sand dunes, sand sheets and sand shadows 
are found in some areas, such as the leeward sides of ridges and minor drainages. 
Extensive dunal deposits occur as easterly migrating dune fields in some areas, and are 
composed of a mixture of aeolian and alluvial deposits. Thin glacial lag deposits blanket 
the top portions of the highest terraces and bedrock formations, left behind by glacial 
runoff during the formation and down cutting of the basins after the glacial retreat 
(Knight et al. 2014; Thompson and Pastor 1995:4). Sediment type and surface activity 
contribute to the depositional characteristics of archaeological components, which, for the 
purpose of the current study are characterized by the relative extent and degree of 
aggradation and deflation through time. 
 
Climate and Environmental History 
Modern Climate 
 The modern climate of southwest Wyoming is characterized by warm, dry 
summers and cold, wet winters. Knight observes that environmental factors fluctuate 
more significantly for this region than the North American continent as a whole, due to 
the relatively high elevation. The thinner atmosphere in high elevation areas allows 
sunlight to pass through uninhibited, leading to faster heating of the region during the 
daytime. The same factor contributes to rapid cooling during the evenings, as heat is able 
to dissipate rapidly through the thinner atmosphere. Consequently, temperatures may 
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reach 80° F in the daytime, yet plunge to below freezing at night. Since many plants are 
not able to tolerate such extremes in temperature, southwest Wyoming vegetation as a 
whole is uniquely adapted to this high elevation system. The types of plants able to 
survive in this region influence the nature of animal and human settlement on the land. 
Vegetational patches are indicative of general forage productivity and their availability 
for human and animal use fluctuate through time with differences in climate. However, 
climate alone does not predict survivability of plants; soils and sediments, especially 
parent materials, heavily influence the availability of vegetational patches in the region 
(Knight 1994:33).  
Soils and Vegetation 
 Knight outlines five important characteristics of soils that determine vegetational 
patterns in Wyoming including water infiltration rate, depth, water-holding capacity, 
salinity and aeration. Alkalinity is also an important chemical factor. Haplophytes have 
adapted to saline and alkaline environments at the cellular level, enabling them to survive 
in sodium rich environments. Examples of common haplophytes in southwest Wyoming 
include Gardner saltbush and greasewood, which has adapted by developing salt-
secreting glands on the surface of the leaves, enabling it to tolerate highly saline soils 
(Knight 1994:34; Knight et al. 2014). 
 In general, southwest Wyoming consists of two major plant ecozones: sagebrush 
steppe (characterized by islands of localized sagebrush such as Wyoming big sagebrush, 
black sagebrush, silver sagebrush and low sagebrush), and desert shrublands and playas. 
The latter is divided into several sub-types including saltbush desert shrubland, mixed 
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desert shrubland, greasewood desert shrubland, saltgrass meadow, and basin grasslands. 
Typical plants include shrubs, grasses and forbs adapted to saline or alkaline 
environments including several varieties of sagebrush, rabbitbrush, and saltbush, as well 
as Indian rice grass, needle and thread grass, blue grama, goosefoot, halogeton, phlox, 
pricklypear cactus, wild onion, yellow beeplant and many others too numerous to list 
here (Knight 1994:111; Knight et al. 2014).  The presence of these plants depends on the 
type of desert shrubland they inhabit and similarly adapted species often occur together in 
mosaics important to the behavioral patterns of wildlife as well as the subsistence and 
settlement patterns developed by the prehistoric inhabitants of the Wyoming Basin 
(Knight 1994; Knight et al. 2014; Kornfeld and Osborn 2003). 
Climate History 
 Climate history is important to interpretations of some of the motivating 
environmental factors that may have contributed to behavioral change through time.  
Knight et al. (2014) provides a general discussion of climate in the Wyoming Basin and 
surrounding regions. A diagram of the relative abundance of sagebrush pollen to pine 
pollen recovered from cores of Grays Lake in southeastern Idaho provides a proxy 
indicator of wet and dry periods over the last 60 million years (Figure 3). The latter 
portion of the diagram has been modified to highlight the abundances of these pollen 
types during the Late Pleistocene and Holocene periods. Sagebrush is adapted to xeric 
conditions and pine to a more mesic environment; therefore, the higher proportion of 
sagebrush to pine pollen during the Holocene suggests that the environment was 
generally much drier during this time period (Knight 1994:19). The higher proportion of 
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pine pollen to sagebrush pollen during the Pleistocene/ Holocene transition suggests that 
Paleoindian populations could have enjoyed a wetter environment that may have 
supported a Great Plains-like adaptation in some regions, with higher forage productivity 
at that time (Johnson and Pastor 2003; Knight et al. 2014:21). The spike in sagebrush 
pollen after approximately 5,000 B.P. may be indicative of the driest portion of the 
Holocene.  
Muñiz (2013) presents a large scale paleoenvironmental review of 58 study sites 
from the Great Plains and Rocky Mountains, noting that the relatively climatically stable 
Cody Complex occurs between the global “8.2ka event” and the Holocene Thermal 
Maximum (HTC), both of which represent times of increased temperature. He cites 
Figure 3 Relative abundances of pollen from lake cores as a proxy indicator of 
climate change through time (After Knight [1994:17]; Knight modified this 
figure after Beiswenger [1991]). 
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several studies that are relevant for the Wyoming Basin, including records from Loon 
Lake and Temple Valley Lake as well as from archaeological sites including the Finley 
Site and the Horner Site, which are located in or adjacent to the study area. Records from 
Loon Lake, located in Northwest Wyoming, report a generally mesic (but trending 
towards dry) environment from 10,500 to 9,500 14C BP, with significant drying 
beginning around approximately 9,500-9,000 14C BP. Data suggest that drying and aridity 
increased from 9,000 to 8,000 14C BP at this location (Muñiz 2013; Whitlock et al. 1995). 
Pollen records from Temple Valley Lake, located north of the Wyoming Basin, 
suggest warmer summers from 10,000 to approximately 8,000 14C BP. This 
approximation seems consistent with data from the Finley Site, located in the Wyoming 
Basin, which reports a warmer and wetter environment than present along with increased 
evaporation rates relative to earlier Paleoindian times. The Finley Site also suggests the 
existence of mesic conditions trending towards aridity during later times from 9,500 to 
9,000 14C BP, which transitions to a more stable mesic landscape during the period from 
9,000 to 8,500 14C BP. From approximately 8,800 14C BP to 8,100 14C BP, increased 
aeolian activity and dune formation is suggested for the Ferris Dune Field, also located in 
the study area. This timeframe is in general agreement with Eckerle (Johnson and Pastor 
2003) and Miller (1992), both of whom interpret increased aeolian activity occurring in 
the study area after 9,000 BP.  
In an interesting, more locally relevant discussion of paleoenvironmental proxy 
data, paleoclimatic data, and the Bryson and Bryson Archaeoclimatic model (Bryson and 
Bryson 2000), Eckerle suggests the following: 
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[t]he archaeoclimatic model predicts moist conditions for the Green River area during 
middle Folsom times, including the first half of the Younger Dryas event. This was followed by a 
pronounced, post-glacial drying episode (similar to present-day conditions) which began during 
Folsom times at about 10,500 B.P., lasting through Agate Basin, Hell Gap, and Alberta times, 
until nearly 9400 BP. Following this was a period of higher-than-present day effective moisture, 
beginning in Cody times at about 9200 B.P. and lasting through the later Paleoindian era when 
parallel-oblique flaking traditions prevailed at about 8000-7900 B.P. Thereafter, a rapid transition 
to much drier than present day conditions occurred, marking severe, mid-Holocene drying 
(Altithermal). 
As mentioned above, this scenario is at odds with prior interpretations of the earliest 
Holocene which suggest that conditions were moist from the latest Pleistocene through the earliest 
Holocene (Eckerle and Hobey 1999; Miller 1992). However, the modeled climate data, especially 
the wet to dry shift at 10,500 B.P., agrees, in part, with suggestions for a volatile, wet to dry, 
Clovis to Folsom climatic transition (Holliday 2000; Madsen 1999) possibly influenced by the 
Younger Dryas (Broughton et al. 2000). Furthermore, it suggests that a dramatic climatic shift, 
from wet to dry, may have occurred within Folsom times in and around the Wyoming Basin. 
The forage production model presented in this report suggests that conditions were dry 
within the middle portion of the Paleoindian period, including Alberta-Cody times. Based on this 
reconstruction, previous estimates of elevated game animal carrying capacities during the "early" 
Paleoindian era (Eckerle and Hobey 1999) may have to be amended to a scenario which predicts 
high big game populations as having occurred prior to 10,500 B.P. with a possible rebound after 
9500 B.P. (e.g. during the Eden era). Interestingly, the Blue Point site (Alberta/Cody) lacks 
evidence for bison procurement and exhibits evidence for taking of small game (rabbits). Thus, it 
appears that environmental pressure to broaden diet breadth may have occurred much earlier than 
previously thought, and included the era spanning terminal Folsom through Alberta times. 
[Eckerle et al. 2002:62–65] 
These variable temperature/climatic regimes lend insight into the development of 
stable surfaces and aggraded/deflated deposits affecting human behavior as well as the 
character of archaeological deposits formed during the Late Paleoindian period as 
populations adapted to a changing environment. For the Cody Complex, Muñiz notes that 
there is a relatively steep drop in radiocarbon dated components after 8,500 BP, and no 
components dated to this time period after 8,000 BP. He suggests a transition from a 
bison-oriented Cody lifestyle to a more diversified adaptive orientation after this time 
period, and encourages the future investigation of data from earlier components that may 
document the beginning of this trend. Data from the Cody components of the Blue Point 
Site (BP-1; 9,540 BP) as well as the Battle Spring Draw Paleoindian Site (BSD-1; 9,430 
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± 40 ) and Site 48SW8842 (SW8842-1; 9,360 ± 190), which all exhibit evidence of 
exploitation of very small mammals in the absence of medium to large mammal remains 
prior to 9,000 BP, suggests that a broad-spectrum orientation may have been well 
underway by late Cody times in the larger Wyoming Basin (Eckerle et al. 2002; Johnson 
and Pastor 2003; Kornfeld et al. 2016a; Larson 2012; Pool 2001; Smith et al. 2003).  
In Chapters 4 and 5, I provide a discussion of Paleoindian cultural systematics 
followed by a discussion of Late Paleoindian land tenure models. 
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 CHAPTER 4. CULTURAL SYSTEMATICS IN SOUTHWEST WYOMING 
Introduction 
A basic understanding of the history of cultural systematics in southwest 
Wyoming is important in order to consider the context of the discussion of the study of 
changes in land tenure through time. The assumptions made by prior archaeologists have 
affected data collection, analysis, and interpretation. After a brief review of the 
development and treatment of cultural systematics in southwest Wyoming, I comment on 
how a time perspectivist approach may assist in addressing some of the problems 
inherent in the cultural systematics of the region. This chapter is followed by a discussion 
of some Late Paleoindian land use models (Chapter 5), which utilize elements of the 
cultural systematics discussion presented here. Kornfeld et al. (2010) divide the 
Paleoindian period into Early Paleoindian, Middle Paleoindian, and Late Paleoindian 
periods, with some overlap between the latter two time periods (Table 3) 
Table 3 Temporal Span of the Early, Middle, and Late Paleoindian periods. 
Cal yr B.P. 14C yr B.P. 
Early Paleoindian ~13,150 – 12,000 11,250 – 10,200 
Middle Paleoindian 12,000 – 9,500 10,200 – 8,500  
Late Paleoindian 11,110 – 8,800  9,500 – 8,100 
(Kornfeld et al. 2010; Larson 2012) 
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Historical Summary of the Treatment of Cultural Systematics in SW Wyoming 
Although heavily influenced by traditional Great Plains and Northwestern Plains 
systematics, archaeologists conducting research in southwest Wyoming have applied a 
variety of cultural sequences to the region, especially since the 1960s. This situation was 
largely due to the dearth of prior archaeological investigations in the region along with 
the presence what appeared to represent distinct cultural and ecological adaptations that 
differed from the Great Plains “proper” (Johnson and Pastor 2003:15). Based on stratified 
deposits from Pictograph Cave (24YL1), William Mulloy (1958) defined what Kornfeld 
and colleagues refer to as the “first serious attempt” to establish a sequence for the larger 
Northwestern Plains region, and this sequence was also applied to the archaeology of 
southwest Wyoming by academics and CRM practitioners, despite the unique cultural 
and environmental characteristics of the region (Figure 4)(Kornfeld et al. 2016:63). 
Frison revised the sequence in 1978 and included Paleoindian, Early Plains Archaic, 
Middle Plains Archaic, Late Plains Archaic and Late Prehistoric time periods in his 
reinterpreted Northwestern Plains sequence, which explicitly included the basins of 
Wyoming as a Great Plains type adaptation (Frison 1978). However, due to the position 
of the Wyoming Basin, which is located adjacent to three separate physiographic regions 
including the Great Plains, Rocky Mountains, and Great Basin, other researchers in 
Wyoming began to apply cultural sequences from all three regions to the archaeology of 
southwest Wyoming and this strategy affected interpretations of ecological adaptations 
for the region (Metcalf 1987; Johnson and Pastor 2003).   
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Figure 4 Comparison of three Northwestern Plains chronological orderings (Frison 1991:20). 
Thus, until at least the late 1970s, pre-Columbian ecological adaptations in 
southwest Wyoming seem to have been interpreted by most Great Plains archaeologists 
as conforming to Frison’s broader Plains/Basin adaptive strategy wherein big game 
hunters exploited extinct megafauna during the early Paleoindian time period, followed 
by large mammals during later Paleoindian time periods. Though archaeologists, 
including Frison, took note of evidence for a more broad spectrum orientation 
(Foothill/Mountain) in this and other areas during the Late Paleoindian period (further 
discussed below), investigations into Paleoindian lifeways were just getting started and 
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Frison notes that little attention was paid to evidence of reliance on smaller faunal species 
and plant remains in Great Plains Paleoindian sites, largely due to methodological 
constraints as well as the ephemeral nature of the available evidence (Frison 1973, 1978, 
1992, 1997; Frison and Grey 1980; Husted 1969; Husted and Edgar 2002). The ubiquity 
and dominance of the big game hunting narrative in southwest Wyoming was perpetuated 
by the early discovery and excavation of mammoth and extinct bison kill sites associated 
with fluted and unfluted lanceolate points from southwest Wyoming and the surrounding 
area. These included the Pine Spring site, at the time considered to contain evidence of 
human exploitation of megafauna, and the Union Pacific Mammoth kill site, both located 
in southwest Wyoming (Frison 1991; Irwin et al. 1962, 1961; Kelly et al. 2006; Sharrock 
1966). From evidence of this type, archaeologists inferred that Paleoindian adaptations in 
the region were similar to other big game kill sites in the larger Great Plains region 
(Kornfeld 2007). 
Meanwhile, the boom and bust cycle of the oil and gas exploration industry in the 
1970s and 1980s led to increased excavation by specialists in the cultural resource 
management sector who began to identify what appeared to represent differing patterns in 
the types of remains associated with southwest Wyoming components from multiple time 
periods. Consequently, researchers in southwest Wyoming became sufficiently 
uncomfortable with the traditional view that Metcalf proposed a new chronology tailored 
towards southwest Wyoming, first in a 1983 report (Zier et al. 1983), and later in a stand-
alone publication (Metcalf 1987). Metcalf retained the Paleoindian, Early Archaic, Late 
Archaic and Late Prehistoric periods, but removed the Middle Archaic from the sequence 
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due to the apparent lack of a McKean “time period” in southwest Wyoming. However, a 
reference to the McKean complex remained in the sequence, as presented by Frison 
(1991), due to the persistence of an occasional McKean site in the region. Significant 
changes to Frison’s 1978 sequence (as applied to southwest Wyoming) included the 
removal of the word “Plains” to better reflect the role of influences from neighboring 
regions, and the division of the Early and Late Archaic as well as the Late Prehistoric 
periods into two phases each. The Early Archaic was divided into the Great Divide and 
Green River Phases (later renamed Opal); the Late Archaic was divided into the Pine 
Spring and Deadman Wash Phases, and the Late Prehistoric was divided into Firehole 
and Uinta Phases. This division was apparently due to the distribution of relative 
radiocarbon frequencies as well as cultural influences from neighboring regions (e.g. 
Great Basin, Uinta Basin, Northern Colorado River Basin) which, along with in-situ 
developments were felt to “complicate” the cultural chronology of southwest Wyoming 
(Kornfeld et al. 2016; Zier et al. 1983). The time periods and phases in Metcalf’s 
chronology were reportedly created by plotting radiocarbon dates on a smoothed 
frequency graph and searching for trends (Pastor et al. 2000).  
Metcalf’s chronology was revised by several archaeologists between 1986 and 
1995 (Figure 5) (Johnson and Pastor 2003; Wheeler et al. 1986; Wheeler 2002). Most of 
these revisions were minor adjustments of the time periods applied to each phase in the 
sequence, although Wheeler removed the Firehole sequence and extended the Uinta 
phase back in time by about 1,000 years. Despite the common use of Metcalf’s 
chronology in the literature of southwest Wyoming archaeology, some researchers chose 
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not to use the sequence and retained Frison’s original terminology including the use of 
“Plains” in time periods such as the “Late Plains Archaic” (Eakin et al. 1997). In a 2002 
dissertation, Wheeler revisited the cultural systematics of southwest Wyoming and 
provided a critique of the common application of Metcalf’s sequence by CRM 
practitioners in the region (Wheeler 2002).  
Figure 5 Summary of cultural chronologies applied to southwest Wyoming between 1987 and 1995 
(Johnson and Pastor 2003:17). 
Finally, due to differences in cultural patterns, and interpretations of the 
paleoenvironment, it was felt by many that a revised chronology for southwest Wyoming 
was needed. Though much of the revision process was related to time periods later than 
Paleoindian, it did have some effect also on the interpretation of the Paleoindian 
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systematics due to cultural and environmental differences. For example, the possible 
earlier start of the HTC in southwest Wyoming along with different cultural patterns 
during the time period (e.g. less reliance on big game) may have affected the perceived 
onset of the Early Archaic lifestyle as occurring within the Late Paleoindian period rather 
than during the following Early Archaic period, as traditionally interpreted elsewhere 
(Eckerle 1997; Miller 1992; Smith et al. 2003). This interpretation resulted in a 1,000-
year adjustment to the accepted time boundary between the Late Paleoindian and Early 
Archaic time periods, which was moved from 7,500 BP to 8,500 BP (Kornfeld et al. 
2016:66). 
More Recent Paleoindian Cultural Systematics of Southwest Wyoming 
A detailed review of Northwestern Plains/ Central Rocky Mountain Paleoindian 
systematics and technological adaptations is available elsewhere and is beyond the scope 
of this thesis (Kornfeld et al. 2016; Larson 2012). Therefore, in this section, I provide an 
abbreviated and general review of the traditional Plains/ Basin and Foothill/ Mountain 
Paleoindian adaptations in order to situate the current study in a larger context.  This is 
followed by an examination of some problems in the study of Paleoindian cultural 
systematics, a few possible remedies, and a discussion of how a time perspectivist 
approach may contribute to a resolution. The Paleoindian period, as currently 
characterized by archaeologists in southwest Wyoming, extends from approximately 
11,500 to 8,100 14C yr BP for this specific area (Figure 6) (Kornfeld et al. 2016:66; 
Metcalf 1987; McKibbon et al. 1989).  
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Figure 6 Northwestern Plains and Rocky Mountain chronology (Kornfeld et al. 2016:49). 
Plains/Basins Sequence 
Early on, this cultural adaptation was defined by the presence of Great Plains-
oriented lanceolate projectile points designed for the exploitation of large mammals such 
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as mammoth and bison. Ideally, these points would be recovered in a context conforming 
to the cultural adaptations of the Great Plains, for example, in association with large 
mammals. Typical projectile points would include Clovis, Goshen, Folsom, Agate Basin, 
Hell Gap, Alberta-Cody, Eden and Scottsbluff (Cody Complex), Frederick, and Lusk. 
These points are all common to the northwest Great Plains proper, located to the east of 
the Wyoming Basin, but may also occur in the basins of southwest Wyoming (Frison 
1991; Kornfeld et al. 2016). Despite their potential presence, Clovis has not yet (to my 
knowledge) been observed in the study area, although Folsom, Midland, Goshen, Agate 
Basin, Hell Gap, and Cody specimens have all been documented in surface components 
(Frison et al. 2015). 
Foothill/ Mountains Sequence 
The cultural sequence above was complicated by discovery of the Foothill-
Mountain Paleoindian complex, identified by Husted (Husted n.d., 1969) and elaborated 
by Frison (Frison 1973, 1978), which includes a variety of lanceolate projectile points 
styles that differ from traditional Great Plains Paleoindian styles, especially during the 
Late Paleoindian period. These include Pryor Stemmed, Lovell Constricted, Deception 
Creek, and many additional unnamed types (Frison and Grey 1980; Frison 1991; 
Kornfeld et al. 2016). Cody complex points are also found in foothill-mountain contexts. 
Foothill-mountain adaptations exhibited a more broad-spectrum orientation with a 
marked decrease in reliance on exploitation of large mammals, and an apparent increase 
in exploitation of small mammals and plant resources. Many of these point types have 
been observed in the study area. 
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The Foothill-Mountain and the Plains/Basin Paleoindian sequences were thought 
to represent two different adaptive types present during the Paleoindian time period in 
Wyoming, and Frison initially included the basins with the Plains adaptive type (Frison 
1997). However, the discovery of both types within the region of southwest Wyoming, 
which had been traditionally identified as part of the Plains/Basin sequence was 
problematic. In addition, application of the term “Paleoindian” to broad-spectrum 
adaptations seemed problematic to me for reasons detailed below. 
Figure 7 Late Paleoindian projectile point diversity in Wyoming (Frison 1998, 1991). 
The Problem of Cultural Adaptation vs. Time Period 
Paleoindian aged sites in southwest Wyoming may contain any of the specimens 
detailed in the sequences above. However, many Paleoindian aged sites do not contain 
any projectile points, and archaeologists often seem to rely on the radiocarbon dates to 
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assign an age and supposed “cultural affiliation” to the components. This brings us to a 
problem with the cultural chronology applied to southwest Wyoming, as well as other 
areas in North America. The chronology itself is problematic because of the way the 
terminology is used. Some archaeologists refer to the Paleoindian “time period” and 
Paleoindian “adaptations” as one in the same, while others consider Paleoindian only a 
time period or exclusively an adaptation type. The Archaic period is treated in much the 
same manner, so that we have archaeologists considering whether the Early Archaic 
“period” should be extended back in time in southwest Wyoming due to Archaic style 
“adaptations” occurring earlier than previously thought and extending into the 
Paleoindian “period.”  
This situation, recognized by Frison early on, is problematic because it confounds 
“cultural adaptation” with “time period” and leads to confusion and the building of 
imprecise cultural chronologies, as well as the imposition of constraints on our ability to 
expand chronologies to include more than one type of adaptation within each time period 
to reflect variation and/ or complexity (Frison 1978:21–22). The presence of the 
Foothill/Mountain Paleoindian adaptation in southwest Wyoming reinforces this point, 
because it is defined as a broad-spectrum orientation typically associated with the 
Archaic period, yet occurring during the Paleoindian period on the Northwestern plains. 
The discovery of apparent Foothill/Mountain adaptations in the interior basins seems to 
complicate the cultural sequence, serving as another indicator that some clarification of 
the system was needed. The situation was further complicated by lack of concurrence of 
opinion on when the Holocene Thermal Maximum (HTM) actually began in the region 
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(see Eckerle [1997] and; Miller [1992] for different interpretations of when the HTM, 
which they referred to as “Altithermal,” began in southwest Wyoming). New research 
into other aspects of Paleoindian cultural systematics and adaptations on the Great Plains 





 One change and possible remedy to the problem of inclusion of the Wyoming 
Basin in the Paleoindian Foothill/ Mountain or Plains/ Basin adaptation types involves 
the inclusion of southwest Wyoming as part of the (relatively) newly designated “Rocky 
Mountain Culture Area” that includes the Central Rocky Mountains, the Wyoming Basin, 
and a portion of the Northwestern Plains, all of which form a large uplifted area that 
differs from the surrounding regions (Kornfeld et al. 2016a; Larson 2012). Though 
included in this area due to its high elevation, Larson (2012) notes that the Wyoming 
Basin shares characteristics with the neighboring Great Plains and Great Basin. Yet it 
also exhibits physiographic and environmental characteristics which differ from both, 
including the presence of wind-swept sand dunes at a relatively high elevation. This 
combination of characteristics results in a unique ecological situation. Much like the 
Great Basin, the region is dominated by a sagebrush steppe environment. However, in 
addition to habitat suitable for lagomorphs and other small mammals, like the Great 
Plains it was also capable of supporting larger ungulates including artiodactyls, bison, 
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and mammoth during prehistoric times, resulting in an archaeological record that can 
share characteristics with, yet also differ from, neighboring regions (Larson 2012). 
Refinement of the Paleoindian Adaptation 
 In a discussion of the larger specialist-generalist debate relevant to Early 
Paleoindian foraging strategies, Cannon and Meltzer (2004) urged archaeologists to 
question long standing assumptions regarding Early Paleoindian exploitation of 
megafauna on a continental scale, encouraged the incorporation of more detailed 
taphonomic analyses into optimal foraging models, and suggested more rigorous 
consideration of variable environments that might have led to differences in subsistence 
strategies on a regional geographic scale. Hill (2008) comments on the existence of a 
deep divide within the archaeological community in regards to the extent of diet breadth 
evident in Paleoindian faunal assemblages and encourages the investigation of sources of 
variation that might contribute to differences in interpretation. He demonstrates that site 
function can represent an important confounding variable, with camp sites generally 
containing a larger diversity of prey types, including small and medium mammals, and 
kill sites containing more instances of large mammal remains that represent single taxa. 
In addition, faunal resource use strategies may change based on habitat type, with large 
mammals exploited almost exclusively in homogenous grassland environments and small 
to medium size prey more likely to be found in components associated with diverse 
environments, such as alluvial valleys and foothill/mountain habitats. 
 Kornfeld, Larson, Bamforth et al. (2005), and others have also questioned the 
traditional view of highly mobile Paleoindians on the Great Plains and Central Rocky 
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Mountains as heavily reliant or exclusively focused on large mammals at the expense of 
smaller faunal resources and plants, noting that the archaeological record is biased in 
favor of large mammal preservation and that the vast majority of Paleoindian and Archaic 
transition sites actually represent sites other than bonebeds with large mammals 
(Bamforth et al. 2005; Byers and Ugan 2005; Kornfeld 2007; Kornfeld and Larson 2008; 
cf. Kornfeld et al. 1996). In addition, Kornfeld (2007) calls attention to the tendency of 
archaeologists to focus on spectacular kill sites, many with extinct Pleistocene 
megafauna, which historically led to an expectation that Paleoindian sites were “defined” 
by the presence of megafauna and large game. This, in turn, is felt to have created a bias 
in the acceptance and interpretation of evidence to the contrary (Kornfeld and Larson 
2008; cf. Hill Jr 2008). Evidence from multiple Paleoindian sites across North America 
suggests a more generalized subsistence strategy existed simultaneously with the 
exploitation of megafauna and/or large game (Bamforth et al. 2005; Collins 2007; 
Dunbar et al. 2005; Johnson 1977; Kuehn 2007; Neusius and Gross 2014; Yesner 2007). 
For the Late Paleoindian period in southwest Wyoming, strong evidence of a broad 
spectrum orientation is provided in a number of reports and publications by CRM 
archaeologists who have observed a more “archaic like” adaptation within the Wyoming 
Basin during this early time period (Johnson and Pastor 2003; Pool 2001; e.g. Reust et al. 
2002; Smith et al. 2003). 
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The Role of a Time Perspectivist Approach 
 With refinement, a time perspectivist approach such as the one employed in the 
current analysis may allow archaeologists to more fully investigate changes in, as well as 
the extent of, regional specialization during the Paleoindian period. The latter approach 
differs from previous approaches through reliance on the construction of “place use 
histories,” which are subsequently used, along with elements from more traditional 
approaches, to analyze variation through time (Holdaway and Wandsnider 2006). This, in 
turn, may allow for the identification of cultural processes responsible for different types 
of variation using a close, “temporally informed” reading of archaeological deposits in an 
effort to assess whether the data at hand is compatible with inferences made, given the 
temporal structure of the deposits. Observations from multiple alternative approaches 
remain useful during the process of inquiry because expectations can be compared to the 
results obtained from a consideration of the interpretive potential of deposits used in a 
time perspectivist approach (Wandsnider 2008). This may represent a complementary 
way to identify patterns indicative of changes in medium to long-term behavioral 
processes such as mobility, sedentism, resource exploitation, environmental adaptation, 
and changes in land tenure through time while avoiding the use of an analytical scheme 
that conflates time period with adaptation. The latter strategy potentially enables 
archaeologists to more accurately emphasize the range of variation present in the 
archaeological record which can then be incorporated into interpretations of multi-
temporal processes occurring on a regional scale. 
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CHAPTER 5. LATE PALEOINDIAN LAND USE MODELS 
Here, I provide a brief review of recent thinking on Late Paleoindian land use in 
general, as well as some limited comments on expectations for Late Paleoindian land 
tenure more specific to the Wyoming Basin. In general, the land use models discussed 
below tend to differ based on the interests and/or specific questions posed by the 
researcher. 
Five Models of Late Paleoindian Land Use 
Late Paleoindian land use models for the larger Great Plains and Rocky Mountain 
areas have traditionally been associated with environmental adaptations to different 
regions (e.g., see Chapter 4). Larson (2012) identifies four types of models that have been 
used to explain the distribution of Late Paleoindian archaeological remains including the 
“Refugia,” “Subsistence-Based” (consisting of two subtypes) and “Settling-In” models 
(Larson 2012). The Refugia model, once popular but now disfavored by archaeologists, 
suggests that groups from the lowlands fled to the mountains to escape relatively 
uninhabitable “Altithermal” (HTM) conditions on the Great Plains (Larson and Francis 
1997; Husted and Edgar 2002; Larson 2012). Larson (2012) summarily excludes this 
possibility from further consideration, as it is contradicted by the occurrence of Early 
Archaic projectile point styles in the Foothill/Mountain regions prior to their appearance 
on the Great Plains. 
The “Subsistence-Based” model relies on the presence or absence of a bison-
based subsistence economy, wherein bison was exploited on the Great Plains but 
interpreted as not available in the Foothill/Mountain regions. The model consists of two 
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subtypes. The “Overlapping Groups” subtype, introduced by Black (1991) and 
significantly expanded by Pitblado (2003) for the Southern Rocky Mountains Late 
Paleoindian region, suggests Foothill/Mountain and Plains/Basin groups representing 
different ethnicities occupied the same space during certain times of the year. 
Archaeological evidence consists of differences in chipped stone technologies as well as 
habitation and rock art style differences. 
The “Non-overlapping Groups” subtype suggests these regions were inhabited by 
separate groups who have adopted differing subsistence strategies, with reliance on bison 
in the basins and plains shifting to a broad-based subsistence strategy in the foothills and 
mountains, where bison were less available. An “ecological barrier,” archaeologically 
expressed as differences in projectile point styles was suggested to exist between the two 
groups. This model can be seen in Frison’s treatment of the Foothill/Mountain vs. 
Plains/Basin Paleoindian adaptations discussed in the systematics chapter above (Chapter 
4). Like the “Overlapping Groups” model, the separate regions were interpreted as 
possibly indicative of habitation by cultural groups of different ethnicities (Frison 1973, 
1991; Frison and Grey 1980; Husted 1969; Larson 2012). 
 The “Settling-In” model outlines the development of a stable, seasonal round with 
specialization in point styles occurring in different regions. The “year-round” version 
suggests variation in residential areas by separate groups (Black 1991; Pitblado 2003), 
while the “seasonal” version suggests that groups from the lowlands only lived in the 
mountains seasonally, rather than full time. Groups used the mountains to search for 
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resources but descended to lower elevations at different times of the year (Bender and 
Wright 1988; Larson 2012).  
Larson evaluates the models in terms of point styles, faunal size class, and region 
to explain the nature of the Paleoindian/Archaic transition in terms of changes in land use 
through time. She concludes that two models, “Overlapping Groups” and “Settling-In,” 
are plausible, but additional research is required to determine which is most accurate. She 
also concludes that a close examination of correlations between physiographic location, 
point styles, and faunal size class suggests that the Paleoindian/Archaic transition actually 
occurs during the Middle to Late Paleoindian period rather than between the Late 
Paleoindian and Early Archaic periods. Archaeological evidence of this earlier transition 
is seen in what Larson considers “a shift toward a generalist Late Paleoindian lifeway” 
(Larson 2012:164) that is not focused on the exclusive use of bison, as well as an 
expanded diet breadth and increasing use of mountains and foothills by the Late 
Paleoindian time period. 
An additional land use model using optimal foraging theory and temporal 
resource predictability theory is also relevant to this thesis (Knell and Hill 2012; See also 
Hill 2007; Knell 2007, 2013). This model, developed specifically for Cody land use, 
attempts to assess the conditions under which “calorie-maximizing” groups would slow 
or speed their movements through regions with variable density and availability of 
resources. Three environmental zones (Foothill-Mountain, Plains-Grassland, and Plains 
Alluvial Valley) were tested against five variables (kill size, diet breadth, season of bison 
mortality, projectile point discard, and tool discard) to conclude that Cody groups tailored 
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their subsistence and land use strategies to variations in resource structure, including the 
availability of high-ranked prey, predictably abundant resources, and desirable toolstone. 
 In the Foothill-Mountain region, Knell and Hill hypothesize that this resulted in a 
“regionally-restricted” (core area) strategy wherein groups slowed their movements in 
order to exploit a broad-spectrum diet consisting of predictable, plentiful, and varied 
resources. Archaeological components indicative of a core area strategy should be 
composed of tools made from local cobbles and exhibit evidence of a broad spectrum 
diet, both of which represent a reflection of the regionally-restricted use of local 
resources extending across several seasons.  
 In the Plains-Grassland region, characterized as a more homogenous environment 
with less plentiful, less predictable, and less varied resources, Knell and Hill hypothesize 
that groups moved more rapidly through larger territories primarily in search of bison 
(high-ranked prey). Archaeological components of this type should have a high 
percentage of tools made from exotic materials. Alluvial Valley areas adjacent to the 
Plains-Grassland region are considered intermediate between the two in the model, in 
terms of availability of resources (e.g., high and low-ranked prey and presumably use of 
local and exotic resources).  Consideration of this model along with a time perspectivist 
approach, as well as other models from optimal foraging theory and/or evolutionary 
theory (Bettinger 2009; Bettinger et al. 2015; Kelly 2013) may provide further insights 
into Late Paleoindian land use in the Wyoming Basin.  
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Late Paleoindian Land Tenure in the Green River Basin 
Using Site 48UT375 as a case study, Smith and colleagues (2003) provide a more 
localized review of Late Paleoindian land use patterns in the Green River basin, 
comparing the Late Paleoindian and Terminal Paleoindian/Early Archaic components to 
several similar components in the region (Table 4). These include both of the components 
at the Blue Point Site (BP-1, BP-2), Components 1 and 2 at the Deep Hearth Site 
(48UT786), and Component 1 at Site 48LN1185, a palimpsest representing multiple 
occupations dating between 8,180 and 5,420 BP. The authors note that these components, 
along with three components from later time periods at the Blue Point Site, share similar 
characteristics including features of the same general size, concentrations of heat-altered 
rock, use of local toolstone (lag cobbles), faunal remains from very small mammals, and 
the presence of groundstone (although none of the latter was recovered from the Blue 
Point Site). Evidence for exploitation of medium to large mammals was entirely absent 
from these components and the authors suggest, based on diet breadth models, that it is 
likely that mammals of this size did not inhabit the area in sufficient quantities to support 
human populations at this time. Diagnostic artifacts recovered from the sites include one 
Deception Creek Late Paleoindian period projectile point recovered from Component 3 at 
48UT375. The authors suggest this point was redeposited from the earlier Component 1. 
In addition, six Alberta point fragments (four bases) and a Cody Scottsbluff point were 
recovered from the Blue Point Site, Component 1. The sites are characterized as 
corresponding to Frison’s Foothill/Mountain adaptation (Smith et al. 2003). 
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Because the sites are located on well-drained stable surfaces in the vicinity of 
playa lakes, the authors suggest the site inhabitants were engaged in exploitation of some 
type of playa or wetland resource found nearby, such as biscuitroot or onion, with 
secondary exploitation of very small mammals occurring on an encounter basis. Remains 
of the latter were highly fragmented and burned, suggesting to the authors that the site 
occupants may have been experiencing resource stress requiring them to extract 
maximum nutrients, and perhaps bone grease from the faunal remains. They explain the 
high number of fragmented heat-altered rocks at these sites as possibly representing root 
processing, perhaps accomplished by placing hot rocks in water-filled baskets to boil the 
water and roots. The sites are posited as spring occupations based on the timing for root 
exploitation and the recovery of an eggshell fragment from one of the components (Smith 
et al. 2003). 
Table 4 List of Components and Radiocarbon Age Estimates Discussed by Smith and Colleagues (2003). 
Site Component Radiocarbon Age Estimates 
48UT375 1 8,600 - 8,300 BP 
2 7,890 BP 









8,330 - 8,190 BP 
7,280 BP 
6,390 – 6,210 BP 
5,440 BP 
48UT786 
(Deep Hearth Site) 
1 
2 
8,610 - 8,220 
6,010 to 5,140 
48LN1185 1 8,180 to 5,420 
*Components A and B correspond to Components 1 and 2 in the current analysis (Blue Point Site).
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Using Dewar and McBride’s concept of “spatial congruence,” the sites are 
hypothesized to represent a “localized” settlement pattern indicative of general locality 
reuse rather than reoccupation of specific “locations” on the landscape (Dewar and 
McBride 1992). The Green River Basin environment is interpreted as heterogeneous, 
with patchy resources distributed unevenly, necessitating optimal positioning in relation 
to relatively rare resources such as high quality toolstone and/or playa lakes and their 
associated floral and faunal remains (Binford 1982; Brooks and Yellen 1987; Smith et al. 
2003:144). In addition to their interpretation that the occupations represent general 
locality reuse, the authors also suggest that there would have been a limited number of 
optimal localities available, necessitating their reuse through time over a period of 
approximately 4,000 years. The frequency of reuse is described as “widely spaced” and 
“intermittent.”  
I use four of the components discussed by Smith and colleagues in the thesis 
analysis (375-1, 375-2, BP-1, and BP-2). The two remaining components share many of 
the same characteristics, especially 8842-1. BSD-1 differs only due to extremely low 
amounts of heat-altered rock and a complete lack of recovered groundstone. Knell and 
Hill (2012) include one of the sites in the current analysis (the Blue Point Site), but 
classify it as located within the Plains-Grassland region. However, the current study and 
Smith et al. (2003) consider this site to be classified as a Foothill-Mountain adaptation. 
Hill (2008) also classifies the components from the Battle Spring Draw Paleoindian Site 
(48SW13156), Site 48UT375, and Site 48SW8842 as affiliated with the Foothill-
Mountain adaptation.  
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The analysis is well positioned to supplement and comment on aspects of land 
tenure identified by Smith et al. (2003), Knell and Hill (2012), Bamforth et al. (2005), 
and some aspects of the models discussed in Larson (2012). An approach such as the one 
used in Wandsnider (2008) and in this thesis may enable us to evaluate and/or further 
identify evidence of general locality reuse and/or specific place use (persistent places) on 
the landscape, as determined through an analysis of occupation frequency along with the 
degree of integration present in the components. Some of these ideas are introduced in 
the following section (Chapter 6), which provides a closer examination of Wandsnider 
(2008) including the definition of “integration.” 
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 CHAPTER 6. SUMMARY OF WANDSNIDER (2008) 
 
This thesis is an extended critique of Wandsnider (2008). In this chapter, I review 
the salient features of this work, including theoretical developments, variables and 
analytical units employed, the time periods and complexity of the components 
represented, and a summary of main conclusions. A critique of the use of tapho-
chronometric indicators and the concept of “integration” is provided in Chapter 11. 
 
Theoretical Aspects 
 Wandsnider uses occupation frequency and degree of “integration” to explore the 
interpretive potential of multi-temporal, time-averaged deposits from the Wyoming Basin 
in an effort to inform on the development of land tenure systems (Wandsnider 2008:61–
62). “Integration” is defined as the degree to which deposits are mapped onto succeeding 
occupations, signs of which may be detected through analysis of taphochronometric 
indications derived from a careful consideration of archaeological assemblages 
(Holdaway and Wandsnider 2006; Wandsnider 1992a, 2008). After reviewing elements 
that contribute to the temporal structure of archaeological deposits in general, she 
considers the characteristics of Wyoming basin deposits more specifically before 
systematically analyzing a sample of thirty Early Archaic to Late Prehistoric Wyoming 
basin components from 11 sites and three separate locational contexts within the 
Wyoming Basin (Wandsnider 2008:62). The process of inquiry proceeds via a graphical 
analysis designed to disentangle disparate sources of variation in the archaeological 
record (see Appendix A).  
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Variables and Analytical Units 
 Variables used in her analysis include location in the basin (interior, margin, 
uplift), surface stability (including aggradation rate, deflation, and presence of stable 
surfaces), topographic position, slope, aspect, stratum thickness, temporal emplacement, 
radiocarbon age estimates, and cultural deposit thickness, all of which are used to arrive 
at a determination of scope, gap, degree of time-averaging and minimum component 
grain for each deposit referred to in her original Table 5.5, available in Appendix A 
(Wandsnider 2008:71–74). After noting sensitive taphochronometric indicators that may 
aid in establishing finer-grained analyses, Wandsnider creates a series of figures, 
analyzing measures of these indicators in relation to each other as well as to basin 
location, time period, presence/ absence of pit structures, apparent seasonality, and 
surface stability to ultimately inform on occupation frequency and integration for each 
component (Appendix A, original Figures 5.3-5.8). The latter two elements, occupation 
frequency and integration, especially inform on the larger system of development and 
maintenance of land tenure through time. 
 
Time Periods Represented 
 Early to Late Archaic as well as Late Prehistoric components are represented from 
all three basin locations. The sites include complex multicomponent sites with major 
features, such as pit structures, as well as less complex sites representing archaeologically 
simpler occupational components at open camps. A variety of features and diagnostic 
artifacts are represented, as well as varying numbers (MNI) of faunal remains. 
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Analysis and Conclusions 
After noting that other researchers (e.g. Varien 1999, 2002; Varien and Mills 
1997; Varien and Ortman 2005a) have used accumulations research to estimate 
occupation span and infer land tenure as well as political economy in the American 
southwest, Wandsnider suggests that we might be able to accomplish a similar agenda 
through careful consideration of the relationship between geomorphological 
characteristics and occupational histories of places on the landscape in the Wyoming 
Basin. She proceeds to summarize the degree of surface activity within archaeological 
components, with special attention paid to how surface stability and availability might 
serve to constrain occupation, reoccupation, and component grain.  Finding no clear 
relationship between surface stability and the likelihood of occupation or reoccupation 
she observes that on deflating and aggrading surfaces, as well as stable surfaces, 
reoccupation may or may not occur, and features may or may not be reused. However, 
analysis of degree of integration within components with multiple radiocarbon age 
estimates suggests that degree of integration may actually inform on the nature of 
reoccupation (Wandsnider 2008:88).  
For example, components with multiple occupations that appear integrated seem 
to have shorter time spans between occupation events than those interpreted as 
representing nonintegrated components. This is interesting inasmuch as components with 
closely spaced, integrated occupation events may represent short-term persistent places 
reoccupied by the same individuals. Alternatively, she suggests they may represent 
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instances where facilities from prior occupations remained both visible on the landscape 
and in good repair. Components with multiple occupations spaced more widely and 
interpreted as nonintegrated may represent locale reuse, rather than persistent place use. 
Based on these observations, Wandsnider concludes with a simple model of land use that 
consists of single use places, short-term persistent places, and locales that have 
accumulated many instances of single use through time.  
She also makes a few observations about the character of some components 
located at reoccupied sites. Some places appear to consist of multiple components with 
similar histories, while others contain components that appear quite different in character 
through time, suggesting evidence of variable place use histories at these locations. In 
addition, some of the variation in archaeological assemblages can be associated with 
varying degrees of aggradation that contribute to the creation of certain types of patterned 
distributions. For example, if reoccupation of a locale occurs during the window of 
aggradation, integrated deposits may occur, but if reoccupation occurs at a slower pace, it 
could result in components with high hearth and FCR densities as well as feature-tethered 
distributions of artifacts (Wandsnider 2008:88). 
Regarding observations made by other researchers on land use through time, 
Wandsnider acknowledges that there is evidence of stability during the Early Archaic in 
the form of investments in facilities (e.g. pit structures and slab-lined hearths), as well as 
evidence of higher mobility during the Late Prehistoric, as suggested by seed harvesting 
and mass harvests of large game (Larson 1997; Smith 1988; Smith and McNees 1999). 
However, analysis of place use history during the Early Archaic suggests reoccupation of 
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places also occurred with no integration between occupation events during this time of 
apparent stability. And analysis of place use history during the Late Prehistoric time 
period suggests that reoccupation occurred with integration during a time of increased 
mobility. She suggests that “technological organization and place histories speak to 
different temporal ranges and, thus, can nicely complement each other” (Wandsnider 
2008:92). The latter is an important statement regarding the value of insights that can be 




CHAPTER 7. METHODOLOGY 
In this chapter, I discuss sampling issues and the analytical approach used in the 
thesis. 
Component Sample 
As a means to acquire information about potential Paleoindian components to be 
included in this analysis, an unofficial file search was conducted through the Wyoming 
State Historic Preservation Records Office in Laramie Wyoming. A list of Paleoindian 
sites was provided in an Excel file by Wyoming SHPO personnel. After review, it was 
determined that most of these sites were not suitable for the current analysis due to lack 
of a sizeable or identifiable Paleoindian component with intact deposits, lack of data 
recovery, modern disturbance, erosion, outdated excavation techniques that preclude 
consistent treatment for the current task, lack of available data/ logistical problems that 
contributed to delay in accessing existing data, or status as a surface site. As a 
consequence, my analysis includes six components from four sites, five of them 
categorized as from the Late to Terminal Paleoindian period (Table 5) and, regrettably, 
no Early Paleoindian Period components. Component 375-2 was listed in the database as 
Late Paleoindian, but recategorized for the current project as Early Archaic due to the 
redetermination by Wyoming researchers that the Early Archaic period began about 
1,000 years earlier in southwest Wyoming than previously considered possible (8,500 
BP) (Kornfeld et al. 2016). 
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Table 5 Simplified List of Sites Added to Wandsnider (2008) Analysis. 
Site Component ID Time Period Site Name 
48SW13156 BSD-1 Late Paleoindian Battle Spring Draw 
Paleoindian Site 
48UT375 375-1 Late Paleoindian 48UT375 
375-2 Early Archaic 48UT375 
48SW8842 8842-1 Late Paleoindian Barrel Spring Draw 
Site  
48SW5734 5734-1 Late Paleoindian Blue Point Site 
5734-2 Late/Terminal Paleo Blue Point Site 
All of the assemblages considered here come from sites that were excavated and 
initially analyzed by various researchers according to conventions that prevailed from the 
1980s through at least 2010, with increasing systematic attention to geomorphic 
processes. Specific methods used by each archaeologist may be found in the original 
reports, which are referenced throughout this work.  
For the Battle Spring Draw Paleoindian Site (48SW13156) specifically, data 
recovery was conducted in 2003 while I was working on the Lost Creek Gathering 
System Project for the Salt Lake City, Utah and Laramie, Wyoming offices of TRC 
Mariah Associates, Inc., a division of TRC Environmental Corporation. Bill Eckerle, of 
Western GeoArch Research, conducted the geoarchaeological assessment during site 
excavation in consultation with the project director and crew chief. Russell Richards did 
the faunal analysis and R.A. Varney and Linda Scott Cummings conducted the pollen 
analysis and contributed to paleoenvironmental reconstruction efforts. Allen Denoyer 
conducted the lithic analysis and I further analyzed the diagnostic projectile points and 
tools in consultation with Craig Smith for the report. I acted as supervisory archaeologist 
(crew chief) on this and several other sites in the area that required data recovery efforts. 
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As such, I analyzed all aspects of the site and authored the final data recovery report for 
it, which became a stand-alone chapter in the larger five-volume report, along with a few 
other sites. Craig Smith served as the principle investigator and Lance McNees was the 
project director (Smith et al. 2005).  
The fieldwork used standard research design and block excavation methods 
outlined by McNees and detailed in Volume 1 of the original data recovery report (Smith 
et al. 2005). Prior to data recovery implementation, I served as one of several supervisory 
archaeologists (crew chiefs ) during the testing program for the Phase II investigations, 
again under the supervision of Craig Smith and Lance McNees (Craven et al. 2002). 
 
Analytic Approach 
The analytical protocol used in the thesis was based on Wandsnider (2008) and 
involved the use of various taphochronometric indicators sensitive to occupation 
frequency and integration. Following Wandsnider (2008) and pursuing strategies 
commonly employed by empirical researchers to search for disconforming patterns, I 
attempted to partition variation in the assemblages through sequential inspection of 
scatterplots of the taphochonometric indicators. My hope was that the Late Paleoindian 
components would depart from patterns identified by Wandsnider. As such, these 
patterns would provoke a conversation on current ideas about Paleoindian land use in this 
area and the empirical results of this study. 
 I explored the efficacy of using confirmatory data analytic tools, like ANOVA, to 
identify and evaluate the robustness of patterns in my data. Given the complexity of the 
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patterns explored here and the multiple sources of variation that could be at work, I 
concluded that I would need substantially more data points, i.e., perhaps as many as 100 
additional component assemblages, before such an analysis would yield useful results. 
Thus, I see my analysis as a provocative initial step, rather than the definitive final word, 
on Late Paleoindian land use for this area. 
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CHAPTER 8. CASE STUDY 
THE BATTLE SPRING DRAW PALEOINDIAN SITE (48SW13156) 
The thesis analysis consists of one more extensive case study site (48SW13156) 
and a summary of five additional components from a total of four sites from various 
contexts in the Wyoming Basin. As detailed above, the case study represents a Late 
Paleoindian site that I was involved in excavating and analyzing from start to finish while 
working for TRC Mariah in 2005. This case study allows me to retroactively critique and 
analyze the interpretive process from a time perspectivist approach. The critique is 
available towards the end of this chapter, but first I present a summary of characteristics 
of the site, relevant elements of which are borrowed directly from the original report 
(Craven 2005). At the request of the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) Rawlins Field 
Office and the Wyoming State Historic Preservation Office (WYSHPO), the site 
description below, along with the site overview map and photographs, have been 
modified from the original in the interest of protecting the site from discovery by 
potential looters. 
Background 
The Battle Spring Draw Paleoindian Site (48SW13156) is located at an elevation 
of 6,550 ft (1,996-m) in the interior of the Great Divide Basin, a closed basin located 
within the greater Wyoming Basin of southwest Wyoming, which also includes the Green 




























































Figure 8 Locational map of the study area and sites used in the current analysis. 
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original sample due to its earlier age. Based on radiocarbon age estimates, the original 
report suggests that the occupational history spans at least 1,280 years during the Late 
Paleoindian period (9,430 ± 40 to 8,150 ± 40 years BP). 
Figure 9 Soils and vegetation context of the Battle Spring Draw Paleoindian Site (48SW13156). 
(Photo Credit: Lance McNees 2003) 
One Cody complex (Eden type) projectile point tip and midsection, one complete 
Meserve projectile point, one complete Pryor Stemmed projectile point, and one probable 
Pryor Stemmed point base fragment were recovered from the site in association with  
13 features, component staining, over 1,200 chipped stone artifacts, and 1,093 faunal 
remains, almost all of which was identified as very small mammal. Additional materials 
recovered include an incised turtle carapace fragment, one cobble tool, three 
multidirectional cores, one unidirectional core, three flake tools and four biface fragments 
(Craven 2005). 
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 Data recovery for this project was conducted in 2003 while I was working on the 
Lost Creek Pipeline Project for the Salt Lake City, Utah office of TRC Mariah. Bill 
Eckerle, of Western GeoArch Research, conducted the geoarchaeological assessment 
during site excavation. Russell Richards analyzed the faunal remains and R.A. Varney 
and Linda Scott Cummings conducted the pollen analysis and contributed to paleo-
environmental reconstruction efforts. Craig Smith served as the principle investigator, 
and Lance McNees was the project director (Smith et al. 2005). 
 
Hydrology 
 The site is located in the northeast part of the Great Divide Basin, which is a sub-
basin in the eastern portion of the larger Wyoming Basin, in the vicinity of the Chain of 
Lakes Flat. The Great Divide Basin is a closed basin with no precipitation leaving as 
runoff. Based on remote sensing analysis and digital elevation modeling, Grasso suggests 
that Lake Wamsutter, a paleolake, occupied the basin during the Late Pleistocene (Grasso 
1991).  
The site is situated within an ephemeral drainage, which drains into a lowland that 
contains a series of playa lakes that are separated from each other by low drainage 
divides (Figure 10). The Killpecker Dune Field is located approximately 20 miles (32 
km) to the west, however aeolian sand dunes and sheets, probably related to eastward 
sand movement from the dune field, are found within the study area (Figure 9). A spring, 
located less than ten miles from the site, may have been active during the time that the 
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site inhabitants occupied the area (Eckerle et al. 2005:418). A dry playa and several 




























Figure 10 General overview map of the Battle Spring Draw Paleoindian Site and surrounding area 
(modified to protect site location at the request of Wyoming SHPO, 2019). After original map 




The component was originally characterized as a palimpsest of unrelated 
superimposed occupations estimated to date between 9,430 ± 40 years BP and 8,150 ± 40 
years BP. Because cultural materials were for the most part compressed into one layer, all 
artifacts and bone at the site were treated as belonging to one component in the original 
analysis: 
Much of this component represents a series of superimposed, occupations, originally 
interpreted as unrelated, and estimated to date between 8,870 ± 60 years BP and 8,150 ± 
40 years BP. This time period is based on multiple radiocarbon age estimates obtained 
from five different features located within the main cultural layer at the site. Two features 
and one stain in association with several expedient tools were identified as belonging to a 
second older period of occupation dating to approximately 9,430 ± 40 years BP. 
However, artifacts and bone associated with this period of occupation could not be 
separated from cultural materials associated with the later period of occupation at the site. 
[Craven 2005:1] 
The perceived inability to separate the cultural materials discussed above was due 
to the stratigraphic context of the deposits, which was complex. However, even at the 
time of writing, it was felt by the project director and crew chief that occupations may yet 
be resolvable with additional excavation work due to the horizontal separation of portions 
of the components, as well as the possible existence of stratified deposits to the north, 
west, and south of the data recovery excavation block. Different portions of the site 
within the excavation block were located at the same general elevation yet rested on 
different strata that abruptly transitioned towards the center of the excavation block 
(Figure 11). Stratum VIII was associated with Features 3 and 5, from the earliest 
occupation (9,430 BP) and Stratum IXb/IXa was associated with all other features, which 
dated to later time periods (Craven 2005:15; Eckerle et al. 2005). 
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Figure 11 Main pipeline trench, East Wall (Craven 2003; Eckerle et al. 2005:24; Smith et al. 2005). 
Cultural Materials and Features (Report Excerpt) 
The description below has been taken directly from the original report and is 
presented here to provide additional details regarding the case study: 
Heat-altered Rock 
Heat-altered rock was almost entirely absent from the site. Only nine pieces of 
heat-altered rock with a combined weight of 0.058 kg were recovered from non-feature 
matrix at the site. Eight additional pieces of sandstone heat-altered rock were recovered 
from several features including Features 1, 6, 7 and 12. The combined total weight from 
these features was only 0.52 kg. [Craven 2005:72] 
General Component Bone 
Overall, 1,069 specimens (94%) including three tooth fragments, were classified 
as very small mammal bone. Most (164 specimens, or 97%) of the very small mammal 
bone exhibited evidence of heat alteration, with color ranging from subtle discoloration to 
calcine white or blue. None of the specimens were identifiable to species, and only 107 
specimens (63 %) were identifiable to element. These include 98 long bones, eight flat 
bones, and one second phalange. Three long bones were spiral-fractured. None of the 
bones exhibited evidence of cut marks or other modification. [Craven 2005:89-90] 
Feature Bone 
Most of the faunal remains (593 specimens, or 86%) were unidentifiable to 
faunal portion or element. This is most likely due to intensive processing as well as the 
small size of the bone, 100% of which were classified as very small mammals. None of 
the specimens were identifiable to species and only 93 specimens (16%) were identifiable 
to element. As expected, a large majority (598 specimens, or 87%) of the faunal remains 
recovered from features exhibited evidence of heat alteration ranging in color from subtle 
discoloration to calcine white or blue. None of the mammal bones exhibited evidence of 
cut marks or other modification. The turtle carapace fragment exhibited a horizontal 
striation pattern of unknown significance on the inside of the shell. Faunal remains 
recovered from the general component and matrix from stains, which were screened 
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separately, followed the same general pattern; 97% were identified as very small 
mammal, and only 3% were identified as medium or small to medium sized mammal 
specimens. Though bone, like other cultural material, was not divisible into different 
components due to compression of the cultural layer, a comparison to bone recovered 
from features that were separable by radiocarbon age estimates indicates that very small 
mammal processing occurred at the site over at least 720 years, and possibly as long as  
1,250 years. [Craven 2005:90-91] 
Projectile Points 
Two complete medium-stemmed projectile points resemble the Pryor Stemmed 
type. Specimen SW13156-197 [see Figures12 and 13] exhibits the characteristic beveled 
edges, straight to slightly expanding stem, lenticular cross section, and concave base of 
the typical Pryor Stemmed point. The blade edges are straight to very slightly concave, 
steeply beveled, and only slightly serrated. Evidence of moderate grinding is present on 
the proximal and lateral edges of the base. One of the shoulders appears to have been 
broken and then resharpened, giving the point a slightly asymmetrical appearance. The 
parallel oblique flaking pattern customarily found on these points appears to be absent in 
this specimen. This could be the result of repeated sharpening and the subsequent 
narrowing of the blade, which would have concealed the original flaking pattern on the 
body of the point because of a decreased surface area. Like many Pryor Stemmed points 
that have been repeatedly resharpened along the blade edges, the shoulders of this 
specimen are wider than the distal end of the haft element width. It closely resembles 
Figure 12 Selection of projectile points recovered from 48SW13156. 
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other Pryor Stemmed points, such as those from the Conner and Sternberg collections. 
The presence of steep beveling, the straight to slightly concave appearance of the blade 
edges, and the narrow blade width suggest that this point may have been nearing the end 
stage of its tool life. The point is made of brown semitranslucent dendritic chert. [Craven 
2005:72-73] 
Figure 13 Specimen SW13156-197, Pryor Stemmed projectile point. Photo Credit: Craven 2003. 
Specimen SW13156-53 (Figure 12 and Figure 14 ) was tentatively classified as a 
Pryor Stemmed projectile point in the original report, although it did not exhibit beveled 
edges to the same degree as Specimen SW13156- 97. Due to this uncertainty, in 2019, 
photos and drawings of this specimen were sent to Marcel Kornfeld, who tentatively 
identified it as a “plains type Paleoindian point, possibly a Meserve” (Kornfeld, personal 
communication 2019).  
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Dr. Kornfeld expressed that he would need to examine the point to make a final 
determination. The specimen, referred to in this thesis as a “possible Meserve,” is  
described below in an excerpt from the report, along with several additional diagnostic 
projectile points and debitage: 
This symmetrical point has a slightly expanding stem, a concave base, and 
shoulders that are wider than the distal end of the haft element width and blade. The 
proximal end of the haft element width is nearly equal to the width of the shoulders. The 
blade edges are slightly excurvate. A parallel oblique flaking pattern is present on one 
side of the point, while a baseward diagonal flaking pattern (chevron-like, almost 
resembling collateral) is present on the opposite side. Evidence of slight beveling is 
present along one side of two of the blade edges. Examination of the base reveals clear 
evidence of basal grinding, as well as moderate basal thinning in the form of short, abrupt 
flake scars. If this is indeed a Pryor Stemmed point, the excurvate lateral blade margins, 
relatively wide blade width, and lack of steep blade beveling suggest that this projectile 
Figure 14 Specimen SW13156-53, possible Meserve projectile point. Photo Credit: 
Craven 2003. 
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point is still early in the overall life of the tool. Despite the Pryor Stemmed features, the 
aforementioned characteristics are somewhat problematic for classifying the point as 
Pryor Stemmed. Alternatively, the point may represent a Plains/ Basin (as opposed to a 
Foothill-Mountain) type of point. This may explain why the point was recovered from 
Stratum IXa, a sediment that appears to be related to Feature 1, which is estimated to date 
to approximately 8,800 years B .P. The point may also date to this time period, although 
due to the nature of the site as a palimpsest, it is not possible to fully determine this 
without a positive, temporally diagnostic identification. The specimen is made of brown 
opaque dendritic chert. [Craven 2005:72-76] 
Specimen SW13156-225 [see Figure 12] was classified as the distal end of a 
Cody Complex (most likely Eden) point. The point was cleanly broken transversely 
across the upper midsection, and is missing the main midsection and base. The blade 
edges are excurvate, but could have resolved into straighter, more parallel edges toward 
the upper and main midsection of the point, which is missing from the specimen. This 
point exhibits a regular, collateral, parallel transverse flaking pattern. Flakes terminate at 
the midline of the point, creating a prominent ridge along the longitudinal axis of both 
faces. Retouch in the form of small, regular pressure flakes can be seen on one of the 
blade edges. The pressure flakes result in a slight serration along one lateral edge of the 
point. In cross section from the base, the point is diamond shaped, like most Eden-type 
projectile points. One edge of the blade is slightly more excurvate than the other, giving 
the point a slightly asymmetrical appearance. No usewear (such as crushing) was 
observed on the more prominently excurvate blade edge. The material type is a high-
quality, greasy brown biogenic chert with minor white inclusions that resemble rough 
chalky cortex. [Craven 2005:72-76] 
Specimen SW13156-63 is the terminal portion of a late-stage or final biface 
fragment (possibly a Pryor Stemmed base), which appears to have shattered because of 
heat alteration. Seven potlids were observed on alternate faces of the artifact-four on one 
side and three on the other [see Figure 12]. Approximately eight additional heat-altered 
fragments of the same material type (brown opaque chert) were recovered from the 
general vicinity of the specimen. None of the fragments were successfully refitted to the 
artifact, although two of the fragments themselves did adjoin. These fragments could not 
be classified as flakes, because of a lack of flake attribute morphology. Specimen 
SW13156-63 could represent either the distal portion of a late-stage biface or the base of 
a projectile point. If the fragment represents a biface tip, the lateral margins of the blade 
are somewhat sinuous and intersect at an odd angle. However, the thickness of the point 
(it is quite thin) suggests that the fragment is indeed from a final biface. If it were a final 
biface tip fragment, the tip would appear more symmetrical and the blade edges would be 
less sinuous. These observations indicate that likely the biface fragment represents the 
proximal portion of a final biface. If interpreted this way, the final biface would have had 
a concave base and a slightly expanding stem. One of the lateral corners of the point, 
most likely a Pryor Stemmed base, appears to have been shattered because of heat 
alteration. [Craven 2005:72-76] 
Debitage 
Debitage recovered from the site includes 1,043 pieces recovered from sediment 
screened through 1/8-inch screen in the field, 59 additional pieces of debitage recovered 
from feature fill during flotation, 9 pieces recovered from Stain B, and 99 recovered from 
water-screened matrix, for a total of 1,210. Material types include a variety of locally 
available types including biogenic chert (40.08%), brown chert (24.35%), Black Buttes 
quartzite 8.72%), oolitic chert (9.01%), “other chert” (7.48%), agate/ pebble chert 
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(5.47%), and smaller amounts of cobble quartzite, siltstone and mudstone (all less than 
3%). Less than 1% of the debitage consisted of unidentified material types. [Craven 82-
85] 
A cumulative percentage curve based on flake size was generated for biogenic 
chert (40.08% of the total sample) and brown chert (24.35% of the total sample) 
recovered from the site, under the supervision of Craig Smith, principle investigator 
(Figure 15). The results were compared with curves developed as a result of experimental 
biface reduction studies conducted as part of the Lost Creek Data Recovery Project. The 
experimental curves for the Lost Creek Data Recovery Project were averaged with 
experimental curves previously produced for the Express Pipeline Data Recovery Project, 
also conducted by TRC Mariah prior to my employment with the company (Martin and 
Smith 1999). The results for both material types most closely resembled the experimental 
cumulative percentage curve generated by the reduction of blanks to finished projectile 
points. Therefore, the original report suggests that among other activities, site occupants 
were engaged in reduction of blanks to finished projectile points at the site location 
(Craven 2005:84–87).  
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Figure 15 Cumulative percentage curve for flake size of biogenic chert and brown chert 
recovered from the Battle Spring Draw Paleoindian Site, in comparison with experimental 
biface reduction studies, original figure created by TRC Mariah, 2005 (Craven 2005:86; 
Smith et al. 2005) 
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Site Structure 
Due to the presence of multiple stains, feature-tethered artifacts and 
concentrations of artifacts, the original report describes the site structure as characterized 
by at least four “activity areas.” A detailed discussion of these is beyond the scope of the 
current work. However, the use and characterization of the “activity areas” is briefly 
critiqued relative to a time perspectivist approach in the conclusion to this chapter. The 
original figure detailing site structure is presented below (Figure 18), along with contour 
Figure 16 Site 48SW13156 During excavation, view to the southeast. Feature 6 excavation is 
visible in the lower left of the excavation block. The Lost Creek Gathering Pipeline is visible on the 
right in the photo. Photo Credit: Lance McNees (2005). 
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interval maps illustrating the concentration of debitage and bone (Figure 19). The figures 
are professionally drafted versions of originals I created according to the specifications of 
TRC Mariah while writing up the original report. Drafting was accomplished by Suzanne 
Luhr of TRC Mariah for the final report. For orientation purposes, Figure 16 illustrates 
the position of Feature 6, shown during excavation. A closeup photograph of Feature 6 is 
also available in Figure 17. 
Figure 17 Feature 6 shown during excavation (Craven 2005:56). 
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Figure 18 Spatial distribution of features, tools, and activity areas, Battle Spring Draw Paleoindian 
Site (Craven 2005:95).  
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Figure 19 Trend surface density distribution maps for debitage and bone, Battle Spring Draw 
Paleoindian Site (Craven 2005:96) 
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Time Perspectivist Critique 
The original analysis and interpretation of the site was assisted by and conducted 
under the direction of several higher-grade archaeologists with years of experience in the 
field and professional cultural resources management (CRM) sector. Prior to my 
employment, TRC Mariah Associates, Inc. had developed a highly specialized process 
for data recovery investigations that, though largely standardized by the CRM industry, 
also relied on the creative development of new analytical techniques and interpretations. 
Report insights and conclusions would not have been possible without the assistance and 
instruction of the principal investigator (Craig Smith) and field director (Lance McNees), 
especially since I had not yet entered graduate school when the field and office work was 
conducted. This was an excellent opportunity for me to learn how to conduct analysis, 
make interpretations, and generate reports in the context of CRM. That said, there are 
some areas of analysis and interpretation that could benefit from the analytical technique 
outlined in Wandsnider (2008). 
The first critique is based on my own assumptions, which were briefly mentioned 
in the introduction to the thesis in Chapter 1. My analytical assumptions relied on the 
notion that archaeological interpretations could be generated by an intuitive “site-level” 
narrative ultimately relying on ethnographic or ethnoarchaeological research and 
explained in terms of what Binford would refer to as “quick-time events” or “human 
episodes” generated from moment to moment on a daily basis (Binford 1981:197). 
Although common in the profession, this premise has been heavily criticized (Ascher 
1961; Bailey 1981, 2007; Binford 1981; Holdaway and Wandsnider 2006, 2008b; Plog 
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1973; Schiffer 1985). For example, Ascher warned against conceptualizing 
archaeological deposits as the remains of living communities because “[w]hat 
archaeology digs up is not the remains of a once living community stopped as it were at 
one point in time….This erroneous notion, often implicit in archaeological literature, 
might be called the Pompeii Premise” (Ascher 1961:324).  
In seeking a solution to this problem, Schiffer insisted that site formation 
processes must be taken into consideration (Schiffer 1995). He characterized patterned 
phenomena in the archaeological record as “distorted” by cultural and non-cultural 
transformations, subsequently separating them into distinct site formation process 
categories referred to as “C-transforms” and “N-transforms” (e.g. primary refuse, 
environmental disturbances) (Schiffer 1972; Schiffer and Rathje 1973).  
However, Binford recognized the archaeological record as a massive palimpsest of 
derivatives from many episodes that could not be reconstructed separately. Due to an 
inability to reconstruct each separate event, he felt that archaeologists should be 
examining systemic events in order to understand larger scale cultural systems that would 
take advantage of the long temporal grain present within the archaeological record. 
Systemic processes were considered by Binford to have a much longer-term organization 
than could be analyzed using ethnographic methods. To Binford, Schiffer’s “C-
transforms” and “N-transforms” seemed to rely on a preconceived notion of what the 
archaeological record should resemble – the remains of “quick-time” events and episodes 
from daily life. Binford criticized this due to his observation that “[t]he archaeological 
record is (…) not a poor or distorted manifestation of ethnographic "reality," but most 
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likely a structured consequence of the operation of a level of organization difficult, if not 
impossible, for an ethnographer to observe directly” (Binford 1981:197–198).  In 
response, Schiffer seems to have criticized Binford’s emphasis on the “systemic,” stating 
“[t]he real Pompeii Premise (…) is that one can analyze house floor assemblages as if 
they were systemic inventories unmodified by formation processes” (Schiffer 1985:38). 
Both of these perspectives seem to have influenced interpretations of the Battle 
Spring Draw Site, but not on a conscious personal level, since I was unaware of the 
theoretical differences and the larger debate prior to attending graduate school. Rather, 
these influences seem to have filtered down to me through the CRM industry’s 
“standardized process” of data recovery interpretation and report writing. Extensive, high 
quality geomorphological work and interpretations conducted by Eckerle (2005) allowed 
me to understand the site as a palimpsest, but this could not save me from simultaneously 
drawing conclusions based on a conception of aspects of the site as a “little Pompeii,” 
though I would not have conceived of it in this manner due to my previous exposure to 
the study of site formation processes. Despite exposure to the latter, the interpretations in 
the report conclusion rely on ethnoarchaeological insights as well as models from human 
behavioral ecology without fully considering the suitability of the temporal 
characteristics of the deposits prior to making interpretations based on those models.  
Consequently, through the use of standard analytical methods employed in the 
industry, I attempted to continually parse the site in an effort to coax finer-grained data 
from what appears to represent a coarse-grained deposit. The analysis uses logic and the 
process of elimination to essentially correct the distortion of the archaeological record in 
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order to reconstruct discrete “activity areas” as well as the tasks that occurred within 
them. These activity areas were then associated with radiocarbon age estimates derived 
from features within each concentration to estimate what Wandsnider might refer to as 
“temporal condition,” a state of being which leaves a trace of a particular pattern in the 
archaeological record at a particular time (Wandsnider 1992a, 2008). Once completed, 
models from ethnoarchaeological studies were employed to make final interpretations. In 
conclusion, this seems to represent an effort on the part of the CRM industry to strike a 
balance between Binford’s search for systemic events/processes, and Schiffer’s 
acknowledgement of and solution to the complicated state of the material record and 
what it represents. These issues, and a possible remedy, will be further discussed in the 
concluding chapters of this work, in relation to Kowalewski’s “disharmonious time-
averaging” (Kowalewski 1996). 
In order to round out the sample of Late Paleoindian sites in the analysis, five 
additional components were selected from site reports that were easily obtainable from 
published sources and/or the Wyoming State Historic Preservation Office. These are 
introduced in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER 9. ADDITIONAL LATE PALEOINDIAN SITES 
 
In this chapter, I present short summaries of each of the five additional 
components that, together with the Battle Spring Draw site, are included in the “pilot 
study.” Data from the these components was compiled from data recovery reports of 
three sites that were excavated by other researchers, including individuals from TRC 
Mariah (Site 48UT375) (Reust et al. 2002; Smith et al. 2003), Western Archaeological 
Services (WAS)/ Archaeological Services of Western Wyoming Community College 
(AS-WWC) (48SW5734) (Johnson and Pastor 2003) and Metcalf Archaeological 





One component from Site 48SW8842 was included in this analysis (8842-1). The 
site is located on the southern slope of a sandstone outcrop in the Washakie Basin, and is 
situated in a fine sandy aeolian shadow with deeply stratified deposits from multiple time 
periods (Pool 2001). AU5, referred to in this thesis as “8842-1,” is a Late Paleoindian 
component associated with two radiocarbon dates of 9,360±190 (Late Paleoindian) and 
8,490±140 (Late Paleoindian/ Early Archaic transition). Cultural materials include one 
complete projectile point4 of Paleoindian/ Late Paleoindian origin (the authors 
 
4 Based on a poor resolution photocopy of the original photograph, this specimen appears to most closely resemble a Late Paleoindian 
point of unknown cultural affiliation. It was not possible to discern the flaking pattern from the photo, and the base was also obscured 
(Pool 2001:14–15). 
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characterized it as “Hell Gap/ Frederick/ Foothills-Mountain”), one hafted biface, one 
unhafted biface, five pieces of tested material, two unused cobbles, one blank, 3 flake 
tools, one core scraper, one groundstone metate, 364 bone specimens (~4 MNI), (the 
majority of which are categorized as very small mammal, specifically leporid species 
long bone fragments possibly exploited for marrow production), 369 pieces of debitage, 
and 124 pieces of heat-altered rock weighing 5,768g.  
The component is characterized by Pool as a palimpsest with 13 features located in 
deposits that have undergone aggradation. Due to its status as a palimpsest with two of 
the dated features superimposed in association with an A-horizon paleosol, the 
component stratigraphy is categorized as “stable/slow aggradation” for purposes of this 
study. Seasonality is categorized as possibly “spring,” based on the presence of one 
eggshell fragment recovered from the component. However, due to the palimpsest nature 
of the component, it is possible that it was utilized during additional seasons. An analysis 
of site structure by the original author suggests a series of short-term camps where 
leporids were heavily processed and consumed. Spatial analysis by the original author did 
not enable the identification of discrete activity areas associated with hearth features due 
to the sparse distribution of artifacts and the nature of the component as a palimpsest. The 
site is thus tentatively categorized as feature coincident. 
Site 48UT375 
Site 48UT375, excavated by TRC Mariah Associates Inc. in 2000, is a 
multicomponent site located on an interfluve of Austin Wash in the western portion of the 
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Green River Basin (Reust et al. 2002). The latter is surrounded by the Rock Springs 
Uplift to the west, the Overthrust Belt to the east, the Wind River and Gros Ventres 
Mountains to the north, and the Uinta Mountains to the south. The basin is drained by the 
Green River, which flows into the Colorado River to the south. Located within the upper 
Sonoran lifezone at an elevation of 1,975 m, (6,480 ft), the site is situated in a dunal area 
overlying desert pavement/ bedrock (Reust et al. 2002:4). Vegetation in the vicinity of 
the site is largely characterized by sagebrush steppe and native grasslands, punctuated by 
alkaline adapted species such as saltbush and greasewood around floodplains and low-
lying areas (Reust et al. 2002:27). Two components from Site 48UT375 were included in 
this analysis (375-1 and 375-2).  
 
Component 375-1 
Component 1 (375-1) is a Late/Terminal Paleoindian occupation with five 
radiocarbon dates, the earliest dating to 8,640 ± 40 BP and the latest dating to 8,330 ± 40 
BP. The component consists of 18 features, 3,514 pieces of debitage (1.48 kg), 3,190 
faunal specimens consisting mainly of pulverized and charred very small to small sized 
mammal, 33 tools (15 bifaces, 18 flake tools), three cores, three tested cobbles, one 
modified cobble, two pieces of groundstone and three relatively dense concentrations of 
heat-altered rock which, together with associated features, form three distinct spatial 
clusters the authors characterize as “activity areas” (Smith et al. 2003). Although no 
diagnostic projectile points were recovered, the authors report the recovery of a 
Deception Creek point from the Early Archaic level Component 3 at the site. It was felt 
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that the point likely originates from Component I due to its association with Late 
Paleoindian components in the region (such as the Deep Hearth site). Because no features 
were located outside an activity area and cultural materials were tightly clustered around 
activity areas and features, the site is classified as “feature-tethered” for the current 
analysis (Reust et al. 2002:102). Geoarchaeological analysis revealed aggradation due to 
aeolian processes, without subsequent deflation. Significant overthickening of the 
cultural layer along with the broad range of dates obtained from radiocarbon age 
estimates suggests that the component represents overprinting of activities and possible 
use during multiple seasons (Eckerle and Taddie 2002:21). 
 
Component 375-2 
Component 2 (375-2), a more ephemeral occupation, was located above 
Component I with a date of 7,890 ± 40 BP. It consisted of three basin features associated 
with 67 pieces of debitage, 171 pieces of heat-altered rock, and 26 bone fragments. The 
bone specimens were recovered from two of the basin features and consisted of rodent to 
very small mammal sized remains, which was felt by the authors to represent 
opportunistic exploitation of a single individual, most likely a cottontail rabbit (Eckerle 
and Taddie 2002:21). Geoarchaeological analysis suggests that the component was 
subject to aggradation from aeolian activity without subsequent deflation (Eckerle and 
Taddie 2002). The component was originally reported to represent a Late Paleoindian 
occupation, but if the revised culture history for the Wyoming Basin is used, it would 
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now be considered an Early Archaic occupation from the Great Divide Phase. No 
diagnostic projectile points were recovered from this component. 
 
Site 48SW5734 
Two components from Site 48SW5734, the Blue Point Site, were included in this 
analysis (5734-1 and 5734-2). The site, excavated in 1999 and 2000 by Archaeological 
Services of Western Wyoming College and Western Archaeological Services (WAS) is a 
multicomponent site, with occupations extending from Late Paleoindian to Late 
Prehistoric times. It is located in the Green River basin in a sand shadow on a deflated 
ridge in the vicinity of two playa lakes (Johnson and Pastor 2003).  
Heat-altered rock was mentioned in the original report, but total numbers of non-
feature associated heat-altered rock for each component were not reported and are thus 




Component 1 is a Late Paleoindian Alberta-Cody component with one feature, 
which dated to 9,540 ±50 BP (corrected 11,110 to 10,680 BP). Six Alberta point 
fragments, including four Alberta style bases, as well as a Cody Complex Scottsbluff 
point were recovered from the component, which also yielded a handful of tools 
including a blank, a preform, eight retouched flakes, a core, three tested cobbles and a 
manuport (Johnson and Pastor 2003:63). Three activity areas were identified by the 
original authors, including one tightly clustered around Feature 1. The authors indicate 
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that the other two activity areas were observed in association with burned stone adjacent 
to the excavation block edges. Based on this information, I characterize the site as 
“feature-tethered” for the current analysis. Additional cultural materials include 1,623 
pieces of debitage and 120 culturally derived faunal specimens, consisting of 
approximately 65% rabbit sized mammals and 35% elk to bison sized mammals. An 
additional 243 faunal specimens were characterized as “non-cultural,” and excluded from 
further analysis) (Johnson and Pastor 2003:70–71). No heat-altered rock was recovered 
from the single feature present in the component, and no seasonality data was recovered.  
Component 5734-2 
 
Component 2 is a terminal Late Paleoindian/ Early Archaic Great Divide Phase 
occupation with three associated radiocarbon age estimates dating to 8,340 ± 250, 8,330 
± 420, and 8,190 ± 50 years BP in association with two features and three areas of 
component staining. Although this component may consist entirely of one or more Early 
Archaic aged occupations, for the current analysis, I treat this component as possibly also 
containing a Late Paleoindian aged occupation due to the large margin of errors reported 
on two of the radiocarbon dates, which overlap with the terminal date of the Late 
Paleoindian time period (8,500 BP). No diagnostic artifacts were recovered with this 
component, which represents a relatively sparse occupation at the site. Cultural materials 
recovered include 483 pieces of debitage, three utilized flakes, one tested cobble, one 
manuport and 80 culturally derived faunal specimens. An estimated four MNI faunal 
specimens include one ground squirrel (Spermophilus spp.), one jackrabbit (Lepus spp.) 
one vole, and one deer sized specimen (Johnson and Pastor 2003:82–83). Although an 
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unknown amount of heat-altered rock was recovered from Component 2, none was 
recovered from features, and the count and weight were not available in the original 
report. Opuntia pollen was recovered from Feature 29, a basin feature associated with 
Component 2 and it is possible that prickly pear cactus was cooked or otherwise 
processed within this feature. 
In the next chapter, I present the Late Paleoindian analysis after first providing a 
summary reminder of some specific aspects of Wandsnider’s original analysis. 
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CHAPTER 10. LATE PALEOINDIAN ANALYSIS 
This chapter provides an abbreviated summary of Wandsnider’s analysis, 
followed by the Late Paleoindian analysis. Wandsnider’s original figure and table 
numbers, along with the corresponding current supplementary figures and tables created 
for this paper are shown below for organizational purposes in Table 6 and Table 7. After 
considering the structure of archaeological deposits in the Wyoming Basin, and analyzing 
each site to determine minimum component grain (original Table 5.7), Wandsnider 
analyzes the newly categorized sites by the variables shown in Table 7 below. 
Wandsnider’s original figures and tables, available in Appendix A of this paper, will be 
referenced throughout this chapter. 
After detailing general and specific geomorphological contexts of the 
components, Wandsnider relies on a graphical analysis (Appendix A), creating a series of 
scatterplots to consider taphochronometric variables that highlight occupation history, 
surface stability, and integration in relation to age and location. The ultimate goal is to 
determine occupation frequency and integration in order to inform on place use history 
and the differential development of land tenure systems. I review Wandsnider’s original 
figures and explain what happens to the results of each one after adding the Late 
Paleoindian sites in relation to the original analysis. New figures with the sites included 
are produced for relevant pattern analyses.  
The original Table 5.3 (Wandsnider 2008:67) shows the Wyoming Basin cultural 
chronology used in Wandsnider (2008) (Appendix A). I gathered data from additional 
Wyoming Basin Late Paleoindian sites representing six components, as well as a few 
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components from Early through Late Archaic time periods to supplement Wandsnider’s 
analysis. Future work will include the addition of Early Paleoindian sites, as suitable data 
becomes available, to allow comparisons.  
  Table 6 List of Tables Crossed Referenced with Wandsnider's Originals (2008). 
Wandsnider Table 
Numbers 
Title New Supplementary 
Table Number 
Table 5.1 
Model of Place History and Taphochronometric 
Indicators 
None  
(see Appendix A) 
Table 5.2 
Processes by Length of Term over Which They Are 
Manifested 
None  
(see Appendix A) 
Table 5.3 Wyoming Basin Cultural Chronology 
None  
(see Appendix A) 
Table 5.4 
Wyoming Basin excavated components by basin 
location  Table 8 
Table 5.5 
Deposit Interpretation by Site, Strata, and 
Components Table 9 
Table 5.6 Components by surface stability and basin location Table 10 
Table 5.7 Minimum component grain Table 11 
Table 5.8 
Taphochronometric Indicators Derived from 
Assemblage Information, By Component Table 12 
Table 5.9 
Summary of Occupation History by Site and Time 
Period(Excludes Late Prehistoric Period) Table 13 
Table 5.10 
Components by Occupation History and Surface 
Activity Table 14 
Table 5.11 
Multiple Radiocarbon Dated Components (with 68 
Percent 
Confidence interval Span Determination) by 
Number of Radiocarbon Events and Nature of 
Integration Table 15 
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Table 7 Summary of Original and Supplementary Figures from Wandsnider (2008). 
Geomorphological Processes 
Wandsnider notes that both cultural and geomorphological factors operating at 




Title New Supplementary Figure Number 
5.2 Pit structure dimension by period and location. Figure 21 
5.3 FCR vs debitage density by location. Figure 22 
5.4 
Mean hearth area versus hearth density by location. 
Mean hearth area versus hearth density by time 
period. 
Figure 23 and 
Figure 24 
5.5a 
Mean hearth area versus external hearth density by 
estimated number of occupation events. Figure 25 
5.5b 
Mean hearth area versus external hearth density by 
surface stability. 
5.5c 
Mean hearth area versus external hearth density by 
number of pit structures and site structure. Figure 27 
5.5d 
Mean hearth area versus external hearth density by 
seasonal indicators. Figure 28 
5.6a 
Mean hearth area versus external hearth density by 
relative debitage density Z-score. Figure 29 
5.6b 
Mean hearth area versus external hearth density by 
relative fire-cracked rock density Z-score. Figure 30 
5.6c 
Mean hearth area versus external hearth density by 
relative ground stone density Z-score. Figure 31 
5.6d 
Mean hearth area versus external hearth density by 
relative mammal (MNI) density Z-score. Figure 32 
5.7a 
Mean hearth area versus external hearth density by 
the sum of relative FCR, GS, and MNI density Z-
score. 
Figure 33 and 
Figure 34 
5.7b 
Mean hearth area versus external hearth density by 
the sum of relative chipped stone, FCR, GS, and 
MNI density Z-score. 
Figure 35 and 
Figure 36 
5.8 Occupation frequency and integration. 
Figure 37 and 
Figure 38 
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addition, the characteristics of the geomorphological “packages” associated with each 
component contribute to the availability of surfaces to accumulate cultural remains, 
which represent elements of place use history important in the ultimate interpretation of 
variations in land use through time. Therefore, following Wandsnider’s approach, in the 
first part of the analysis, I add a series of supplementary tables with values from the Late 
Paleoindian sites to Wandsnider’s originals, which present data on geomorphological 
processes contributing to the temporal structure of the deposits from each component. 
Figure 20 Temporal structure is composed of geomorphological and cultural factors. 
In Table 8 (below), radiocarbon age estimates for features associated with six 
components from four different sites dating between Late Paleoindian and Early Archaic 
time periods is presented. Three of the four sites have earlier components that date 
between 9,500 and 9,300 BP, which affords interesting opportunities for analysis in the 
interior basins during this time period. These sites also have later components dating to 
the very Late to Terminal Paleoindian period, between 8,600 and 8,300 BP. During 
excavation and analysis, several components appeared to researchers to represent 
multiple inseparable occupations that were identifiable only through radiocarbon dating 




Cultural Factors  
(Occupation Events) 
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(five components) in the interior Great Divide Basin in order to provide a brief 
supplement to some of Wandsnider’s comments on changes in housepit size through time 
in Figure 27 below. 
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Table 8 Wyoming Basin Excavated Components by Basin Location. 
 Supplement to original (after Wandsnider 2008:78-69). 
Site (ID) Elevation 
(FT) 









6,550 1 12 9,430 ± 40 
8,890 ± 60 
8,680 ± 60 
8,670 ± 60 
8,530 ± 60 
8,150 ± 40 
Late Paleoindian Horizontal 
components 
(Craven 2005; 
Eckerle et al. 
2005; Smith et 
al. 2005) 
48SW8842 6,725 1 13 9,360 ± 190 
8,490 ± 140 
Late and Terminal 
Paleoindian 
(Pool 2001) 




8,640 ± 40 
8,490 ± 40 
8,470 ± 40 
8,450 ± 40 
8,330 ± 40 
7,890 ± 40 
Late Paleoindian 
Early Archaic 
(Reust et al. 
2002; Smith et 
al. 2003) 
Blue Point Site 
(48SW5734) 
6,520 1 1 9,540 ± 50 Late Paleoindian  (Johnson and 
Pastor 2003)  
2 3 8,340 ± 250 
8,330 ± 420 
8,190 ± 50 
Terminal 
Paleoindian/ Early 




7,038 1 15 5,570 ± 40 
5,560 ± 40 
5,530 ± 170 









4 post holes 
Chain Lakes Rim 
Housepit Site 
(48SW13159) 





2 9 5,720 ± 40 
5,690 ± 80 
5,680 ± 90 
5,630 ± 40 
5,530 ± 70 
Early Archaic 
(Opal) 
1 housepit in 
Component 2 
3 9 5,220 ± 70 Early Archaic 
(Opal) 
2 housepits in 
Component 3 
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In Table 9, the deposits of all of the Late Paleoindian components are interpreted, 
in terms of “surface activity,” as having formed through “stable/ slow aggradation.” For 
some of the components, the stratigraphy was described as more complex than others, as 
shown in the interpretation column. Cultural deposits varied in thickness from 10 to 40 
cm in these components, with overthickening of the cultural layer associated with 
trampling and/or the availability of “less fines” during occupation at Site 48SW13156. 
Component 375-1 was interpreted as influenced by overprinting of activities due to 
multiple radiocarbon dates. Component 375-2 (Early Archaic) was also interpreted as 
subject to stability and/ or slow aggradation, but there was no evidence of multiple 
occupations and the substrate did not appear overthickened. Finally, 8842-1 was also 
interpreted by researchers as subject to stability and slow aggradation, with the addition 
of an A-horizon paleosol, which they interpret as signaling the presence of stable 
vegetation at this interior basin site. In general, components interpreted as stable/ slow 
aggradation would have the potential to accumulate patterns from short, medium, and 
long-term processes. 
Table 10 presents a summary of components by surface stability and basin 
location. The Late Paleoindian sites are all technically “interior sites.” However, at least 
two of these sites (48UT375 and 48SW5734) have been partially characterized as 
“margin/upland” in the original data recovery report for Site 48UT375 by Reust et al. 
(2002). For example, the authors characterize 48UT375 as located in the interior basin 
yet not in a “true interior basin zone” due to its position adjacent to a highly productive 
forage zone. The Blue Point Site (48SW5734) appears to be located in the interior basin, 
but the authors note that it is located in an “upland area of relatively low forage 
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productivity.” The authors also seem to characterize it as “not truly interior” due to its 
position adjacent to a potentially productive playa lake that would have attracted game. In 
this context, the authors seem to be characterizing these sites in terms of a forage 
productivity model, whereas in Wandsnider’s (2008) analysis, basin location seems to be 
associated primarily with differences in depositional/post-depositional surface activity 
(i.e., rapid aggradation, stable/ slow aggradation, and deflation/ aggradation) along with 
possible differences in cultural practices between basin localities. In this latter context, in 
order to maintain consistency with Wandsnider (2008), I retain the classification of these 
sites as located in the basin interior for the current analysis. 
In relation to purely geomorphological factors contributing to temporal structure, 
the results of Wandsnider’s original analysis suggest differences in surface stability 
between interior and margin/ upland basin locations, with stable or slowly aggrading 
deposits occurring rarely in the interior basin. However, the Late Paleoindian occupations 
presented here are all characterized as stable/ slowly aggrading. This is interesting 
inasmuch as it may suggest site occupants were attracted to relatively stable surfaces 
during Late Paleoindian times. It is also possible that the microtopographic environments 
and terrain within the interior basin is more variable than expected, or that the sample of 
sites represented here is anomalous. A larger sample of sites is necessary to explore this 
to determine whether it may represent an emerging pattern related to variation in land 
tenure during Late Paleoindian vs. Early Archaic and later time periods. 
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Gentle slope S VIIa/ 
IXa 
20-40 Early Holocene 1 Stable/ Slow aggradation. Complex stratigraphy created 
on stable floodplain surface and neighboring gentle 
slope. Cultural layer substrates are slope-reworked 
aeolian sand in north (Stratum IXa); fluvial overbank 
sediment in south of block (Stratum VIIa). Stratum VIa 
represents substrate possibly associated with southwest 
portion of block and could be associated with Features 3 
and 5, located in same stratigraphic position within 
Stratum VIII. Overthickened cultural layer in south may 
indicate less fines present at time of occupation. 
Stratum IXb and IXc, cultural layers, overlay IXa and 
represent trample zones from occupants walking on the 
IXa substrate. 
20-40
(20 in NE part of 
block) 
(40 in SE part of 
block) 
Craven (2005) 
Eckerle et al. 
(2005) 






SE Ib 60 1 Aggradation. Medium grained muddy sand; eolian sand 





48UT375 Ridge and 
slope; 
interfluve 
NE Ib 10-20 Early Holocene 1 Slow aggradation. Loamy fine sand mix. Eolian shadow 
deposits with some evidence of illuvial development 
(Bk4 horizon); massive to weakly bedded. Very low/ 
absent rodent disturbance. Hypothesized overprinting of 
activities due to multiple radiocarbon dates. 
10-20 Reust et al. 
2002; 
Eckerle 2002 
Ic 30 Early Holocene 2 Slow aggradation. Loamy fine sand mix of eolian origin 
(Bk3 horizon). Hypothesized single occupation; re-
occupational thickening not evident. 
10-20 Eckerle 2002 
48SW8842 Slope S 6Atkb 24 Early Holocene AU5 Stable/ slow aggradation (mesic conditions); A Horizon 
paleosol; vegetation likely present. 
10-30 Pool 2001; 
LaRamie Soils 
2001 
(After Wandsnider 2008:71-74) 
Table 9 Deposit Interpretation by Site, Strata, and Components. 
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Table 10 Components by Surface Stability and Basin Location. 
Surface stability 
Basin Location 
Interior Margin or Rock Springs Uplift 
Deflation or deflation/ 
aggradation 
4 0 
Stable or slow aggradation 9* 18 
Rapid aggradation 3 1 
*Includes Additional components, all located in the basin interior. Late Archaic housepit sites not included
(after Wandsnider 2008:70).
Table 11 Minimum Component Grain. 







Years Radiocarbon Span 





1 Stable/ slow aggradation 6 4 or 5 1,280 
48UT375 1 Slow aggradation 5 3 310 
2 1 1 * 
Blue Point Site 1 Slow aggradation 1 1 `* 
2 Slow aggradation 3 1 * 
48SW8842 1 Stable/ slow aggradation 2 2 870 
Supplement to original (after Wandsnider 2008:75). 
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Minimum component grain in the context of Wandsnider (2008) appears to be 
related to time span of occupation, with resolution perhaps inferred by combining an 
analysis of time span with the analysis of the nature of the depositional characteristics of 
the encasing deposit for each occupation. In general, components with longer time spans 
are more appropriate for detection and analysis of coarse to very coarse /medium to long-
term processes due to the amount of time-averaging they have experienced. This, in 
concert with the limited resolution power of the tools available for their analysis, may 
result in “loss of resolution.” Components with shorter time spans are generally 
considered more appropriate for detection of short-term, fine-grained processes due to the 
nature of the deposits and the higher resolution tools available to interpret them (Bailey 
2007). 
In Table 11, I interpret minimum component grain conservatively and suggest that 
the smallest resolvable period of time in the deposit for the Battle Spring Draw Site 
should be interpreted as approximately 1,280 years, based on the difference between the 
largest and smallest mean age estimates, as suggested by Wandsnider (2008). Component 
8842-1 is interpreted by the original report author as having a smallest resolvable period 
of time of 870 years, and that interpretation is carried forward here, based on the 
difference between the means of the two radiocarbon events (Pool 2001). Component 
375-1 has a narrower time range for smallest resolvable period of time (310 years);
several of the six radiocarbon age estimates at this site cluster together closely and may 
represent the same radiocarbon event, for a total of 3 estimated events. Interpretation of 
the remaining components is based on a single radiocarbon age estimate (e.g. 5734-1) or 
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multiple radiocarbon age estimates that may potentially represent only a single 
radiocarbon event (e.g. 5734-2 and 375-2). As such, the minimum smallest resolvable 
period of time is much narrower and based on only one radiocarbon age estimate for 
these components. Despite this apparent fine-grained possibility, lack of additional 
radiocarbon age estimates does not preclude the possibility that the components were 
occupied multiple times without leaving radiocarbon evidence. Thus, the minimum 
component grain of these sites could be more coarse-grained than the current analysis 
implies (a situation that could occur in any component).  
Table 12 presents selected taphochronometric indicator data from the Late 
Paleoindian sites, including bone-weathering mode, area excavated, debitage density, 
FCR density, external hearth density, mean hearth area and standard deviation of the 
same. Unfortunately, heat-altered rock counts were not available for the Blue Point Site 
(48SW5734), which resulted in exclusion of this site for analyses that relied on FCR 
density or standardized scores for FCR density. In addition, mean hearth area for 
Component 1 at the Blue Point Site (5734-1) is based on a “sample” of one, due to the 
presence of one single hearth in the entire component. Therefore, the reported standard 
deviation of mean hearth area is zero. Housepit sites are not listed in Table 5.8 due to 
their exclusion from the analysis for which the indicators in the table were used. In 
general, the table illustrates the range of variability present in this sample of interior Late 
Paleoindian to very Early Archaic components.  
These indicators are proposed by Wandsnider in the original work as particularly 
sensitive to occupation frequency and integration, inferential variables ultimately used to 
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construct finer-grained place use histories than would be possible through exclusive use 
of standard chronometric tools such as radiocarbon dating. An explanation of each 
taphochronometric indicator will be presented in the following section, in the context of 
its related figure or figures. 


















Area (/cm sq) 
Standard 
Deviation Hearth 
Area (/cm sq) 
BSD-1 1 59 20.51 .29 .19 2228.85 1473.15 
BP-1 Stage 1 112 14.49 * .01 1154.00 0.00 
BP-2 Stage 1 112 4.3 * .03 1220.00 140.71 
8842-1 -- 64 5.7 1.94 .20 2310.28 1283.60 
375-1 1 122 28.8 40.91 .15 3048.48 3235.08 
375-2 1.5 13 5.15 13.15 .23 1933.91 412.99 
* FCR data for the Blue Point Site not currently available. (after Wandsnider 2008:78)
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Using Taphochronometric Indicators: Construction of Place Use History 
This section presents figure and table supplements to the originals Wandsnider 
(Wandsnider 2008) used to analyze taphochronometric indicators to estimate occupation 
frequency and integration prior to constructing place use histories. The latter are then 
used to inform on variability in land tenure through time. 
Variations in Pit Structure Dimension by Location 
Consideration of pit structure presence, absence, and form contributes to our 
understanding of degrees of sedentism and mobility, as well as use of plant food storage 
methods and associated logistical planning. These in turn contribute to a fuller 
understanding of variation in place use history through time. Wandsnider’s Figure 5.2 
(2008:77) plots pit structure dimension by period and location for the Early Archaic and 
Late Prehistoric time periods. The resulting pattern suggests that early pit structures are 
larger than 250 cm in diameter and later ones appear to be smaller (< 250 cm). In 
addition, the original analysis follows Larson (1997) in suggesting that most pit structures 
are found in the margin or upland areas.  
No pit structure was definitively identified at the Battle Spring Draw Site during 
data recovery excavations and none of the other Late Paleoindian components in this 
study exhibited evidence suggesting the presence of such structures. However, the Chain 
Lakes Rim Housepit site (CLR) provides additional data in the form of three interior 
Early Archaic period housepits excavated during the same project (Lost Creek Gathering 
Project) as the Battle Spring Draw Site (Fleming 2005). Figure 21 incorporates this data 
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along with data from two housepits at the nearby Arapahoe Creek Housepit site, also 
excavated during the Lost Creek Gathering Project (Lowe 2005). All five of the 
additional Early Archaic period housepits are over 250 cm in diameter, conforming to the 
pattern identified by Larson (1997) and supported by Wandsnider (2008:76). However, 
the Arapahoe Creek housepit diameter is less than expected, while depth is higher than 
expected for its Early Archaic age. This may be due to depositional context in the interior 
basin, or due to reoccupation through time, although additional research would be 
necessary to determine this, and it seems as though diameter would have increased with 
reuse (Wandsnider 1992a, 2008). Although this could be related to the micro-depositional 
environment, depth and diameter of the CLR housepits form an interesting pattern when 
plotted; depth and diameter decrease successively through time, conforming to the pattern 




Figure 21 Pit structure dimension by period and location. 
Variation in Mean FCR and Debitage Densities by Location 
Differences in land use, and thus place use history, may occur due to functional 
differences in resource use and/ or the differential availability of resources present within 
various locational contexts. The original Figure 5.3 (Wandsnider 2008:77) plots raw 
values for fire-cracked rock densities against debitage density by location and suggests a 
clearly visible pattern of higher densities in interior basin components and much lower 
densities in basin margins. In addition, Wandsnider suggests there may be a secondary 
pattern visible in the interior sites, with a positive relationship between debitage and FCR 
densities. 
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Figure 22, created with logged axes, incorporates one Early Archaic Component 
(375-2) and three of the Late Paleoindian components (BSD-1, SW8842-1, UT375-1) 
into the analysis. The Blue Point Site components (SW5734) are excluded due to 
unavailability of FRC data for the current analysis. Few heat-altered rocks or rocks of any 
kind were recovered from the Battle Spring Draw Paleoindian Site, contributing to a 
much lower than expected value for an interior site. It appears to exhibit an average 
debitage density when compared to sites of all time periods, but a very low density of 
heat-altered rock and a low to moderate debitage density in comparison to other interior 
sites. As such, it does not seem to conform to the suggested pattern of higher debitage 
and FCR densities in interior basin components. However, when considering only interior 
sites, it does seem to conform to the pattern identified by Wandsnider of a positive 
relationship between debitage and FCR densities for all interior sites combined; it simply 
happens to be at the lower end of the spectrum. Component 8842-1 appears to have a 
slightly higher FCR density, but a debitage density that is comparable to BSD-1. 
Component 375-1 exhibits an extremely high FCR density compared to other interior 
sites, such that it may be comparable with components at Site 48SW2555 and/ or 
Trapper’s Point (TP-5), both located on the margin. Component 375-2 (Early Archaic) 
also appears to have an elevated FCR density. Standardized scores for these values are 
discussed below in relation to Figures 16-19. 
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Variation in Mean Hearth Area by Mean Hearth Density by Location 
Wandsnider references other researchers in a discussion of hearth function, 
ultimately suggesting that, though a variety of “highly contextual” uses are referenced in 
the literature, higher hearth densities seem to be indicative of longer overall occupation 
time within components (Wandsnider 2008:79). The original Figure 5.4 plots mean 
hearth surface area per square meter (“mean hearth area”) by mean number of hearths per 
square meter (“mean hearth density”) in relation to basin location. The figure illustrates 
that several components (Crk-1, Crk-2, PH-2, 2555-2) have higher hearth densities and/or 
mean areas compared to other components, likely due to excavation techniques for the 
Figure 22 Fire-cracked rock versus debitage density by location. 
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Crook’s components (only pit structures were excavated, which could have inflated the 
hearth density result). Based on interpretation of seasonality data, Wandsnider suggests 
possible winter use for these components, located on the Rock Springs Uplift. 
Figure 23 and 24 add the three Late Paleoindian and one Early Archaic (375-2) 
components to the analysis. Thermal feature density for most of these components seems 
relatively high, and most appear to have moderate mean hearth areas when compared to 
the entire sample. Most of these sites, categorized as interior sites, appear to cluster 
within Rock Springs Uplift components rather than with the interior basin sites, an 
unexpected result. Interestingly, the Blue Point components (5734-1 and 5734-2) appear 
more similar to interior sites from later time periods, at least in terms of low thermal 
feature density, than the other Late Paleoindian sites in this sample. Additional research, 
including the addition of more interior site components is necessary to determine whether 
this is a real pattern related to variability in land use (by location) during the Late 
Paleoindian period, or an anomaly explained by other factors.
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Figure 23 Mean hearth area versus hearth density by location. 
Figure 24 Mean hearth area by hearth density by time period 
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Variation in Mean Hearth Area versus External Thermal Feature Density by Estimated 
Number of Occupation Events  
 
 In the original Figures 5.5a-d, Wandsnider excludes components with pit 
structures in order to focus on mean external hearth densities due to proposed greater 
sensitivity to occupation histories (Wandsnider 2008:80). She reports that sites with only 
one occupation event tend to exhibit low external hearth densities and low mean hearth 
sizes, and that as mean hearth size increases, number of occupations also appears to 
increase. Number of occupation events were estimated based on number of distinct 
radiocarbon events present in each component, along with number of disparate bone 
weathering modes. Radiocarbon age estimates that overlapped were considered a single 
“radiocarbon event.” For example, in the event that an occupation contains one single 
radiocarbon event, but two distinct bone weathering modes, two or three total occupation 
events could be estimated, depending on stratigraphic context of the bone weathering 
events in relation to the stratigraphic context of the radiocarbon age estimate obtained 
from the occupation.  
 Although no bone weathering mode analysis is available for the BSD-1 
(48SW13156) component, six radiocarbon age estimates are available in Table 4. Scott 
and colleagues (2007) detail a simple method to assess the likelihood that two 
radiocarbon dates represent one event. Due to overlapping uncertainty ranges of three of 
the (uncalibrated) dates, I narrowed the radiocarbon events to four total (Scott et al. 
2007). Radiocarbon age estimates were not submitted for all features after excavation; 
therefore, it is possible that additional occupation events are present but as yet 
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undetected, especially in north and eastern portions of the site. The site was classified as 
consisting of “many” occupations.  
 Due to lack of disparate bone weathering modes, along with the presence of two 
radiocarbon age estimates that do not overlap, Component 8842-1 is classified as having 
two radiocarbon events. The site is plotted in Figure 25 as “one or few” occupations. 
Component 375-1 is classified as “several” due to the presence of 3 radiocarbon events 
and two bone weathering modes. The maximum number of independent occupation 
events calculable from this component currently appears to be three. 
 At the Blue Point site, Component 5734-1 is categorized as “one or few” based on 
the presence of one feature with one radiocarbon age estimate (9,540±50) but two 
categories of diagnostic projectile points including Alberta and Scottsbluff. Component 
5734-2 is also categorized as “one or few,” despite 3 radiocarbon age estimates that 
appear at first glance to represent separate occupations. Two occupations are likely, but 
two of these dates have large margins of error that cannot preclude a single occupation 
(Table 4). The Early Archaic component (375-2) is easy to categorize as “one or few,” as 
it likely represents a single occupation. It is composed of a single radiocarbon age 
estimate of 7,890±40, a sparse scattering of remains, and the authors estimate that the 
faunal remains represent exploitation of one lone jackrabbit (Reust et al. 2002). 
Results of analysis are presented in Figure 25 (below). Late Paleoindian 
Components 375-1, 8842-1, and BSD-1 are coded as representing “several” or “many” 
occupations events and exhibit very high external hearth densities and moderate mean 
hearth areas, conforming to the pattern detected by Wandsnider in the original report for 
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sites with “several” or “many” occupations. However, Component 375-2 (Early Archaic) 
also shows a high external hearth density and moderate mean hearth area, but is classified 
as having “one or few” occupations. Due to the high hearth density and hearth area, I 
expect this site to register as “many” occupations, so this occurrence is unexpected. In the 
absence of evidence for repeated occupation events, it is possible the elevated external 
hearth density value for 375-2 represents a prolonged stay, a larger aggregation of 
individuals, or functional necessity for additional features for processing some type of 
resource during a shorter-term occupation. Both components for Site 48SW5734, plotted 
as “one or few” occupations, appear in the lower left portion of the plot, which meets the 
expectation of the overall pattern of less complex sites displaying smaller mean hearth 
areas and low external hearth density values. 
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Figure 25 Mean hearth area versus external hearth density by estimated number of occupation events. 
Variation in Dimensions of Hearth Area versus External Thermal Feature Density by 
Component Surface Stability 
In the original Figure 5.5b, Wandsnider plots the same variables as Figure 5.5a, 
but codes them according to surface activity, which includes 1 - deflation or deflation/ 
aggradation, 2 - stable or slow aggradation, or 3 - rapid aggradation categories. The 
rationale used is that sites with deflated deposits (possible palimpsests) may appear 
artificially depressed regarding external hearth density. This would leave high FCR 
densities but lower than expected external hearth densities due to the inability to detect 
positions and dimensions of deflated features. Since external hearth density speaks to 
overall occupation length, this result could lead to erroneous conclusions about variation 
in place use history and land tenure through time. Wandsnider is emphasizing the effect 
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of surface activity on the availability of surfaces to accumulate distinctive patterns 
indicative of place use history. 
 All of the components added to the analysis are interpreted as stable/ slow 
aggradation deposits (Eckerle et al. 2005; Johnson and Pastor 2003; Pool 2001; Reust et 
al. 2002). Figure 26 (below) illustrates that the BSD-1, 8842-1, 375-1 and 375-2 
components exhibit high external hearth densities and moderate mean hearth areas, again 
conforming to the pattern identified by Wandsnider, which suggests that sites with stable 
or aggrading deposits tend to have higher external hearth densities relative to sites with 
deflated and/or deflated/aggraded deposits. On the other hand, the Blue Point site 
components (5734-1 and 5734-2) are also classified as stable/slow aggradation, but do 
not conform to the expected pattern due to low mean hearth areas and low external hearth 
densities, as shown in the lower left portion of Figure 26 (Eckerle 2000:41–43). This 
again serves to simply highlight their status as shorter term, single use occupational 
events.  
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Figure 26 Mean hearth area versus external hearth density by surface stability. 
Variation in Mean Hearth Area and External Thermal Feature Density by Site Structure 
and Number of Pit Structures 
Analysis of site structure using taphochronometric indicators can lend insight into 
occupation frequency and integration (Dewar 1986; Holdaway and Wandsnider 2006; 
Wandsnider 1992a). Wandsnider’s Figure 5.5c (2008:83) codes components for the 
number of pit structures as well as the nature of site structure, which she categorizes as 
“feature-tethered,” “feature-coincident,” “feature-tethered/ coincident,” “feature-
negative,” or “unknown.” Citing archaeological and ethnoarchaeological analysis by 
other researchers (Metcalfe and Heath 1990; Simms and Heath 1990) into deposition of 
microrefuse in relation to site formation processes, Wandsnider considers site structure 
through analysis of lobes of high density artifacts, faunal, and FCR distributions, 
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determining whether these tend to closely articulate with features (“anchored”), appear 
coincident with them, or avoid them. This type of spatial analysis is aligned with methods 
that have been used by archaeologists in southwest Wyoming since at least the late 
1980s. For example, Smith and Creasman use Hodder and Ortman’s (Hodder and Orton 
1976) trend surface analysis in the identification of possible “activity areas,” as well as 
the separation of components and interpretations of site function at the Taliaferro Site 
(Smith and Creasman 1988:3.12) . 
 In her Figure 5.5c interpretations, Wandsnider does not attempt to identify 
functional “activity areas” in the same way as other researchers, but instead uses the 
method to identify components with distinctive patterns that may be indicative of variable 
place use histories. In doing so, she suggests possible correlations between elements of 
archaeological site structure, mean hearth area, and external hearth density. This, in 
effect, allows us to detect a type of taphochronometrically informed signature on the 
landscape that, although highly contextual, may serve to exclude or deny certain 
possibilities (Wandsnider 2008). For example, components with simple, feature-tethered 
site structures tend to have low mean hearth areas and low external hearth densities, 
which corresponds to a simpler occupational history, such as an abbreviated stay 
(2008:81). Sites with more complex occupational histories tend to have higher external 
hearth densities and/ or higher values for mean hearth area. For components that do not 
conform to this apparent trend, she suggests that the activities conducted there may have 
required larger hearth sizes for some reason - likely related to function. The latter may 
occur at three short-term feature-tethered occupations. Two other sites clustered in the 
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lower left area of the plot where simple occupational histories are expected actually 
exhibit complex occupational histories and also do not conform to the trend. These are 
explained as due to possible higher occupant densities or extended occupation length of 
pit structures located in those sites, as opposed to reoccupation.  In addition, she suggests 
the relative location of pit structures could constrain the location of other features.   
 Figure 27 (below) adds the six additional components to the mix. Based on the 
stratigraphic context, as well as backplots of artifacts, analysis of lithic material types, 
and the generation of the same type of trend surface plots used by Smith and Creasman at 
the Taliaferro Site (1988), the Battle Spring Draw Site component (BSD-1) is classified 
as feature-tethered/ coincident with no pit structure present (Craven 2005). Component 
375-1 is classified as feature-tethered, based on the component plan view, a trend surface 
plot showing the concentration of heat-altered rock and debitage in apparent close 
association with features, and the authors’ observations that three activity areas were 
identified based on the close articulation of heat-altered rock, debitage, and features 
(Reust et al. 2002:102). The authors also state that “No isolated cultural features occur 
outside of the clusters” (Smith et al. 2003:102).  
Component 375-2 is classified as “unknown” due to the location of features along 
the edge of the excavation block, as well as the sparse nature of the remains. No debitage 
density contour map was created, and the faunal remains (rodent to very small mammal 
sized) were all recovered from two features (Feature 20 and Feature 6). No faunal 
remains were recovered from outside the features within the component. Tools were 
sparsely (and apparently evenly) distributed to the north of the features (Reust et al. 
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2002:120–121). Because no concentrations or patterns are discernable, I classify the 
spatial structure of the component currently as “unknown,” although this may simply 
represent a feature-tethered orientation for a sparse and ephemeral occupation. 
Figure 27 Mean hearth area versus external hearth density by number of pit structures and site 
structure. 
In Component 5734-1, at the Blue Point Site, Johnson and Pastor note the 
presence of three discrete “activity areas,” which they identified through analysis of trend 
surface plots of debitage and bone, as well as tool distribution, including two Alberta 
projectile point bases in association with one feature (Feature 36) dating to 9,540 ± 50 
years BP (Johnson and Pastor 2003:71–78). I classified this component as “feature-
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tethered” due to the cluster of artifacts and bone surrounding Feature 36. However, two 
additional artifact concentrations characterized as “activity areas” are located to the west 
of the first concentration, but lack features. This may indicate that it may be appropriate 
to consider a portion of this component as “feature-negative” or “feature-coincident.”  
Component 5734-2 is classified as feature-tethered based on the location of 
Feature 1 within an artifact concentration characterized as an “activity area.” This 
reportedly consisted of a concentration of heat-altered rock associated with component 
staining extending 2-m east of the feature. A second possibly feature-tethered artifact 
concentration was reported around Feature 29. However, this concentration was mixed 
with the underlying Component 1 (5734-1) and represents a palimpsest in this area of the 
site (Johnson and Pastor 2003:78–86).  
Variation in Mean hearth area versus external hearth density by seasonal indicators 
Seasonality data was recovered from only one of the additional sites added to the 
analysis and consists of a single egg-shell fragment recovered from Component 8842-1 
Figure 28. The authors suggest the component may have been occupied during the spring, 
which is consistent with Late Paleoindian spring use of the interior basins, as proposed by 
Smith et al. (2003).  
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Figure 28 Mean hearth area versus external hearth density by surface stability. 
Variation in Site Complexity as Indicated by Relative Artifact Densities in Relation to 
Mean Hearth Area and External Hearth Density 
Based on prior research by Dancey (1973), and Varien and Ortman (2005b), 
Wandsnider suggests that we should expect higher relative z-score densities for debitage, 
fire-cracked rock, groundstone, and mammal (MNI) values for components with complex 
occupational histories. Her suspicions are supported by her data, presented in her original 
Figures 5.6a-d (Wandsnider 2008:84–85). Relative z-scores were calculated by basin 
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location and then combined into a single plot for each variable of interest (e.g. debitage, 
FCR, mammal MNI, groundstone). 
Figures for relative debitage and FCR density z-scores for the newly added sites 
are shown below (Figure 29 and Figure 30). (Again, components for Site 48SW5734 are 
not displayed in these figures due to lack of available FCR data). The Battle Spring Draw 
Site Component has a high external hearth density, moderate mean hearth area, multiple 
feature-derived radiocarbon age estimates (suggesting at least 4-5 events), and three 
temporally diagnostic artifact types including Pryor Stemmed, Meserve, and Cody (Eden) 
(Kornfeld 2019). Overthickening of the cultural layer was also suggested by Eckerle 
(2005), an interpretation that is supported by results of the micromorphology thin section 
analysis conducted by Paul Goldberg (2005) from the Micromorphology Laboratory at 
Boston University. These characteristics suggest that we may be able to interpret the 
component as conforming to the description of “long” occupational span from “many” 
occupational events, as shown in Wandsnider’s original Table 5.1 (below, in Appendix 
A) (Wandsnider 2008:63).
Based on this interpretation, I expect a high relative z-score when debitage 
density is compared to other components in the interior basin. Figure 29 illustrates that 
this expectation is contradicted by the data, shown below. The BSD-1 component 
actually appears to exhibit a slightly lower than average debitage density z-score 
compared to other interior basin components (z = - 0.46). Relative FCR density, also 
analyzed with only interior basin sites, follows the same pattern, as illustrated in Figure 
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30 (z = -0.81). This is surprising, given the palimpsest nature of the site and the number 
of occupations evident there. 
Figure 29 Mean hearth area by external hearth density by relative debitage density score. 
Several other Late Paleoindian components follow a similar trend. Component 
375-1, estimated to consist of “many” occupation events in Figure 25 (see also Table 11
and Table 5.7 [Appendix A]), is also expected to exhibit high debitage and FCR density 
z-scores. In reality, 375-1 debitage density is lower than expected (z = 0.40) while FCR
density is elevated, as expected (z = 2.48). Component 8842-1 is estimated to consist of 
“several” occupations and should also have elevated scores for these indicators. 
However, the scores are below average for both debitage (z = - 0.58) and FCR  
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(z = - 0.61) density, analyzed by basin location.  Components 5734-1 and 5734-2, each 
estimated to consist of “one or few” occupation events, conform to the expected pattern 
for briefly occupied components by returning lower than average z-scores for debitage   
(z = - 0.51; z = - 0.60). Finally, standardized scores for the Early Archaic Component 
375-2, estimated to represent “one or few” occupations, appear lower than average for
debitage (expected; z = - 0.59), yet slightly elevated for fire-cracked rock density 
(unexpected; z = 0.79).  
Figure 30 Mean hearth area by external hearth density by relative fire-cracked rock density score. 
For the groundstone analysis, a total of only three pieces were recovered from the 
six components added to the study. Two were recovered from Component 375-1 and one 
was recovered from Component 8842-1. This is not very surprising, since we are dealing 
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with Late Paleoindian components along with terminal Paleoindian and one very Early 
Archaic component. In Figure 31, we can see the effect of pooling sites from a time 
period that generally does not tend to exhibit high frequencies of groundstone with sites 
from later time periods, where groundstone is well represented. As expected, very low z-
score values are reported for these sites.  
Figure 31 Mean hearth area by external hearth density by relative groundstone density.
In Figure 32, total mammal MNI density scores are more intuitively revealing 
than groundstone density scores, since we expect sites from all time periods to exhibit 
evidence of some type of animal exploitation, usually in the form of faunal remains. Both 
components from the Blue Point Site (5734-1 and 5734-2) have below average scores, 
which is expected due to the estimated occupation event classification of “one or few.” 
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Two Late Paleoindian components (BSD-1 and 8842-1) and the Early Archaic 
component (375-2) have slightly above average mammal MNI density z-scores, but I was 
expecting even higher scores due to their status as sites with “many” occupations. 
Component 375-1 (Late Paleoindian) is expected to have an elevated score due to its 
designation of “many occupations,” moderate to high external hearth density and mean 
hearth area, but it also returns a score that is below average (z = - 55). The type of 
mammal remains recovered from these components (very small mammal) may be 
affecting the total reported MNI for each one. Very small mammals are often ground up 
during processing, and many of the specimens from these components exhibit heavy 
processing. This might affect the ability of researchers to identify elements that 
contribute to total MNI for these components, skewing the results. Alternatively, in 
addition to exploiting very small mammals, site occupants may have been exploiting 
some other type of resource that would not leave evidence of bone remains, such as avian 
resources (e.g. birds and eggs) or plants (e.g. seeds, tubers). If this is the case, perhaps 
taphochronometric indicators are detecting an alternative pattern that might correlate 
with, or at least lend insight into patterns associated with, place use history. 
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Figure 32 Mean hearth area by external hearth density by relative total mammal MNI density z-score 
Variation in Amount of Activity as Measured by the Sum of Relative Z-scores in Relation 
to Mean Hearth Area and External Hearth Density 
In Wandsnider’s original Figure 5.7a, relative z-scores for groundstone, FCR, and 
mammal MNI were summed (again, by basin location) and classified into larger z-score 
categories prior to plotting against mean hearth area and external hearth density. The 
original Figure 5.7b adds chipped stone data to the analysis, which enables consideration 
of relative combined amounts of material culture deposition within each component. 
Here, components with higher mean hearth areas and external hearth densities appear to 
have moderate to quite heavy concentrations of cultural materials (e.g. 2555-2/ margin; 
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Tal-7/ interior), while those with low mean hearth areas and low external hearth densities 
tend to exhibit below average accumulations of artifacts relative to the others in their 
basin location class (e.g. BH-2 and BH-3/ margin; Tal-1 and Tal-2/ interior).  
Figure 33 adds the Late Paleoindian components to the analysis of relative z-
scores for groundstone, FCR, and mammal MNI. Figure 34 presents the same data with 
expanded z-score legend categories to highlight components with very high or low 
values. Figures 35 and 36 represent the same type of analysis, respectively, with chipped 
stone added. The figures suggest that, other than Component 375-1, which conforms to 
the pattern, the added Late Paleoindian components do not conform to the expected 
pattern of heavy concentrations of cultural materials correlated with components 
exhibiting high external hearth densities and moderate to high mean hearth areas. This 
result will be discussed further below in relation to Figure 37 Figure 38, which present 
data with a proposed correlation to occupation frequency and integration. 
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Figure 33 Mean hearth area by external hearth density by sum of relative groundstone, fire-cracked 
rock, and mammal MNI density Z-score. 
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Figure 34 Mean hearth area by external hearth density by sum of relative groundstone, fire-cracked 
rock, and mammal MNI density shown with expanded Z-score categories. 
. 
Figure 35 Sum of chipped stone, groundstone, FCR, and mammal 
MNI density Z-scores. 
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Figure 36 Sum of chipped stone, groundstone, FCR, and mammal MNI. 
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Wandsnider presents the final figure, reproduced below (Figure 37), as a reflection of 
occupation frequency and integration. Components with low mean hearth areas and low 
external hearth densities are interpreted as representing “single or few occupation” 
events. Components with high mean hearth densities but low external hearth densities are 
interpreted as representative of increased reoccupation and a higher degree of 
“integration” between occupations. Components with both high mean hearth densities 
and high external hearth densities are interpreted as representative of increased 
reoccupation with  “little integration” between occupations.  
Figure 37 Original Figure 5.8 Occupation frequency and integration (Wandsnider 2008:87). 
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I have created a new version of the figure below, with the Late Paleoindian 
components added (Figure 38). In the context outlined above, and interpreted purely from 
the figure designation, components 375-1, BSD-1, 8842-1, and 375-2 appear to represent 
a series of “many” reoccupations with “little integration,” while components from the 
Blue Point site (5734-1 and 5734-2) appear to represent “single or few” occupation 
events. Additional discussions on the results are presented in Chapter 11. 
 
Figure 38 Occupation frequency and integration, with Late Paleoindian components added (after 
Wandsnider 2008:87) 
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CHAPTER 11. DISCUSSION AND CRITIQUE 
In light of the analytic results presented in Chapter 10, this chapter provides a 
preliminary discussion of the results of the Late Paleoindian sample along with a critique 
of the taphochronometric indicators proposed by Wandsnider (2008) as sensitive to 
occupation frequency and “integration.”  
Critique of Taphochronometric Indicators and Integration 
A summary of expectations and results for each taphochronometric indicator is 
presented in Table 16 and17, located at the end of this chapter. Results of the analysis in 
Chapter 10 suggest that many of the taphochronometric indicators identified by 
Wandsnider as sensitive to occupation frequency and “integration” appear to apply to the 
Late Paleoindian components included in this study. However, provocatively, some of the 
components did not conform to a few expected patterns, given the geomorphological 
contexts of the deposits, stratigraphy, structure and position of the features, number and 
types of diagnostic artifacts, and radiocarbon age estimates. The unexpected pattern is 
most visible in Figure 38, which should be compared to Figure 37 above, and in Tables 
13 - 15, which should be compared to the original Wandsnider Tables 5.9, 5.10, and 5.11, 
available in Appendix A. As a reminder, the results in Figure 37 (a recreation of 
Wandsnider’s original Figure 5.8) suggested to Wandsnider that components with low 
mean hearth areas and low external hearth densities should be interpreted as representing 
“single or few occupation” events. Components with high mean hearth areas but low  
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Table 13 Summary of Occupation History by Site and Time Period (Excludes Late Prehistoric Period). 
Site (Elevation; Nearest 
Water Source) 
Period 
Basin Interior Late Paleoindian Early Archaic Late Archaic 
48SW13156 
Battle Spring Draw (6,550 ft; 
spring fed drainage) 
1 – Stable surface/ slow 
aggradation; several to many 
occupations with integration 
(span 1,280 years).  
48SW8842 (6,725 ft; 
ephemeral) 
1 – Stable surface/slow 
aggradation; several to many 
occupations with integration. 
48UT375 (6480 ft; 
ephemeral) 
1 – Stable surface; several to 
many occupations with 
integration.  
2 – Stable surface; single or 
few occupations 
48SW5734 
Blue Point (6,520 ft; 
ephemeral) 
1 – Aggradation; single or 
few occupations 
2 – Aggradation; single or 
few occupations 
    (after Wandsnider, Table 5.9 2008:89) 
    Note: Format = “Component number – surface activity; number of occupations and degree of integration” 
Table 14 Components by Occupation History and Surface Activity. 
Occupation History Surface Activity 
Deflation/ Aggradation Stable/ Slow Aggradation Moderate to Rapid 
Aggradation 
Single/ few 5734-1 (BP-1) 
5734-2 (BP-2) 
375-2











Table 15 Multiple Radiocarbon Dated Components by Number of Radiocarbon Events and Nature of 
Integration.  
Integration1 





(after Wandsnider 2008:91) 
1BSD = 48SW13156 Battle Spring Draw Paleoindian Site 
2Calculated with 68 percent confidence interval span determination) 
external hearth densities were interpreted as representative of increased reoccupation and 
a higher degree of “integration” between occupations. That is, Wandsnider surmised that 
occupants appear to have “mapped onto” and reused features created by previous 
occupants, potentially adding and modifying artifactual material and enlarging extant 
features. Finally, components with both high mean hearth areas and high external hearth 
densities were interpreted as representative of increased reoccupation with “little 
integration” between occupations. 
In Figure 38, Component 2 from the Blue Point Site (BP-2) seems to conform to 
the expectation suggested by the original figure. That is, this component represents a 
simple occupation. Its low mean hearth area and low external hearth density seem 
consistent with a single occupation event on this plot, and additional figures showing the 
results of analysis on other aspects of the component also largely conform to this 
expectation. As a single component, it is found to be “non-integrated” as a matter of 
course, simply due to lack of evidence for additional occupations occurring within the 
aggradational window of the deposit. 
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 The pattern that is unexpected is visible in the lower right portion of Figure 38, in 
the position of Components BSD-1, 8842-1, 375-1, and 375-2. These components all 
exhibit high external hearth densities and moderate mean hearth areas, which (in the 
context of Figure 5.8) seems to suggest that they should present little evidence of 
“integration.” Given the suggestion that these components are not integrated, it would be 
tempting to interpret them as ephemeral occupations with little importance to subsequent 
occupants in terms of reoccupation of specific places. 
 However, an examination of other component characteristics along with a 
consideration of the nature of “integration” suggests that the rationale behind this 
conclusion could possibly be in error, and that Wandsnider’s original figure can be a bit 
misleading for these Late Paleoindian components due to its strong reliance on feature 
characteristics (e.g. mean hearth area, external feature density) and exclusion of other 
integrated cultural remains, such as bone, debitage and diagnostic artifacts.5 For example, 
Component BSD-1 represents a palimpsest with six radiocarbon age estimates suggestive 
of at least four separate occupational events. In addition, three diagnostic projectile points 
from different time periods (Cody, Pryor Stemmed, and Meserve) were recovered from 
the component in close association with the features that provided the radiocarbon age 
estimates (Figure 39). The geomorphological interpretation of the component precludes 
deflation and instead suggests slow aggradation on an otherwise stable surface. Though 
vertical mixing of some of the cultural materials associated with occupational events 
 
5 Though the latter elements are included in the overall analysis, the final interpretive figure  (Figure 5.8) does not incorporate all of 
them.  
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likely occurred due to trampling, many of the features retained their horizontal and 
vertical context in close proximity to each other, reinforcing the interpretation of the 
surface as relatively stable and available throughout all periods of occupation.  
If integration is defined simply as the degree to which remains from succeeding 
occupations acknowledge or “map onto” remains from preceding occupations, this 
component seems highly integrated due to the position of the features and stains, which 







































Figure 39 Site overview showing relationship of features and stains at the Battle Spring 
Draw Site (48SW13156) (Highland 2019, after Craven 2005:95). 
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located at the same relative elevation. In addition, cultural materials and faunal remains 
are all located in the same palimpsest deposit. Two of the other Late Paleoindian 
components (375-1 and 8842-1) seem to exhibit similar characteristics. The long 
temporal span and location of these components on stable/slowly aggrading surfaces 
creates the potential for these occupational surfaces to exhibit evidence of complexity as 
well as reoccupation with or without integration, depending on whether reoccupation 
frequency occurs within the aggradational window of the stable/slowly aggrading 
deposit.  That they do appear integrated, based on an analysis of cultural materials other 
than features, suggests a pattern of place use history for Late Paleoindian sites in the 
interior basins that could potentially be missed unless we question the interpretation of 
mean hearth area and external hearth density as especially indicative of occupation 
frequency and integration for these components. To clarify, although moderate mean 
hearth area values suggest this taphochronometric indicator agrees with Wandsnider’s 
general expectation, in that it is somewhat sensitive to feature reuse and, by extension, 
degree of integration for this time period and location in the interior basin, high external 
hearth density does not seem to indicate lack of integration, as currently defined, for this 
small sample of Late Paleoindian components. There does, however, seem to be less 
feature integration for these components than for components from later time periods, 
and this represents the identification of a potential new pattern for Late Paleoindian 
components that should be investigated with a larger sample. 
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Analytical Problems 
Complicating factors could be affecting apparent “patterns” in the data. These 
include potential sources of bias in data collection methods/analysis and differences in 
the definition of “integration” used during the analytical process, which may differ from 
that used by Holdaway and Wandsnider (2006) and/or Wandsnider (2008). Each is 
discussed below. 
Potential Sources of Bias 
It is possible that the overall size of the excavation block is contributing bias to 
the calculated external hearth feature density values in the original analysis as well as in 
the thesis analysis. This could explain the appearance of 375-2 with the other components 
on the right side of Figure 38, an unexpected result since it is a simple component most 
likely representing a single occupational episode. The components were investigated over 
many years by different researchers under differing circumstances, including different 
project timelines, logistical considerations, depth and pliability of sediments under 
consideration, equipment use (e.g. hand excavation only, use of heavy machinery), 
differential consultations with the Wyoming SHPO, BLM, and other agencies, and 
budgetary constraints. These factors could have contributed to final determinations of the 
size of the excavation blocks used to investigate the components. If large excavation 
blocks were used and encompassed less dense areas of the site, the total matrix area per 
component might be larger in relation to the number of features present. Smaller 
excavation areas might tend to return larger values for relative external hearth density per 
area excavated than larger excavation areas due to placement of the smaller excavation 
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blocks directly over feature concentrations and lack of investigation of less dense areas of 
the components. This could be tested to determine whether there is a negative correlation 
between excavation area and external hearth density.  
Definition of Integration 
Differences in the definition and use of “integration” could also affect 
interpretations of which components should be considered “integrated.” Though I 
recreated many aspects of the original analysis (see Chapter 9), a review and recreation of 
presence/absence of integration for components used in Wandsnider (2008) was not 
undertaken for the current study, as it was determined to be outside the scope of the 
thesis. Based on the analysis presented in Wandsnider (2008), it is possible that 
components were classified as “integrated” based primarily on analysis of feature 
integration (e.g. as determined through relative mean feature area and feature density) 
and that I am using a somewhat different working definition of integration in agreement 
with Wandsnider’s current conception of its definition, which includes cultural materials 
other than features. In addition, the statement below reveals that, at times, even if cultural 
materials were contributed directly by new site occupants to older occupations, it would 
not necessarily be interpreted as “integration” in Wandsnider (2008). For example: 
[h]earths associated with one occupation event may have been constructed, deliberately or not, in
the primary refuse of an older occupation event or vice versa. Such an interpretation is consistent
with repeated occupation events without integration of activities between those events.
[Wandsnider 2008: 81]
This interpretation of integration might differ from more recent discussions with 
Wandsnider during which she expressed agreement that the definition of integrated 
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components is the degree to which succeeding occupants “map onto” or acknowledge 
cultural materials and features left by preceding occupants, and that the definition implies 
direct contribution by later occupants to the cultural materials left by former occupants. 
The emphasis in the quote above on “integration of activities” also seems to differ from 
my use of integration, which focuses on integration of the cultural materials themselves 
without implying integration of activities (although integration of activities may also be 
demonstrated). 
With this in mind, I began to wonder whether there might be a fundamental 
difference in integration by type of cultural material considered (e.g. features vs. 
debitage, bone, etc.). If so, it would be helpful to partition the degree of integration in 
relation to different artifact and feature types prior to categorizing components as 
“integrated.” Once this step is completed, the significance and ultimate interpretation of 
integrated components could be reconsidered. In addition, I found it problematic to treat 
palimpsest components as entirely integrated (or not) due to the seeming assumption that 
presence/absence of feature integration can be extended to the degree of integration of 
other, possibly unrelated cultural material types within the components. Finally, the 
interpretation of larger features as “integrated” in Wandsnider (2008), seems to rely on 
the assumption that the larger size of the features indicates that they were reused through 
time. However, absent direct evidence that the features were reused, it remains possible 
that larger feature size is related to function, other cultural practices, or depositional 
context of the surrounding matrix. In search of at least a partial remedy to these 
problems, they are discussed in relation to the explanatory model in Chapter 12 below. 
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Expectation Result Reliability 
21 Pit structure size by time 
period 
Decreased size through time. Decreased size through time for post-
Paleoindian period components. 
(No pit structures were present in the Late 
Paleoindian sample). 
Meets expectations. 
22 FCR vs. Debitage densities 
by Location 
Higher debitage and FCR densities 
in interior sites. 
Mixed results. Some components have lower 
than average z-score values. However, there is 
a positive relationship between FCR/Debitage 
density in general in interior components. 
Contradicts expectations. 
Larger sample necessary. ANOVA or Kruskal Wallis 
with post hoc tests suggested. Seek patterns related to 
location and time period; consider interaction effects. 
Table 17 Expectations, Results, and Reliability of Taphochronometric Indicators in Relation to Mean Hearth Area and External Hearth Density (Late 
Paleoindian Period Sample). 
Figure 
Number 
Mean Hearth Area by 
External Hearth Density 
by Listed TCI 
Expectation Result Reliability 
23 Location Expect low to high mean hearth 
areas and low thermal feature 
densities for interior components 
relative to margin and Rock 
Springs Uplift components. 
Assumption: Higher hearth 
densities indicative of longer 
overall occupation time. 
High external feature density for majority of 
components.  
Mean hearth areas were low to moderate 
relative to components from later time periods 
Results contradict expectation. 
Components with multiple occupations in the interior 
are comparable to margin and RSU components rather 
than interior components from later time periods. Two 
components with single/few occupations conform to 
expectation of low thermal feature density. Larger 
sample and statistical tests (as outlined in Table 16) 
suggested. 
25 Number of occupation 
events (Radiocarbon events 
+ bone weathering mode)
Expect increase in mean hearth 
area and external hearth density as 
number of occupation events 
increases. 
Single/few occupations have low 
densities/areas. Several/many occupations 
have higher densities and moderate mean 
hearth areas. 
Largely meets expectation. One component with high 
external feature density and mean hearth area (375-2) 
contradicts expectation of several/many occupations.  
26 Surface stability Expect external feature density 
and hearth area to increase with 
increasing surface stability. 
Components with stable/slow aggradation 
surfaces may have low external hearth 
densities and low hearth areas in the event of 
single/few occupations.  Components with 
multiple occupations tend to have high 
external hearth densities and moderate hearth 
areas. 
Meets expectation for components with multiple 
occupations, but all components were associated with 
stable/aggrading surfaces.  
Larger sample needed from a variety of surface contexts. 
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Table 17 (Continued) Expectations, Results, and Reliability of Taphochronometric Indicators in Relation to Mean Hearth Area and External Hearth 
Density (Late Paleoindian Period Sample). 
Figure 
Number 
Mean Hearth Area by 
External Hearth Density 
by Listed TCI 
Expectation Result Reliability/Comments 
27 Spatial structure Expect increase in mean hearth 
area and external hearth density 
as component complexity 
increases. Simple components 
should have feature-tethered site 
structures and more complex 
ones would appear less feature-
tethered as they are increasingly 
occupied. 
Late Paleoindian components appear feature-
tethered, yet show evidence of multiple 
occupations per component, which suggests 
complexity should occur.  
Contradicts expectations. 
Feature-tethered components occur with high external 
feature density and moderate mean hearth area.  High 
external feature density suggests “complex” spatial 
structure should occur, but this expectation is not met. 
28 Seasonal indicator Expect interior site occupation 
during the winter. 
Seasonality data recovered from only one Late 
Paleoindian component suggests a spring 
occupation (egg-shell fragment). 
Contradicts expectation. 
Larger sample needed. 
29, 30 Relative debitage and FCR 
density z-scores 
Expect higher relative z-score 
densities for debitage, fire-
cracked rock, groundstone, and 
mammal (MNI) values for 
components with complex 
occupational histories 
Sites with multiple occupations return lower 
than average scores for debitage and mixed 
results for FCR. Site 375-1 and 375-2 have 
extremely elevated and slightly elevated FCR 
density z-scores, respectively.  Single/few 
occupation components have low z-scores, as 
expected. 
Contradicts expectation.  
Components with multiple occupations are expected (by 
Highland) to appear “complex.” However, this is not 
consistently the case. Some components have very low 
z-scores for debitage and FCR densities, some have low
debitage but high FCR densities.  Perhaps this indicates
there are different levels of “complexity” for different
time periods or contexts, and that this could be further
explored in future research. May also be related to
variations in group size or task function.
31 Relative groundstone density Expect low groundstone density 
z-scores due to lack of
groundstone for Late Paleoindian
components
Low groundstone density z-scores. Meets expectation, which differs due to time period. 
Elevated groundstone density z-scores expected for 
complex sites from later time periods. 
32 Relative Mammal MNI 
density z-score 
Expect high z-score values for 
complex sites; low values for 
components with single/few 
occupations. 
Lower than expected z-scores for components 
with multiple occupations. 
Contradicts expectation for “complex” sites or sites with 
multiple occupations. 
Type of mammal remains recovered (very small 
mammal) may affect total reported MNI due to 
pulverization during processing.  OR site occupants may 
have been primarily exploiting other resources that do 
not leave evidence of bone remains (avian resources). 
May also have been exploiting plants. TCI could be 
detecting alternative pattern that might correlate with 
place use history. 
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Table 17  (Continued) Expectations, Results, and Reliability of Taphochronometric Indicators in Relation to Mean Hearth Area and External Hearth 
Density (Late Paleoindian Period Sample). 
Figure 
Number 
Mean Hearth Area by 
External Hearth Density by 
Listed TCI 
Expectation Result Reliability 
33, 34 Sum of GS, FCR, and 
Mammal MNI density z-
scores 
Expect high combined artifact 
density z-scores for complex 
sites. 
In relation to general expectations of 
Wandsnider (2008), lower than expected 
values occurred for all four components shown 
(BP-1 and BP-2 data not avail).  
Contradicts expectation of high z-scores for components 
with multiple occupations. 
Comment 1: Low z-score values for groundstone during 
the Late Paleoindian period could be artificially 
lowering the combined z-score values. Additional 
analysis necessary to account for this possibility. 
Comment 2: Perhaps these TCIs are detecting a different 
land tenure pattern for Late Paleoindian components. 
However, this may be complicated by several factors:  
a) Surface stability  b) Location (further partitioning of
data recommended).
35, 36 Sum of CS, GS, FCR, and 
Mammal MNI density z-
scores 
Expect high combined artifact 
density z-scores for complex 
sites. 
Lower than expected values for all four 
components shown (BP-1 and BP-2 data not 
avail). 
Contradicts expectation. 
Comment: same as above. 
37 Occupation frequency and 
integration 
Components on the right side of 
the plot should be interpreted as 
examples of “little integration.” 
(As feature density increases, 
number of occupations with 
little integration increases). 
Components on the left side of 
the plot interpreted as 
single/few occupations (lower 
left) or multiple occupations 
with integration (upper left).   
Overall  expected trend:  
As mean hearth area increases, 
number of occupations “with 
integration” increases. As 
external feature density 
increases, number of 
occupations with “little 
integration” increases. 
Late Paleoindian components that are 
classified as single/few occupations are 
located on bottom left of Figure 38 , as 
expected (low mean hearth area, low external 
hearth density). 
Late Paleoindian components that are 
classified as multiple occupations are located 
on the mid to bottom right of the plot (high 
external feature density, medium mean hearth 
area). 
Contradicts expectation because the components that are 
classified as multiple occupations on the right side of the 
figure also appear “highly integrated” based on 
geomorphological analysis and cultural site formation 
process analysis.  
Could be indicative of a new pattern for Late 
Paleoindian components, or could be due to differences 
in interpretation of “integration.” Amount of area 
excavated may also bias the results. 
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CHAPTER 12. EXPLANATORY MODEL 
Two conceptual issues arose during the thesis analysis and interpretation of 
results. First, how is the concept of “integration” different from that of “cumulative 
palimpsest?” The definition of integration was considered in the previous section and is 
further contrasted with the definition of “cumulative palimpsest” below. Second, how do 
we apply the concept of “integration” to palimpsest components without first attending to 
the Pompeii premise debate (Binford 1981; Schiffer 1985)? Characterizing a component 
as a palimpsest may imply an “all or nothing” interpretation of the elements within it as 
analytically inextricable even as we employ chronometric and taphochronometric 
methods to separate aspects of them into comparable analytical units. This potential 
problem of theoretical inconsistency can adversely affect the final interpretation of the 
deposits. 
In an effort to address these concerns, disambiguate integration from cumulative 
palimpsests and more transparently partition disparate sources of variation into types of 
palimpsest deposits that can subsequently be used to consider occupation frequency and 
integration, I present an explanatory model with some new terminology to clarify and 
discuss the analytical and interpretive process. With future refinement, use of this model 
may allow me to consider the distinction between types of palimpsests with and without 
integration and specify which particular cultural materials appear integrated without 
worrying about erroneously treating all materials within a component as equally 
representative of the component as a whole. Application of the model, originally 
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designed to explore integration (yet applicable to the investigation of any process of 
interest) might allow for the partitioning of sources of variation in the Wyoming Basin 
through a more tightly controlled, accurate treatment of the data. I present the logical 
progression of the concepts, from general to specific, below. 
Model Narrative 
As discussed in Chapter 2, Berehnsmeyer notes that time-averaged deposits 
consist of materials deposited through “behaviors from many agents, which are then 
integrated” over the time span during which the sedimentary envelope accumulated 
(Behrensmeyer 1982). In this context, “integration” refers to the accumulation and 
subsequent mixing of the materials. Bailey considers Behrensmeyer’s definition identical 
to a cumulative palimpsest wherein, “[s]uccessive episodes of deposition, or layers of 
activity, remain superimposed one upon the other without loss of evidence, but are so re-
worked and mixed together that it is difficult or impossible to separate them out into their 
original constituents” (Bailey 2007:204). Wandsnider (2008:62) defines “integration” as 
the “[d]egree to which materials are integrated between occupation events, that is, 
remains from succeeding occupations are mapped onto or acknowledge remains from 
preceding occupations” (Holdaway and Wandsnider 2006; Wandsnider 1992a; see also 
Dewar 1986). Wandsnider clarified to me that her use of “integration” refers to mixing 
that occurs when later site occupants contribute additional cultural materials directly to 
the remains of the preceding occupation (Wandsnider 2019, personal communication). 
This differs from the usages above, which would include cumulative palimpsests formed 
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through the action of natural site formation processes as well as those formed through the 
direct contribution of succeeding occupants to visible deposits left by preceding 
occupants.   
Here I combine Bailey’s “cumulative palimpsest” and Holdaway and 
Wandsnider’s idea of “integration” with Kowalewski’s notion of “disharmonious time-
averaging” to further highlight specific types of palimpsests that may inform on 
behavioral patterns in the archaeological record of the Wyoming Basin (Figure 40), 
below and accompanying glossary [Appendix B]). New terms include what I refer to as 
integrated and non-integrated cumulative palimpsests, which I consider subtypes of the 
larger cumulative palimpsest category.  
Integrated Cumulative Palimpsests 
“Integrated cumulative palimpsests” are palimpsest deposits created when 
subsequent site occupants directly interact with previous cultural deposits visible on the 
surface by contributing additional cultural materials and/or features to those deposits. 
Referring to them as “integrated cumulative palimpsests” highlights the role of direct 
human contribution to previously utilized landscape elements that may exhibit evidence 
of prior occupation during the succeeding occupation(s) (i.e. new occupants can 
potentially see cultural materials and features on the surface). This may be important for 
interpretations of intentionality that may (or may not) be implied in inferring/defining 
place use history, depending on the type of integration that occurs (see below).  
Figure 40 Disambiguation Model Combining "Cumulative Palimpsest" with "Disharmonious" Time-Averaging, "Integration" and 
Chronometric (Cl) and Taphochronometric Indicator Indices (TCI): Partitioning Degrees of Integration from Disparate Sources of 
Variation. 
1 Cumulative palimpsest (Bailey 2007). 
2 I combine the idea of "integration" (Holdaway and Wandsnider 2006; Wandsnider 2008) with Bailey's "cumulative palimpsest" in order 
to separate "integrated components" from other palimpsests. Here it is treated as a sub-type of cumulative palimpsest. Cumulative 
palimpest is identical to Behrensmeyer·s use of 'time-averaging" (Behrensmeyer 1982). 
3 Disharmonious time-averaging (Kowalewski 1996). 












Non-Integrated Cumulative Palimpsests 
I refer to a “non-integrated cumulative palimpsest” as a sub-type of cumulative 
palimpsest wherein a palimpsest deposit is created without direct interaction by 
subsequent site occupants. (This usage may differ from the Wandsnider (2008) definition 
and usage discussed in the previous chapter, which would include some instances of 
direct interaction as “nonintegrated” components). These deposits are formed solely 
through natural site formation processes and, by definition, should not technically include 
single occupational episodes, since no interaction has taken place. For example, non-
integrated cumulative palimpsests could conceivably occur when initially stratified 
cultural deposits undergo deflation due to natural site formation processes (e.g. erosion) 
(Schiffer 1987). Discussing them as such clarifies the role of human agency (i.e., the lack 
of it) in directly creating these types of palimpsests. The use of “integrated” or “non-
integrated cumulative palimpsest” enables precision in language use when discussing 
patterns in the archaeological record. They are intended to represent two hypothetical 
extremes on a continuum, as will be further discussed below and illustrated in the 
example usage. 
Elements/Units of Integration 
Wandsnider (2008) heavily relies on mean hearth area and external hearth density 
to infer integrated or nonintegrated components in Figure 5.8 and Table 5.11. However, 
as discussed above, this is problematic for interpretation of the sample considered here 
because some of the Late Paleoindian components that appear in the “nonintegrated” 
portion of the table appear highly “integrated” to me based on the degree of integration of 
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other types of cultural materials along with some of the features. These components 
should not be characterized as entirely lacking integration. Therefore, in order to consider 
the degree of integration in non-feature cultural materials, I created a category for the 
model referred to as “Elements/ Units of Integration.” These include not only features, 
but also artifacts or other analytical units that may be used to infer relative “degrees of 
integration” within a deposit. Chronometric and taphochronometric indicators may be 
used to analyze degrees of integration of different artifact and cultural features. Referring 
to these, or at least conceptualizing them, as “elements” or “units of integration” during 
this type of inquiry can allow archaeologists to undertake transparent analysis 
incorporating a time perspectivist approach into their interpretations and conclusions, 
especially in CRM reports. It is possible that different types of integration may form 
different archaeological patterns, illuminating previously unseen behavioral systems 
during one or more time periods or locations in the Wyoming Basin. 
Horizontal and Vertical Integration 
Following from the above, I use “horizontal integration” to refer to the degree to 
which lobes of artifacts and features, as discussed by Wandsnider (2008) (See also 
Sullivan 1992; 2008) as well as the individual artifacts within them, might appear 
integrated internally, with each other, and with portions of components that appear less 
intensively utilized (e.g. empty spaces, nearly empty spaces, or spaces in which cultural 
materials appear present but evenly distributed). Similarly, “vertical integration” would 
refer to the degree to which artifacts or features are integrated vertically within a deposit. 





methods, use of taphochronometric indicators, and traditional use of site formation 
process analysis (Schiffer 1983, 1987; Sullivan 1992). 
The Pompei Premise and the Role of Taphochronometric Indicators 
The use of taphochronometric indicators to coax fine-grained patterns from 
otherwise coarse-grained deposits could unintentionally imply that we are attempting to 
make “ethnographic-level” interpretations from data that is not suitable for this use. In 
addition, it may suggest that we are violating the underlying theoretical orientation of 
time perspectivism, which requires interpretations to match the temporal lens through 
which we view components, and elements of the occupations within them (Sullivan 
1992:108). Traditionally, it is thought that fine-grained observations may not be made 
with the type of data recoverable from coarse-grained deposits, which generally require 
use of low resolution measurement devices (Bailey 2007).  
However, though the correlation of short-term and long-term processes with high 
and low resolution measurement devices, respectively, may seem absolute, Bailey also 
suggests this is not the case, stating “there are exceptions or examples that are claimed as 
exceptions, and we should take the evidence as we find it” (2008:15). Wandsnider (2008) 
reminds us that archaeologists commonly use taphochronometric tools to make fine-
grained inferences from coarse-grained deposits. However, if not done carefully, this may 
lead to accusations that we have assumed ipso facto the Pompeii premise, as suggested in 
the prior discussion of my initial interpretation of the Battle Spring Draw Paleoindian 





contradiction. To answer this question, I found it helpful to consider Kowalewski’s 
(1996) work on the differential preservation of organisms in geological deposits.  
Disharmonious Time-Averaging 
Kowalewski (1996) discusses “extrinsic” agents that may contribute to the 
formation of time-averaged deposits, including mixing, low sedimentation rates, and 
analytical time-averaging in the study of geology. He also points to “intrinsic” factors, 
the fossilization potential of organisms based on their intrinsic characteristics (e.g. 
durability). Intrinsic and extrinsic factors may combine to create variability in conditions 
that allows for the differential preservation of organisms within deposits. This can result 
in different degrees of time-averaging within the same deposit, a complex (and often 
confusing) phenomenon Kowalewski refers to as “disharmonious time-averaging.” 
Kowalewski provides an example of the differential time-averaging of two separate taxa 
(bivalve mollusks and lingulide brachiopods) observed in the context of a rapidly buried 
ridge preserved in the macrotidal mud flats of the Colorado River delta area, located in 
Baja California: 
In the same shell assemblage, different groups of taxa are time-averaged to a different degree (103 
years for mollusks versus 10-1 years for lingulides); thus the chenier is characterized by 
disharmonious time-averaging. Because the lingulides are time-averaged over a much shorter 
time-scale than the bivalves, their record has a higher resolution and can be used to study 
processes with a much lower time-averaging threshold. [Kowalewski 1996:323] 
 
Extrinsic factors contributing to this situation included bioturbation, episodes of 
reworking that contributed to the formation of the ridge, and current or tidal patterns. 
Intrinsic factors, especially shell durability, also contributed to differential preservation. 





for decomposition is only a few months. The fossilization potential of mollusks is much 
higher, as reflected in their 100-year half-life, a conservative estimate (Kowalewski 
1996:323).  
Incorporating Disharmonious Time Averaging 
Despite the complex nature of deposits that have been disharmoniously time-
averaged, I believe they have something beneficial to offer us. It may be useful to utilize 
this theoretically informed characterization of time-averaging as “disharmonious,” 
combining it with Bailey’s “cumulative palimpsest” and Holdaway and Wandsnider’s 
concept of “integration” to further consider and refine the character of Wyoming 
archaeological components, especially at the microstratigraphic level (Kowalewski 
1996). The result represents a transparent and theoretically informed approach to 
incorporating aspects of time perspectivism into the process of analysis while using 
taphochronometric and other indicators to inform on the structure of archaeological 
deposits without falling victim to the assumptions of the Pompeii premise. 
 In the context of archaeology (not discussed by Kowalewski, but applied here), 
disharmonious time-averaging might occur due to the interaction of the properties of 
different types of cultural remains with natural and/or cultural site formation processes as 
well as the application of certain analytical techniques, considered “extrinsic” factors in 
Kowalewski (1996). Incorporating this concept into the current model, the degree of 
disharmonious time-averaging present horizontally and/or vertically within an integrated 
or non-integrated cumulative palimpsest can be considered at the level of the component 





 For integrated cumulative palimpsests, disharmonious time-averaging could occur 
in different areas of a component. For example, in the event that horizontal differentiation 
of cultural materials is present in one area of an otherwise mixed component, this small 
area could be referred to as “disharmoniously time-averaged” through horizontal 
stratification. If a component is generally considered to represent a palimpsest, yet areas 
of vertical stratification or temporal differentiation are also observed in some of the 
artifacts or features these areas may be referred to as disharmoniously time-averaged in 
relation to the remaining component. In addition to the component as a whole, each 
material (in this case, referred to as elements of integration) may also be time-averaged to 
a different degree horizontally and/or vertically, or different areas of the site may be 
differentially time-averaged in relation to other areas of the site. The terminology, along 
with the development of, at this point, a purely relative “integration index” for each 
material or feature type might allow us to efficiently discuss complexity in cultural and 
natural site formation processes while keeping track of time-averaging and disparate 
sources of variation within deposits and across excavation blocks and landscape 
elements. 
Harmonious Time-Averaging 
 Following from the concept of disharmonious time-averaging, I infer the 
possibility of “harmonious time-averaging,” which simply represents a seemingly 
inseparable cumulative palimpsest. This would occur in the event that the archaeologist 
considers all materials mixed together evenly, with no separation of cultural materials 





harmoniously time-averaged could change based on the introduction of new methods of 
analysis (extrinsic factors) that allow deposits that were previously identified as 
harmoniously time-averaged to be separated. An archaeologist could conceivably explain 
that due to lack of ability to separate analytical units or elements of integration with 
currently available methods, the component was considered “harmoniously time-
averaged” and analyzed accordingly. In addition, because these concepts represent 
opposite ends of an analytical continuum, it is conceivable that portions of a component 
might be discussed as “harmoniously time-averaged” while others are “disharmoniously 
time-averaged.” In this case, the entire component would still be considered 
“disharmoniously time-averaged.” Disharmonious time-averaging is important to 
consider because it is what allows us to detect finer-grained patterns within coarse-
grained cumulative palimpsests without committing what might humorously be referred 
to as a “Pompeii Offense, Level 2” (i.e., analyzing all of the cultural materials as one unit 
without adequately considering the effects of time-averaging and completeness during the 
process of analysis). 
 Regarding the latter point, prior to undertaking any analysis, Kowalewski 
suggests identifying the “time-averaging” and “completeness” thresholds for each 
process of interest to determine whether temporal mixing and completeness of the 
geological record should be considered “significant” or “insignificant:” 
Significant time-averaging happens when the scale of temporal mixing exceeds the time-scale of a 
process. Conversely, insignificant time-averaging happens when the time-scale of a process 
exceeds the scale of temporal mixing. The time-scale of a process is the time-averaging threshold 
that determines if the events are time-averaged significantly. [Kowalewski 1996:320] 
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Kowalewski characterizes completeness/incompleteness as the degree to which each time 
interval of the process of interest is documented by fossils in a sequence: 
Paleontological incompleteness in a stratigraphic section occurs whenever intervals in the section 
lack fossils. [Kowalewski 1996:318] 
Wandsnider and others interested in time-averaging do take the temporal span 
represented in deposits into consideration (e.g., through an examination of scope, gap and 
grain) and clearly define the approximate time-span of the process of interest (e.g., 
generational). However, Kowalewski presents an interesting way of cross referencing the 
two in order to identify the time-averaging and completeness “thresholds,” which are 
then used to determine whether the deposits are significantly or insignificantly time-
averaged and sufficiently complete to study the process of interest (Figure 41). 
Consequently, use of Figure 41 allows us to pause for a moment to clearly identify the 
thresholds of each process of interest prior to considering the characteristics of the types 
of palimpsests represented.  
Figure 41 Kowalewski's schematic diagram of the role of time-averaging and 





Kowalewski’s original caption further defines the two concepts in Figure 41: 
A schematic diagram of the role of time-averaging and incompleteness in the geological record. 
Completeness is expressed as the time-scale at which the record is 100% complete. For example, 
1000 years of completeness means that every 1000 year interval is documented. Time-averaging is 
expressed as the difference in age between the youngest and oldest records that appear to be 
synchronous. For example, 10,000 years of time-averaging means that the age difference between 
the oldest and youngest apparently synchronous events is 10,000 years.[Kowalewski 1996:320] 
 
Example A on Figure 41 represents the study of: 
 
[a] single shellbed that includes mollusks from a time interval of several thousand years. The bed 
is used to study a long-term ecological process with a threshold of 102 years. The shellbed has 
100% completeness at a level of 2 x 101 years (i.e. shells from every 20-year interval are 
represented), and thus the shellbed is sufficiently complete (= insignificant incompleteness) to 
study a 102 year process. However, its time-averaging is 103 years because a sample from the 
shellbed can include shells that differ in age by that much. Therefore, the record is significantly 
time-averaged. [Kowalewski 1996:321] 
 
Example B, from the same figure, illustrates: 
 
[a] stratigraphic section that represents several million years and is used to study a process with a 
threshold of about 105 years (e.g., a morphological changes [sic] in a rapidly evolving group). The 
section contains substantial hiatuses (100% completeness is at level of 3 x 105 years), and the 
record of the process of interest is significantly incomplete. However, random samples taken from 
the section will only rarely exceed time-averaging of 104 years; therefore the record of a process 
with a threshold at 105 is insignificantly time-averaged. [Kowalewski 1996:321] 
 
Kowalewski further explains the importance of the examples used: 
[t]he scales of completeness and time-averaging are not independent of the time-scale of 
observation. If we are interested in studying long-term processes (Example B), we must look at 
longer stratigraphic intervals, and these will be inevitably less complete than shorter ones (Sadler 
1981). In such cases, incompleteness is the main potential problem—although, occasionally, 
extreme time-averaging (stratigraphic condensation) may create difficulties. If, on the other hand, 
we study short-term processes (Example A), we must examine the microstratigraphic level, which 
will often have sufficient completeness but is likely to be time-averaged significantly. 
[Kowalewski 1996:321] 
 
 It is easy to see how Kowalewski’s discussion of “time-averaging” and 
“completeness” might be further complicated when applied to the relatively short 
sequence of an archaeological palimpsest that may or may not hold a record of every 





 Finally, many of the concepts in the explanatory model and their use in 
archaeology have been utilized by archaeologists in an ad-hoc manner for decades, a 
point also made by Wandsnider during the original process of analysis (2008:63). 
However, I am hoping that by using the disambiguating terminology of the model it will 
further allow for the analysis, interpretation, and discussion of the deposits consistently 
and accurately in all their complexity. Although the model clearly needs additional 
development (including a more complete literature review designed to eliminate any 
redundant aspects that intersect with work conducted by others) a very brief (and 
simplified) example of its use at the site/component level is presented below, using the 
Battle Spring Draw Paleoindian Site. Though I am using portions of this component as an 
example, it is not meant to represent an actual/conclusive analysis, and should be 
regarded as purely hypothetical for the sake of model illustration and use. 
 
Hypothetical Example of Model Use at the Site/Component Level: Battle Spring Draw 
Paleoindian Site  
 
 Component 1 at the Battle Spring Draw Paleoindian Site (BSD-1) is characterized 
as a palimpsest in the original report. Traditionally, characterization of a component as a 
palimpsest calls into question our ability to make finer-grained observations from what 
have been characterized as primarily coarse-grained deposits. Use of the explanatory 
model outlined above allows me to consider the nature of the palimpsest more 
specifically, as well as whether evidence of integration exists within the deposit, and if 





taphochronometric indicators (CI and TCI), the degree of integration can be consistently 
identified in accordance with the tenets of time perspectivism due to the 
conceptualization of this cumulative palimpsest as “disharmoniously time-averaged.” 
Absent this rationale, we are theoretically and methodologically unable to justify this 
type of use of CI and TCI due to the possibility of committing a type of Pompei Offense -
namely, the assumption that all of the cultural materials are equally interpretable/related 
using the same temporal lens. Each step in the analytical process is detailed below. 
 
Step 1: Identify the Process of Interest, Its Time-Averaging Threshold, and the Extent of 
Time-Averaging Evident in the Component 
 
 Prior to undertaking the analysis, the “process of interest” is identified, as per 
Kowalewski 1996. The larger “process of interest” is variability in land tenure through 
time, but smaller analytical units are used to consider this larger process. The smaller 
analytical units used here include “occupation frequency” and “degree of integration.” 
Using occupation frequency in this example, I am able to further delineate a timeline for 
the process of interest. Based on the original analysis by Wandsnider (2008:67), I am 
interested in frequency of place use (occupation frequency) at the supra-annual (over one 
year), generational (20-25 years) and supra-generational levels (over 20-25 years). The 
latter timelines would also represent the time-averaging and completeness thresholds for 
the process of interest at various temporal scales. Using radiocarbon age estimates for 
BSD-1, the age difference between the oldest and youngest features indicates that the 





seasonal, annual, generational, and supra-generational processes fall outside the time-
averaging and completeness thresholds (i.e. the deposits are significantly time-averaged 
and significantly incomplete).  
 In Figure 42, I adapt Kowalewski’s figure to illustrate this situation. The “process 
of interest” is on the right side of the diagram and plotted at the sub-annual, supra-annual, 
generational, and supra-generational intervals. The initial pattern visible in the 
archaeological record is plotted along the x-axis in relation to time-averaging and 
incompleteness and in terms of Kowalewski’s original geological application, which 
likely needs to be adjusted for archaeological use. As in Kowalewski’s original, solid 
squares indicate that the deposits appear significantly time-averaged or significantly 
incomplete, and open squares (none present) would suggest that the deposits are 
insignificantly time-averaged or insignificantly incomplete (i.e., sufficiently complete) to 
consider the timeline of the process of interest plotted on the y-axis.  
 The resulting figure is problematic in that it suggests the component is 
significantly time-averaged and significantly incomplete at every plotted interval (supra-
generational, generational, supra-annual, and sub-annual) for the process of interest 
(occupation frequency). Significantly finer-grained deposits with less time-averaging and 
more completeness would be necessary in order to consider the process of interest at 
these temporal scales. In addition, by plotting the “pattern” at 1,250 years on the x-axis, I 
am implying that “every 1,250-year sequence” is represented in the stratigraphic profile. 
Although this is technically true, it is important to realize that there is only one sequence 
present, and a much longer sequence would be necessary to study a 1,250-year process, 
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Figure 42 Time-averaging and completeness analysis of Component BSD-1 in relation to occupation 
frequency at four different intervals (supra-generational, generational, supra-annual, and sub-
annual). 
at least in terms of Kowalewski 1996. In addition, the apparent sequence length for the 
component (1,250 years) does not match the length of the process of interest at any level 
(temporal scale) on the y-axis. For them to match, each point plotted would need to be 
adjusted inwards towards the vertical line marked “ideal record,” which would require 
the presence of finer-grained, more complete, and less time-averaged deposits.  The 
figure represents a gross, preliminary characterization of time-averaging and 
completeness for the entire component and suggests that the deposits are too coarse to 
adequately consider the process of interest. This step in the analysis will be reconsidered 
in light of disharmonious time averaging after characterizing the type of palimpsest and 
assessing it for the presence of integration in the following step. 
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Step 2: Identify the Palimpsest Type/Subtype and Assess for Integration 
 BSD-1 appears to represent a cumulative palimpsest due to the compression of the 
cultural layer. However, does this represent an “integrated” or “non-integrated 
palimpsest”? The geomorphological analysis and position of the features provide clues to 
degrees of integration. Analysis of the geomorphological context suggests that this 
component developed on a stable surface and was subject to very slow aggradation, 
which would indicate that the surface was available for occupation for the entire 1,250-
year span of time represented by dated cultural features and diagnostic artifacts. Many of 
the features were placed within the same horizontal elevational context after accounting 
for slope, further illustrating the consistent availability of the stable surface to various 
occupants through time.  Based on the geomorphological assessment, it is not likely that 
this represents a deflated deposit representing separate occupational events that were 
subsequently mixed. Rather, the horizontal and vertical overprinting of the features and 
artifacts suggests an integrated cumulative palimpsest created when later site occupants 
contributed additional cultural material directly to a surface that exhibited visible 
evidence of previous use during the time of subsequent occupation.  
Step 3: Assess for Disharmonious Time-Averaging 
 What is the “grain” of our deposits, and can we use TCI to approach a finer grain 
without committing a Pompei Offense? Scope, gap, and grain are complicated by the 
phenomenon of disharmonious time-averaging. Therefore, we must first consider whether 
this integrated cumulative palimpsest is harmoniously or disharmoniously time-averaged. 





inseparable). However, radiocarbon age estimates allow us to separate some aspects of 
the occupational episodes from each other in two ways. First, differentially distributed 
radiocarbon age estimates from several of the features suggest at least 4-5 separate 
occupational episodes. Second, features located on the west side of the excavation block 
appear much older than those on the east side.  Therefore, I would characterize this entire 
component (BSD-1) as “disharmoniously time-averaged” because analysis of some 
cultural material types allows for a finer-grained interpretation of a process of interest 
(e.g. frequency of place use).  
 The specific elements within the component that would be considered 
disharmonious from the others in this simplified example are the features (although we 
may also identify additional instances of disharmoniously time-averaged artifacts with 
further analysis). The disharmonious time averaging in this case is caused by human 
deposition of certain cultural material types (basin features with available, datable 
charcoal) that are more durable (intrinsic factor) and easier to date (extrinsic factor) than 
other types of material culture such as culturally modified plant remains (not durable) or 
debitage (not easy to date). Consequently, I am able to apply a different, finer-grained 
temporal lens to the features than to the debitage, which currently appears homogenous 
and “inseparable” when analyzed by size grade, morphology, and material type in the 
general component and between features. Since I am unable to separate the debitage by 
occupational event, I am obliged to consider this element of integration (debitage) 
harmoniously time-averaged for the entire component and analyze it as one unit situated 
within a temporal envelope of 1,250 years.  
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Step 4: Apply Taphochronometric Methods and Standard Analytical Processes 
Noting the presence of possible lobes of debitage around features, I may use one 
or more analytical methods (chronometric and/or taphochronometric indicators) to 
determine the association of the assemblage or portions of the assemblage with the 
features (perhaps material type differs, and/or many pieces of debitage refit to other 
pieces found mainly within the associated debitage lobe, but not in other lobes). 
Alternatively, I may decide to set this aside for a different step in the analysis (detailed 
below).  
If the latter situation applies, I remark in the (hypothetical) report that the debitage 
from different occupational events could not be separated and are consequently treated as 
“harmoniously time-averaged” during the process of analysis and interpretation. I may 
then apply specific methods to the analysis of this aspect of the component designed to 
consider the evidence at a coarse grain, if appropriate. Conversely, despite the fact that 
we have previously identified the degree of time-averaging as 1,250 years, the dated 
features may be analyzed with a finer temporal lens as elements deposited at shorter 
intervals than the total 1,250 years on this stable surface, and inferences regarding 
occupation frequency (an aspect of land tenure/place use history) may be inferred without 
implying that the debitage is associated with all (or any) of the features.  
This process enables me to utilize the disharmonious nature of time-averaged 
deposits to discuss the component more accurately, while avoiding the tendency to treat 
the entire component as though all aspects of it are evenly time-averaged and thus 
interpretable with the same temporal lens. After this is completed for every element of 
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analysis for the process of interest, I may then hypothesize and discuss possible, probable 
and/or hypothetical relationships between the different materials (elements), taking care 
to clearly communicate that this aspect of the analysis is more speculative (but not less 
important). 
The result is a more accurate representation of the component because it allows a 
practitioner to conceptualize the process of interest, type of palimpsest, and whether 
disharmonious time-averaging may be present. In addition, relationships between the 
remains can be characterized in terms of degrees of integration vertically, horizontally 
and across different areas of the landscape element or elements. For example, as 
discussed in Chapter 11, BSD-1 would be characterized as highly integrated due to 
repeated superimposition of cultural materials from many occupations on a stable/slowly 
aggrading surface which also lacks evidence for deflation.  
Following this process and presentation of results, the archaeologist can move 
into a less “certain” analysis, clearly stating a series of flexible “if/then” type scenarios to 
extrapolate possibilities. This way, creativity and ingenuity in new and old methods may 
still be utilized without inadvertently inferring that the evidence suggests those 
conclusions are actual certainties. A few complications and problems with this approach 
are discussed below.  
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Problems with the Model 
Applicability to Human Behavioral Processes 
Though he does reference temporally diagnostic cultural materials in the analysis 
(e.g., tree ring dating and ceramics) it is important to note that Kowalewski was largely 
applying this concept of disharmonious time-averaging to fossils in the geological record 
in relation to macro and microevolutionary and/or ecological processes that can likely be 
detected in the structural morphology and/or apparent frequency of the organisms 
themselves (Kowalewski 1996:319-320). The variable nature of human behavior and the 
types of traces/materials deposited in (and removed from) the archaeological record may 
complicate the analytical process when applied to components and associated 
elements/units of analysis during intrasite and intersite comparisons designed to detect 
patterns in relationships between multiple types of cultural materials and landscape 
elements. The larger process of interest seems more accessible in the geological record 
than in the archaeological record, which uses proxy indicators and multiple lines of 
evidence to infer behavior. The remedy to this problem is to continue to develop the 
model, test it on different cultural sequences, and seek feedback and collaboration from 
other archaeologists who may have important insights and/or methods to share in this 
regard. 
The Problem of Completeness 
In addition, I have not sufficiently considered the effect of “incompleteness” in 
the archaeological record, an important factor considered by Kowalewski in his 





for a process of interest at the human generational level, every 20 to 25-year interval of 
that process would need to be documented within the 1,250-year component of BSD-1. 
However, the component represents a single stratigraphic context time-averaged over 
1,250 years. Even if, in an effort to accommodate the nature of the available pattern, a 
finer-grained temporal lens is abandoned in favor of seeking larger scale patterns of 
human behavior visible at the millennial level, the sequence is too short; in order to 
document every millennium sufficiently, a much longer stratigraphic sequence consisting 
of millennia would seem to be needed.  
 Returning to the desire to completely document every 20 to 25-year process, it 
seems important to consider whether Kowalewski’s application of completeness could be 
adapted for archaeological use generally, or at least specifically as used in this thesis. For 
100% completeness6 to occur in the geological record, Kowalewski suggests that each 
time sequence must be documented, specifying that this would mean that fossils must be 
present for each 20 to 25-year sequence. But the current process of interest is occupation 
frequency, which is used as a partial proxy indicator of land tenure. Occupation 
frequency in this case is documented through hearth feature characteristics (e.g., 
radiocarbon age estimates). Lack of hearth features should not indicate that the process of 
interest is “incomplete.” Rather, it suggests that occupation frequency at this specific 
location did not likely occur every 20 to 25 years. Since we are in effect, considering the 
 
6 Kowalewski suggests that the time-averaging and completeness thresholds may be adjusted at the discretion of the practitioner, e.g.,    





presence/absence of hearth features, the absence of the feature is as important as its 
presence and represents a part of the “record” of the process of interest.  
 Therefore, in an attempt to adapt the use of “completeness” for use in 
archaeology, it seems tempting to adjust the record to reflect that it is 100% complete (or 
perhaps at least 80% complete). This can possibly be justified due to the completeness of 
the sedimentary record, which appears intact and not deflated. “Completeness” is 
therefore represented more accurately in this case by the completeness of the sedimentary 
context, rather than the extent to which hearths are present. Lack of deflation or other 
disturbance suggests that this sedimentary record is sufficiently complete to consider the 
frequency of occupation as indicated by hearth feature construction and use at this 
specific place. Examination of the frequency of hearth use suggests occupation occurred 
at least every 500 years, and at times as frequently as every 200 to 300 years over a 
period of 1,250 years at this specific location. Therefore, a 200 to 500-year process of 
interest (i.e., “place use” or “timing of place use,” as documented at a very specific 
location) may be visible as a pattern in the archaeological record at the component level. 
Future consideration will reveal whether this approach is problematic due to adjustment 
of the time-averaging and completeness thresholds “after the fact,” and use of the 
sedimentary record in place of the cultural remains present in the sequence. 
Short Sequences, Chronofacies, and Time-Averaging Classes 
 Another problem involves determining how to use the very limited record of a 
process of interest isolated in one or more palimpsests in conjunction with the records of 





cultural processes, such as cyclical land use, timing, and mobility, the use of the record of 
a single component will be insufficient even with the increased resolution present in the 
hearth features due to disharmonious time averaging. This is because the amount of time-
averaging present in the available sequence still exceeds the time-averaging threshold of 
the process of interest. A larger analysis is necessary to extend the record of the process 
of interest into a longer sequence, but must be accomplished while still adequately 
controlling for time-averaging and completeness in variable environmental and cultural 
contexts. This might be possible through the use of “chronofacies,” which Kowalewski 
defines as portions of a geological record that have undergone similar amounts of time-
averaging (Kowalewski 1996:323). Use of chronofacies analysis and time-averaging 
“classes” might enable the development of a more complete record of the larger process 
of interest (land tenure) using a meta-analysis of components that have been individually 
analyzed in relation to localized occupation frequencies (place use histories) in the 
manner described above (Kowalewski 1996).  
 These methods, as applied to the geological record, are briefly discussed by 
Kowalewski (1996:323-324), who cites their development and use by paleoecologists 
(Kidwell et al. 1991). Kowalewski finds the use of chronofacies problematic in the 
geological record for most time periods due to difficulty in quantifying the extent of time-
averaging within stratigraphic sections. However, he notes that use of this method during 
the Late Quaternary period (and presumably the Holocene) might be accessible due to the 
availability of dating techniques with sufficient resolution. Applying chronofacies to “all 





disharmonious time-averaging (Kowalewski 1996:324). However, for archaeological use, 
depending on the specific time period and process of interest investigated, this may not 
be necessary. Investigation of this possibility, including a literature review, was not 
possible for the current project, but is under development as an extension of the 
explanatory model.  
Confounding Variables and Analytical Palimpsests 
 Confounding variables may also complicate the process of inquiry due to the 
effect of intrinsic and extrinsic factors contributing to the differential preservation of 
elements/units of analysis (classes of cultural materials) within and between components. 
In the current analysis, I found that the differential degree of the surrounding surface 
stability of sediments associated with components may interact with the “intrinsic” 
characteristics of hearth features (e.g. durability), with the result that the variables of 
“mean hearth area” and “external hearth feature density” may be rendered incomparable, 
or at least complicated on a basic level, when attempting to compare components situated 
in different surface contexts. This phenomenon adversely affected my ability to apply the 
original analytical process used in Wandsnider (2008). 
 For example, depending on the frequency of occupation, components with rapidly 
aggrading deposits may have less “opportunity” to accumulate hearth features from 
multiple occupations due to the rapidly aggrading nature of the sediments within which 
they are encased (Wandsnider 2008:88). Rapid aggradation has the potential to lead to 
increased stratification of cultural materials identifiable by archaeologists as “separate” 





would occur in a harmoniously time-averaged palimpsest on a stable surface. It is 
possible that the latter type of component would tend to have a relatively larger number 
of hearth features included (per measured time interval of similar activities) simply due to 
the nature of palimpsests as necessarily forming multiple occupations by definition. 
Therefore, the appearance of higher hearth feature densities in some cases may be 
conditioned to a certain extent by our use of the analytical units (e.g., definition and 
identification of components) employed during the process of analysis. The beginning 
stages of a possible remedy are discussed below. 
 There are plenty of examples in the CRM and academic literature of 
archaeologists attempting to elucidate the archaeological record through the identification 
of finer-grained patterns and processes. However, it may also be possible to intentionally 
combine units to find larger scale patterns associated with disparate sources of variation 
that represent either traces related to cultural practices (Wandsnider 2008:62), or so-
called “false patterns” that appear to emerge when sources of variation are not adequately 
considered (Kowalewski 1996:324).  
 If used selectively, the development and use of what I would refer to as an 
“analytical palimpsest” (currently under development) might serve to control for the 
confounding effect of surface stability on component feature characteristics somewhat, 
allowing the comparison of mean hearth areas and external hearth densities from 
stratified, rapidly aggrading components with those from non-stratified palimpsests. I 
define an “analytical palimpsest” as an artificial palimpsest created through stacking and 





nonintegrated (and possibly also integrated) components from multicomponent, stratified 
sites in the interest of experimentation. This analytical process would be done to detect 
patterns related to natural and cultural site formation processes in an effort to isolate the 
role played by post-depositional factors in creating the appearance of different “degrees 
of integration” as characterized by hearth size and feature density. 
 This could be employed to further isolate meaningful patterns in the 
archaeological record that could be attributed to variations in larger scale processes, such 
as land tenure. It might also be interesting to carefully experiment with analytical 
palimpsests of cultural assemblages on a landscape scale to determine whether this could 
aid in the discovery of previously undetectable large-scale behavioral processes referred 
to by Bailey in his first discussions of time perspectivism (Bailey 1981:109–110 See also 
Binford 1981:197). This is especially relevant in regards to a major criticism of time 
perspectivism, its “failure to offer alternative explanations based on long-term processes” 
(Lucas 2010).  
 Future work is necessary to refine and test the ideas and methods presented here 
and to determine how they can be incorporated with or used alongside other more 
traditional approaches (e.g. optimal foraging theory) or newer, less familiar ones. In the 
concluding chapter, I return to a discussion of Late Paleoindian land tenure and how the 
model may be used to contribute to or deviate from ideas presented by other researchers. 
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CHAPTER 13. LATE PALEOINDIAN LAND TENURE 
In this final chapter, I return to a discussion of expectations for Late Paleoindian 
land use models introduced in Chapter 5, and provide a discussion of whether the 
findings in the current study meets those expectations when applied to Late Paleoindian 
land tenure in the Wyoming Basin. I briefly critique the models relative to a time 
perspectivist approach, as outlined in this work. I conclude with a summary of 
contributions made by this thesis and suggestions for future research. 
Summary of Thesis and Findings 
This thesis represents an extended critique of Wandsnider (2008) in the context of 
a small pilot study of Late Paleoindian land tenure. The inclusion of the Battle Spring 
Draw Paleoindian site as a case study allowed me to review and critique my own prior 
assumptions about archaeology using theoretical insights from time perspectivism and 
landscape archaeology. The small Late Paleoindian sample was combined with the 
original data used in Wandsnider (2008) in hopes that new patterns might emerge during 
the analysis of an earlier time period. Although the pilot study is, by definition, a small 
sample, my findings suggest that these Late Paleoindian components exhibit a pattern 
that fundamentally differs from the later time periods presented in Wandsnider (2008). 
Specifically, these components cluster in an unexpected area on the graphical analysis 
presented in Chapter 10 (Figure 38). That is, they exhibit very high hearth densities in the 




lower than integrated components from later time periods identified by Wandsnider 
(2008), the Late Paleoindian components also exhibit strong evidence of integration 
despite widely spaced occupational intervals. Future research should investigate these 
possible patterns to determine whether they persist with a larger sample, and if so, within 
which types of depositional contexts they may occur. As discussed in Chapters 11 and 12, 
some of the differences may collapse if integration is defined more consistently and/or 
aggradation rate is held constant or otherwise controlled through use of analytical 
palimpsests.  
 
Late Paleoindian Land Use in the Wyoming Basin  
 Wandsnider (2008) proposes a very simple land use model for the Wyoming 
Basin consisting of single use episodes, short-term persistent places (with integration), 
and locales reused through time (without integration). Despite differences in the analysis 
and interpretation of integration, the pattern identified in the Late Paleoindian 
components appears in agreement with Wandsnider’s interpretation of more ephemeral 
occupations associated with locale reuse through time. However, because the components 
do appear integrated, it is also possible that these components represent longer-term 
persistent places. Future work consisting of a larger sample along with a more complete 
theoretical/literature review should consider whether this is a viable option. In addition, 
because components were largely concentrated in interior basin contexts, it is important 
to consider a sample consisting of Late Paleoindian components from additional 




 Regarding the land use models discussed in Chapter 5 (Table 18), the pattern most 
closely aligns with that identified in Late Paleoindian components in the Green River 
Basin considered by Smith et al. (2003). In this analysis, seasonality studies, landscape 
productivity models, and diet breadth/patch choice models are used to conclude that the 
archaeological record most closely resembles general locality reuse where resources are 
distributed in a patchy, uneven environment. As discussed in Chapter 5, this would result 
in the need for groups to optimally position themselves close to relatively rare resources 
including playa lakes and high quality toolstone. Due to the limited number of optimal 
localities available, the authors hypothesize that locales were reused over thousands of 
years, and they characterize the frequency of use as “widely spaced” and “intermittent.” 
Given my use of some of the same components used by the authors, this result is not 
surprising. A larger sample of Late Paleoindian components would be helpful to 
determine whether this pattern persists data unrelated to the original study are 
incorporated into the dataset. 
 The “core area” model used by Knell and Hill (2012) uses similar insights from 
optimal foraging and temporal resource predictability theory to analyze land use by Cody 
groups in a much wider area on the Great Plains and Rocky Mountains. My small sample 
most closely resembles their “regionally-restricted” strategy, where groups slowed their  
  
Model Name Model Type Expectation/Comment Examples Reference 
Refugia Refugia Early Archaic point styles should occur on the Great Plains after their appearance in the Foothill/Mountain regions. Husted and Edgar 2002 Larson 2012 
Overlapping Groups Subsistence-based 
Differences in chipped stone technology, habitations, rock art styles 
between mountains and adjacent lowlands.  
Logistical settlement with few residential moves from base camps. 
Black 1991; Pitblado 
2003 Larson 2012 
Non-Overlapping 
Groups Subsistence-based 
Evidence of an ecological barrier between Foothill/Mountain and 
Plains/Basin zones. 
Different projectile point styles in each region. 
Frison and Grey 1980; 
Frison 1991; Husted 





Evidence that lowland and mountain groups lived in the mountains year 
round. Point styles associated with seasonal indicators from all four 
seasons. 
Black 1991; Pitblado 
2003 Larson 2012 
Settling-In (Seasonal) Settling-In 
Evidence that different lowland groups lived in the mountains only 
seasonally. Lowland point styles associated with seasonal indicators from 
only some seasons. 
Bender and Wright 1988; 
Larson 2012 Larson 2012 
Regionally Restricted/ 
Core Area 
Optimal foraging theory 
Temporal resource 
predictability theory 
Core Area Strategy: 
Use of local chipped stone resources, broad-spectrum diet, evidence of 
use in multiple seasons. 
Non-Regionally Restricted Strategy: 
High percentage of tools from exotic chipped stone resources, specialized 
diet consists of bison/ large mammal instead of broad spectrum 
orientation. 
Knell and Hill 2012 
Knell and Hill 2012; 
See also Hill 2007, 
Knell 2007, 2013 
Green River Basin 
Optimal foraging theory 











Exploitation of playa lakes 
Spring use in order to exploit roots/ resources around playa lakes 
Evidence of resource stress (ground up bones) 
Smith et al. 2003 Smith et al. 2003 
Notes: Shading highlights models excluded from further consideration by Larson (2012); these models are also not considered in this discussion. 
Table 18 Late Paleoindian Land Use Models 
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movements in areas with less bison availability in order to exploit sufficiently abundant 
and predictable broad-spectrum resources, such as those found in the Foothill-Mountain  
locales. However, it is interesting that the place use history of these components suggests 
that the locales were not habitually used on a short term basis, which would seem likely  
given a regionally restricted orientation. Perhaps the resource structure in this area 
required more intermittent, widely spaced exploitation to allow resources to recover 
sufficiently for future use. Future work should include a consideration of whether Cody 
land use patterns might differ from other Middle to Late Paleoindian groups, and whether 
all of the latter differ from Early Paleoindian land tenure.  
The “core area” model used by Knell and Hill (2012) uses similar insights from 
optimal foraging and temporal resource predictability theory to analyze land use by Cody 
groups in a much wider area on the Great Plains and Rocky Mountains. My small sample 
most closely resembles their “regionally-restricted” strategy, where groups slowed their 
movements in areas with less bison availability in order to exploit sufficiently abundant 
and predictable broad-spectrum resources, such as those found in the Foothill-Mountain 
locales. However, it is interesting that the place use history of these components suggests 
that the locales were not habitually used on a short term basis, which would seem likely 
given a regionally restricted orientation. Perhaps the resource structure in this area 
required more intermittent, widely spaced exploitation to allow resources to recover 
sufficiently for future use. Future work should include a consideration of whether Cody 
land use patterns might differ from other Middle to Late Paleoindian groups, and whether 




 Regarding the models reviewed by Larson (2012), the data in my study support a 
“Settling-In” strategy with an expanded diet breath/generalist orientation that had likely 
been well established by Late Paleoindian times in this area. The “Overlapping Groups” 
model would require fine-grained evidence that different ethnicities overlapped in the 
area during certain times of the year, and exploited the same resources, including herds of 
large and medium sized mammals (Larson 2012). I would expect to see very similar 
components from mountains and plains groups, but with differences in projectile point 
styles indicative of differing groups. The current study is not prepared to test such a 
model, but it is notable that both plains and mountain projectile point styles do seem to be 
present in the Wyoming Basin in some of the same components. However, the thesis 
components were largely composed of remains from very small mammals with hearth 
features possibly used for seasonal root and/or very small mammal processing. Only one 
component exhibited evidence of exploitation of medium sized mammals. In addition, the 
components are integrated cumulative palimpsests and radiocarbon age estimates from 
features seem to suggest that these occupational events were deposited separately and 
often spaced intermittently over several hundred (or hundreds) of years. The depositional 
context poses challenges for interpreting overlapping groups in Wyoming Basin 
components. Finally, despite a broad spectrum orientation associated with Foothill-
Mountain projectile point styles in the Wyoming Basin, it is possible that the patterns 
evident in the archaeological record here differ from those observed in other Foothill-
Mountain regions due to the unique physiographic context of the region, as discussed in 





 Regarding the need for future research, it would be useful to reanalyze all 
components in the interest of experimenting with the concept of integration. For example, 
high feature integration may be indicative of short-term persistent place use or reflect a 
functional need for larger hearth size. Integration of other artifact types may represent 
locale reuse or a type of persistent place use that differs from persistent places associated 
with feature integration. Wandsnider (2008) suggests combining multiple 
taphochronometric indicators to identify previously undetected patterns related to 
variability in the archaeological record. In addition to those already identified, 
taphochronometric indicators and methodologies from other researchers could be 
incorporated into this approach (Goldberg and Macphail 2008; Hall and Larson 2004; 
Surovell 2012). As illustrated in the explanatory model in Chapter 12, we may also be 
able to detect patterns associated with multitemporal processes within the same deposit 
through a consideration of the phenomenon of disharmonious time-averaging and the use 
of chronofacies analysis, time-averaging classes, and analytical palimpsests. Use of the 
latter might provide some control for confounding variables and consideration of 
disharmonious time-averaging may allow us to address long standing problems with 
committing a Pompeii Offense. Finally, the methodology outlined in the explanatory 
model is designed for single component use, but could be further developed for use with 
multiple components across landscape elements. 
 In conclusion, it is important to note that most of the Late Paleoindian land use 




orientations that rely on settlement/subsistence models, ethnoarchaeological research, and 
optimal foraging theory combined with analysis of seasonal indicators and/or temporal 
resource predictability theory. As such, these approaches might be best served through 
use of datasets with short-term and/or fine-grained resolutions. However, even in the 
presence of such data the problems of time-averaging, completeness, and short sequences 
discussed in Chapter 12 will significantly complicate the underlying analytical process, 
given the temporal grain of the data at hand. Combining a time perspectivist approach, 
such as the one used here, with insights from more traditional models enables us to move 
beyond the investigation of synchronic phenomena to identify variation and change 
through time through the study of place use history (Holdaway and Wandsnider 2006). 
The model developed in this thesis is an attempt to cultivate a concrete methodology 
informed by a time perspectivist theoretical orientation and will hopefully be improved 
through collaboration with other archaeologists using a variety of theoretical and 
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Time-Averaged Deposits and Multitemporal Processes
Table 5.1. Model of Place History and Taphochronometric Indicators
Occupation
Events Grain or Span Indicators
One Short Local tool source: high primary debitage/tertiary debitage ratio
Little site structure
Thermal features: charcoal and oxidation well preserved
Medium Thermal features: charcoal stains, little oxidation (Sharrock 1966)
Long Amorphous thermal features
Few Short Mean hearth area increases (Yellen 1977)
Medium Low fire-cracked rock (FCR)/thermal feature ratio
Long Unknown
Many Short Simple site structure
Pit structures and other facilities (if anticipated reuse [Chatters 1987:343–346; 
Smith and McNees 1999])
Many hearth types (Yellen 1977)
High standard deviation of hearth area
High artifact/feature ratio
Medium High FCR/thermal feature ratio
Long Multiple modes of bone weathering (Behrensmeyer 1978)
Complex site structure (Binford 1978a; O’Connell 1987; Wandsnider 1996)
High thermal feature density
High proportion of thermal features recycled into middens
Overdeveloped anthropogenic A horizon (Eckerle and Hobey 1999)
Low artifact/feature ratio







Time-Averaged Deposits and Multitemporal Processes
Table 5.2. Processes by Length of Term over Which They Are Manifested
Term Process Example/Reference
Event Response
Very short (subannual) Mortuary preparations Olivier 1999
Cyclical
Very short (subannual) Ritual cycle
Short (annual–decadal) Delayed reciprocity Bailey 1983
Logistical planning Bailey 1983
Monument use, maintenance Olivier 1999








Long (century) Colonization, abandonment
Paleoclimatic reorganization
Linear
Short (annual–decadal) Frontier evolution Kealhofer 1999
Intermediate (decadal– 
subcentury)
Demographic infilling Swedlund 1978
Long (centuries) Technological change e.g., Southern California (Broughton 
2002)
Very Long (centuries– 
millennia)
Soil formation e.g., Wyoming Basin (Eckerle 1997)







Time-Averaged Deposits and Multitemporal Processes
Table 5.3. Wyoming Basin Cultural Chronology
Uncalibrated 
Radiocarbon 
Years (bp) Period Phase Cultural Markers
650–150 Late Prehistoric Firehole Poorly known
1,800–650 Uinta Major increase in radiocarbon dates, mass kill sites, bow 
and arrow technology, seed processing
2,800–1,800 Late Archaic Deadman Wash Trough in frequency of radiocarbon dates
4,300–2,800 Pine Springs Peak in frequency radiocarbon dates; appearance of 
stemmed/indented and corner-notched projectile points
6,500–4,300 Early Archaic Opal Pit structures, below-ground storage
8,500–6,500 Great Divide Poorly represented
12,000–8,500 Paleoindian Poorly represented

















2,600 1 2 5290 ± 190 E.A. Opal Horizontal and 
vertical components 
(Smith and Creasman 
1988)
2 2 5290 ± 190 E.A. Opal





4 9 1500 ± 70 L.P. Uinta
5 6 1310 ± 70 L.P. Uinta
6 4 1170 ± 60 L.P. Uinta Pit structure
7 3 960 ± 60 L.P. Uinta
8 0 Recent
48SW1242 6,453 2 1 2170 ± 90 L.A. Deadman 
Wash
Hoefer 1986





6,500 1 1 10,090 ± 120 Paleoindian Hoefer 1987








7,400 1 9 6000 ± 130
6480 ± 90
E.A. Opal Pit structure (Harrell 
and McKern 1986)
2 12 4760 ± 130
4860 ± 110
E.A. Opal Pit structure








6,600 1 4 5130 ± 90 E.A. Opal Pit structure; 1 and 2 
difficult to separate in 
the field (Newberry 
and Harrison 1986)
2 3 4380 ± 200 E.A. Opal Vertical components
3 1 3170 ± 60 L.A. Pine Spring
48SW5215 6,860 1 (A) 4 5150 ± 100 E.A. Opal Horizontal compo-
nents (McKern 1987a)
2 (B)* 4 1090 ± 60 L.P. Uinta Reported as part of 
same component by 
author but considered 
separately here

















6,890 1 2 2770 ± 80 L.A. Deadman 
Wash
Horizontal compo-
nents (Newberry and 
Hoefer 1987)




6,920 1 4 4850 ± 70 E. A. Opal Pit structure (McKern 
1987b) 
2 9 4300 ± 70
4360 ± 90
E.A. Opal Pit structures; one is 
a reconstruction of 
Component 1 PS
48LN2555 6,640 1 5 5260 ± 90 E.A. Opal Vertical components 
(Reust et al. 1994)














7,300 7 1 4690 ± 110 E.A. Opal Vertical components 
(Miller et al. 1999)











E.A. Opal Antelope bone abun-
dant





6,770 1 4 Harrell 1989
2 18 1480 ± 60 L.P. Uinta Pit structures
3 18 1250 ± 60
1290 ± 60
L.P. Uinta Pit structure
Note: E.A. = Early Archaic, L.A. = Late Archaic, L.P. = Late Prehistoric.



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 5.6. Components by Surface Stability and 
Basin Position (N = 29 Components for Which 
Information Is Available)
Basin Location
Surface  Stability Interior
Margin or Rock 
Springs Uplift
Deflation or deflation/ 
 aggradation
4 0
Stable or slow 
  aggradation
3 18
Rapid aggradation 3 1

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1242-2 1 220 7.17 .59 .00 1,812.67 .00
1242-3 1 220 29.62 2.73 .02 2,670.87 3,224.87
2555-1 >1 102 –5.00 12.26 .05 1,318.47 869.91
2555-2 3 66 –5.00 71.83 .18 4,186.60 2,983.69
2555-3 3 154 –5.00 11.07 .03 3,558.04 1,091.27
5215-1 .00 48 .69 .10 .08 2,468.28 1,681.78
5215-2 .00 32 2.09 7.97 .13 2,317.57 2,504.72
5215-3 .00 36 1.33 1.69 .11 1,547.09 673.18
BH-2 1 219 .42 2.05 .03 1,206.11 671.66
BH-3 1 227 .56 2.45 .04 1,471.40 902.91
Crk-1 3 12 1.42 1.17 .00 3,700.48 2,855.03
Crk-2 >1 35 .26 .26 .00 2,075.88 1,674.39
McI-1 .00 60 2.45 .53 .03 2,379.92 .00
McI-2 >1 12 7.92 .00 .08 594.98 .00
MR-1 .00 115 11.66 .27 .09 3,498.90 2,159.11
MR-2 .00 115 5.40 .51 .10 2,647.93 1,490.41
MR-3 .00 100 5.07 .85 .06 3,263.70 1,632.23
MR-4 .00 100 8.78 2.32 .11 3,173.62 1,702.56
PH-2 >1 56 18.50 2.70 .16 1,096.97 836.85
SWC-1 .00 96 3.48 1.25 .03 3,426.20 1,672.66
SWC-2 .00 96 2.74 1.60 .03 1,258.80 .00
SWC-3 .00 60 1.75 1.60 .02 14,338.52 .00
Tal-1 .00 102 86.03 1.76 .02 1,888.99 .00
Tal-2 >1 58 97.93 .00 .03 2,047.12 113.49
Tal-3 3 116 46.77 7.97 .05 1,712.43 1,079.89
Tal-4 3 58 33.83 5.34 .16 3,240.89 3,266.45
Tal-5 3 92 55.04 5.98 .07 1,666.66 1,155.52
Tal-6 3 128 48.77 3.20 .02 2,302.23 3,464.50
Tal-7 3 92 124.63 7.74 .03 2,799.91 1,935.68
TP-3 >1 27 359.19 .00 .07 882.93 .00
TP-5 1 86 25.28 22.20 .08 1,922.99 1,372.11
TP-7 1 38 458.29 .00 .00 .00 .00
Note: 1242 = SW1242, 2555 = LN2555, 5215 = SW5215, BH = Buffalo Hump, Crk = Crooks, McI = McIntosh, MR = Maxon Ranch, PH = Porter 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Time-Averaged Deposits and Multitemporal Processes




Deflation/Aggradation Stable Rapid Aggradation
Single/few Tal-1, Tal-2 1242-2, SWC-2, 2555-1, BH-2, 
BH-3, TP-7
Several occupations 




MR-3 (some integration), 




PH-2, 5215-1, 5215-2, MR-1, 
MR-4, 2555-2, TP-3, TP-5
Tal-4, Tal-5, MR-2
Note: 1242 = SW1242, 2555=LN2555, 5215 = SW5215, BH = Buffalo Hump, Crk = Crooks, McI = McIntosh, MR = Maxon Ranch, PH = Porter 
Hollow, SWC = Sweetwater Creek, Tal = Talioferro, TP = Trappers Point.
Table 5.11. Multiple Radiocarbon Dated Components (with 68 Percent Confidence Interval Span Determi-
nation) by Number of Radiocarbon Events and Nature of Integration
Integration












Note: 1242 = SW1242, 2555 = LN2555, 5215 = SW5215, BH = Buffalo Hump, Crk = Crooks, MR = Maxon Ranch, PH = Porter Hollow, Tal = 
















































Cumulative palimpsest (Bailey 2007) 
 
“Successive episodes of deposition, or layers of activity, remain superimposed one upon 
the other without loss of evidence, but are so re-worked and mixed together that it is 
difficult or impossible to separate them out into their original constituents” (Bailey 
2007:204). 
 
Time-averaged deposits (Behrensmeyer 1982) 
 
Materials deposited through behaviors from many agents integrated over time span 
during which the sedimentary envelope accumulated (Behrensmeyer 1982). 
 
According to Bailey, same as “cumulative palimpsest.” (Bailey 2007:204). 
 
Integration (Holdaway and Wandsnider 2006; Wandsnider 1992) 
 
“Degree to which materials are integrated between occupation events, that is, remains 
from succeeding occupations are mapped onto or acknowledge remains from preceding 
occupations” (Holdaway and Wandsnider 2006; Wandsnider 1992a, 2008).  
 
Later site occupants contribute additional cultural materials directly to the preceding 
occupation. I think this could be inferred to represent intentional or nonintentional 
behavior (to be determined through analysis using chronometric and taphochronometric 
indicators, as at the Allen Site [Bamforth et al. 2005]). 
 
“Non-Integrated” Cumulative Palimpsest (I infer this from “Integration” above) 
 
Sub-type of cumulative palimpsest. Palimpsest deposits created without direct interaction 
by subsequent site occupants. Formed through natural site formation processes. Cannot 
include single occupation events by definition. May be composed of integrated 
cumulative palimpsests from multiple events (see below). 
 
“Integrated” Cumulative Palimpsest (I infer from above) 
 
Sub-type of cumulative palimpsest. Palimpsest deposits created when subsequent site 
occupants directly interact with previous deposits by contributing additional cultural 
materials and/or features to those deposits. 
 
Disharmonious Time-Averaging (Kowalewski 1996) 
 
Property of time-averaged deposits. Each material may be time-averaged to a different 
degree horizontally and/or vertically within an integrated or non-integrated cumulative 




averaging may occur within non-integrated cumulative palimpsests if multiple integrated 
cumulative palimpsests form separately, but are then time-averaged together through 
natural processes rather than through direct action on the part of later site inhabitants). 
 
Harmonious Time-Averaging (I infer this from the above) 
 
All materials mixed together equally. No separation is possible. May represent single or 
multiple occupation events. (If single events are included, the rationale is that most single 
occupation events are composed of multiple actions that contribute artifacts/features 
through time). These materials are disordered in time. 
 
Elements /Units of Integration  
 
Artifacts, features, or other analytical units that may be used to infer degree(s) of 
integration within a deposit. Chronometric and taphochronometric indicators may be used 




Degree to which artifacts or features are integrated horizontally within a deposit, as 
inferred through use of chronometric and taphochronometric indicators.  
 
Perhaps with future work, this could become a type of integration index. This might be 




Degree to which artifacts or features are integrated vertically within a deposit, as inferred 
through use of chronometric and taphochronometric indicators.  
 
Perhaps with future work, this could also become a type of integration index, along with 
horizontal integration as described above. This might be helpful during the analytical and 




Artificial creation of a palimpsest for analytical purposes.  
  
 
 
